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Why this book was written 

Semiconductors have solved many of the old problems of power control, 
but they have also raised new ones with which some engineers are not 
yet familiar. In the ten years since we began selling rectifier diodes we 
have. encountered most of them, either in the course of our own research 
and development activities or in working out power control applications 
for our customers. As a result, we know the answers to most of the 
questions users are likely to ask and we have tried to put them in this 
book. 

Naturally, we cannot foresee all the applications in which our diodes may 
be used, and new applications may raise new problems. If they do, we 
are ready to help you solve them. Not only are the services of our applica-
tion laboratories throughout the world at your disposal, but of our 
publications department too. As new applications are developed and new 
problems solved, it is our policy to publish information about them for 
our customers. If the answer to your power control problem is not in 
this book, please ask us about it. You can rely on our help. 

IR. P. DE VOS 





1 Semiconductor Diodes 

1.1 Introduction 

Electrical energy is most conveniently transmitted in the form of alternating 
current. However, there exist numerous uses of electricity (electroplating 
and other electrochemical processes, welding, traction) which call for 
d.c. power. It is here that convenient and efficient conversion of electric 
power from a.c. to d.c. becomes of primary importance. The first answer 
to the problem was the rotary converter; then, around the turn of the 
century, the mercury vapour rectifier came into general use. The solid 
state device made its appearance at a later date, in the shape of the copper 
oxide (about 1920) and the selenium diode (about 1930). 

Weaknesses inherent in these devices were their relatively poor forward 
current and reverse voltage handling capabilities. After World War II the 
two-layer pn-germanium and -silicon diodes were introduced. These 
passed higher current densities, but the reverse voltage limitations re-
mained. These limitations have largely been removed by the advent of 
three-layer germanium and silicon diodes —devices that might be said 
to be tailor-made to the requirements of high-power a.c. to d.c. conver-
sion. The introduction of a third weakly doped, almost intrinsic layer 
greatly enhances reverse voltage handling capabilities without any loss of 
the current-carrying properties afforded by the heavily doped outer p- and 
n-layers. These three-layers diodes can pass hundreds of amperes and 
block hundreds of volts, and thus are ideally suited to employment in 
present-day high-level a.c. to d.c. conversion systems. 

A power diode should 
— offer practically no resistance to current flowing in the forward 

direction, i.e. have a low forward voltage drop; 
— present virtually an open circuit to current attempting to flow in the 

reverse direction, i.e. have only a small leakage current; 
— permit a high current density; 
— stand up to a high reverse voltage, and so reduce the need for casca-

ding of devices and elaborate circuitry in high-voltage applications. 
In addition, solid-state power diodes should be able to tolerate high 
junction temperatures, for it is on this that their load-carrying capacity 
depends. 
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Figures for the various types of rectifying elements are set out in Table 
1-1«~. It is clear that the three-layer devices most closely approach the 
ideal rectifying element. The silicon three-layer diode withstands a higher 
operating temperature and can thus have higher load ratings than its 
germanium counterpart. 

The virtues of three-layer power diodes may be summarized as follows: 
— Minimum power loss, since forward voltage drop and reverse leakage 

current are of a vanishing magnitude under normal conditions of 
operation. In addition, no heater power is required to operate the 
device. 

— Extreme compactness, since permissible current density and reverse 
voltage are high. 

— Extreme reliability. A virtually unlimited life may be expected, pro-
vided the diode is employed within the ratings. This cannot be said 
of thermionic rectifiers, for the life of the cathode is definitely limited. 

In addition to these properties, the recently introduced controlled ava-
lanche type of power diode has greatly simplified the problem of counter-
ing voltage surge effects. This device will withstand, bursts of reverse 
energy that would be apt to destroy conventional diodes by surface 
breakdown (see Section 2.3). 

Table 1-1 

rectifier device 
forward current maximum maximum efficiency 
voltage density reverse operating 
drop (A/cm2) volt. (V) temp. (°C) approx.) 

rotary converter 90 

mechanical recti-
fier 97 

mercury vapour 
rectifier 15 to 20 20.000 N 45 95 

copper oxide rec-
tifier 0.6 1 30 70 90 

selenium diode ~1 l 50 150 90 

germanium dio-
de (three-layer) 0.5 100 800 120 99 

silicon diode 
(three-layer) 1 100 ~ 4000 200 99 
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1.2 Semiconductor Material 

1.2.1 General 

In absolutely pure (intrinsic) silicon or germanium, electrons and holes 
(electron shortages) are generated by thermal motion. These charge car-
riers in the intrinsic material are able to move freely within the mono-
crystalline lattice, and so allow a current to pass through the crystal 
when a voltage is applied. Since, at thermal equilibrium, the concentra-
tion of intrinsic charge carriers is extremely low, the resistivity of the 
pure material will amount to several thousands of S2cm, which makes 
the intrinsic semiconductor unsuited, as it stands, to any practical appli-
cation. Of course, the intrinsic material has no rectifying properties any-
way. The concentrations of thermally generated charge carriers increase 
with temperature within the normal operational range, and so also does 
the conductivity of the intrinsic material. 

The intrinsic conductivity can be greatly improved by introducing 
strictly controlled amounts of selected impurities, that is to say, by 
doping with chemical elements similar to the element forming the crystal 
lattice. An impurity concentration as low as 1 in 10g is enough to reduce 
the resistivity of the pure material quite appreciably. 

1.2.2 Donor and Acceptor Impurities 
Phosphorus, for example, is a pentavalent element, and on diffusion into 
pure silicon or germanium, it will disturb the original lattice, this being 
built up out of tetravalent atoms. Each intruding phosphorus atom has 
one electron which will not fit into the lattice, and so becomes a mobile 
charge carrier. Because it donates negative charge carriers to the intrinsic 
material phosphorus is called a donor or n-type impurity. Arsenic and 
antimony are also donors. Almost all built-in donor atoms are ionized 
at room temperature. Having lost an electron, they acquire a positive 
charge which is held fixed within the crystal lattice. Silicon or germanium 
doped with adonor-type impurity is called n-type material because it 
passes a current consisting of negatively charged particles. 

Amongst the acceptors or p-type impurities are boron, aluminium, 
indium and gallium, which resemble silicon and germanium, but differ 
from them in being trivalent. When introduced into intrinsic material, 
a p-type atom will not fit into the crystal lattice unless it captures an 
electron, thus leaving an electron shortage or hole. Thermal agitation 
causes captured electrons to be ejected from their bounds; however, they 
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are immediately accepted by other nuclei deprived of the corresponding 
electron. As a result, the electron shortages or holes behave as mobile 
carriers which are positively charged and which move in a direction 
opposite to the dislocated electrons. At room temperature almost all 
acceptor atoms are ionized. On collecting an electron they acquire a 
negative charge which is tied to the crystal lattice. Silicon or germanium 
doped with an acceptor-type impurity is named p-type material because 
of the positive charge carriers it contains. 

When the impurities are evenly distributed over the intrinsic material 
we have a homogeneous semiconductor with improved current conduc-
tion properties. However, such a semiconductor still does not possess 
rectifying capabilities. It is important to note that electrical neutrality is 
maintained everywhere in the semiconductor material because the charge 
of the mobile carriers is fully compensated by the immobile space charge 
of the ionized impurity atoms. 

1.2.3 Manufacture 
Fig. 1-1 shows several stages in the manufacture of a diode (in this case 
a three layer type: see section 2.2). Successive stages of this process are 
shown schematically, assuming we start with central layers of weakly-
doped p- and n-silicon. Formation of the outher n+- and p+-layers is a 
dual operation in which accurately controlled layer thicknesses are created 
by first depositing the impurity vehicle, and then driving in the impurities 
at a higher temperature. 

Processing in a superclean atmosphere ensures high electrical and 
chemical stability. Sandwiching the silicon crystal between molybdenum 
or tungsten back-up plates, greatly enhances the capability of the finished 
device to endure thermal fatigue. The solid back-up plates have a coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion close to that of silicon; any thermal stresses 
are thus transferred from the fragile silicon crystal to the joints between 
back-up plates and leads, enabling the unit to withstand severe temper-
ature fluctuations without suffering electrical or mechanical deterioration. 
Selection of tungsten or molybdenum as back-up plate material ensures 
good electric and thermal conductivity. The silicon crystal is coated with 
rubber or varnish to obviate surface flash-over at rated voltage level 
and to protect the crystal from chemical attack. After coating the assembly 
is sealed, together with an inert gas to inhibit chemical action, into its 
envelope. 

The envelope is the most seen and probably the least appreciated part 
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of any diode whereas it is the result of much development to endow it 
with the properties needed for it to perform all its functions. These func-
tions include: 
(1) protecting the crystal from handling and mishandling, humidity and 

chemical contamination ; 
(2) providing electrical and thermal conducting paths; 
(3) presenting the diode in a manner convenient for mounting. 

(1) These protective properties are obtained by making the envelope 

anotle side 

 P 
  n' 

  p. 

 P 
 , n« 

_ -Ni-layer 
P' 
P 
n• 
Ni-layer 

mounting Dose 

tungsten 

Crystal 

tungsten 

Stage 1. High grade, weakly p-doped silicon crystal. 

Stage 2. Deposition of P20 5 and diffusion of phos-
phorus. 

Stage 3. Crystal anode-side is lapped to remove 
n+-layer. 

Stage 4. Deposition and diffusion of boron and 
anode-side PeOe layer at cathode-side prevents 
boron diffusion here. 

Stage 5. Both sides are lapped to remove residual 
PZOS and boron. Both sides are nickel plated for 
better contact. 

Stage 6. Crystal edges are bevelled and junctions 
are etched (or and coated). 

Stage 7. Tungsten back-up plates are soldered on 
to create afatigue-free construction. 

Stage 8. One side of entire assembly is brazed to 
Hexagon mounting base and to the other side the 
contact is connected. 

Fig. 1-1 Power diode manufacturing technique all-diffusion method (crystal cross-sec-
tions shown, not to scale). 
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so robust that the hermetic seal, between the electrodes and glass 
or ceramic insulator still exists even after the diode has been sub-
jected to all stresses associated with transport, normal handling, 
mishandling, mounting on a heat sink, and the vibrations or shocks 
experienced during operational life. 
Further, the seal is able to suffer the expansions and contractions 
caused by different ambient temperatures and loads, and still be 
effective. All this is actieved with an envelope that is small enough 
to fit into modern power equipment. 

(2) To provide good conductors for current and heat the envelope 
electrodes are made of copper, usually nickel plated to prevent 
their corroding in industrial atmospheres. In power diodes one 
of the electrodes is the mounting base and the cathode (reverse 
types the anode) is bonded directly to this base to give minimum 
electrical and thermal resistances between the junction and base. 
To keep the contact resistances between the base and heat sink as 
low as possible the mounting base surface is made smooth and 
flat. 

(3) Lower power diodes have a stud type mounting base which makes 
for easy installation. The higher power diodes, however, have a 
flat base that can be either bolted or soldered to the heat sink to 
make the contact resistances even lower. 
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2 Phenomenology 

2.1 Two-Layer Structure 

2.1.1 The Unbiased State 

An inhomogeneous piece of semiconductor material is obtained by intro-
ducing impurities at one side. This may be achieved by a diffusing or 
alloying process. It is clear that the impurity concentration is maximum 
nearest to the surface, the amount of impurities decreasing to almost zero 
with depth. When we diffuse p-type impurity into n-type material, the 
situation may be as depicted in Fig. 2-l. Near the surface the p-type 
impurity will predominate. Beyond a certain depth the original n-type 
material remains virtually unaffected by the diffusion process. At the 
level where the diffused impurity concentration equals that of the n-type 
material, i.e. where the net concentration is zero, a pn junction is formed. 
As will be shown below, the device thus produced will have rectifying 
properties, passing a high current in one direction only; when the applied 
voltage is reversed, only a small leakage current flows. 

Fig. 2-1 The diffused pn junction. 

predominantly p-type 

acceptor impurity concentration 
diffused into the material 

donor impurity concentration 
available in n-type material 

predominantly n-type 

—+distance 

Impurity concentrations create mobile charge carriers which tend to 
diffuse evenly across the semiconductor material, like gas particles in a 
void space. Charge carriers diffuse away from regions of high density to 
those of lower densities; that is to say, a diffusion current is set up which 
is proportional to the concentration gradient (the decrease in concen-
tration per unit length). This diffusion current upsets the electric charge 
balance within the semiconductor material, although the semiconductor 
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as a whole remains electrically neutral. The local space charges thus 
formed set up an electric field which counteracts the diffusion of charge 
carriers. A state of equilibrium will be attained when the diffusion current 
and the opposing current set up by the electric field are equal. As many 
charge carriers will diffuse to regions of lower concentration as are forced 
back by the opposing field. Clearly, a state of even distribution of charge 
carriers will never come into existence. 

The slice shown in Fig. 2-2 illustrates in simplified fashion the state of 
equilibrium around the pn junction. Majority carriers (holes in the p-
layer, electrons in the n-layer) migrate across the junction by diffusion, 
thereupon becoming minority carriers (Fig. 2-2a). Their displacement up-
sets the local charge balance (Fig. 2-2b) and creates space charges on both 
sides of the junction (Fig. 2-2c). Thus an electric field is set up (Fig. 2-2d), 
having its maximum strength where the space charge reverses sign, i.e. at 
the junction. The space charges attract each other across the junction, 
whereas at the same time a diffusion current will cross the junction. This 
current is limited by the electric field. Since the storage of majority car-
riers on one side of the junction equals the excess of minority carriers that 
have crossed the junction, the two space charges will be of equal magni-
tude and opposite sign. The shortage of majority carriers and the excess 
of migrated minority carriers causes the p-layer to assume a negative 
potential with respect to the n-layer (the p-layer has a shortage of holes 
and an excess of electrons; conversely the n-layer has a shortage of elec-
trons and an excess of holes), see Fig. 2-2e. As a result, the diffusion of 
mobile charge carriers sets up a potential difference, called the diffusion 
voltage, between the two regions. The diffusion voltage acts as a potential 
barrier opposing the migration of majority carriers and upholding the 
balance between diffusion current and field current. A steeper concen-
tration gradient sets up a stronger diffusion current and thus creates a 
larger counteracting diffusion voltage to restore the balance between dif-
fusion process and field effect. Thus, independent of the semiconductor 
material and the type of impurity, the diffusion voltage will be a function 
of the ratio of hole (or electron) concentrations existing on either side 
of the junction. 

2.1.2 Forward Bias 
Forward biasing of a junction makes the p-layer more positive (Fig. 2-3). 
Applying forward voltage will aid the diffusion or migration of majority 
carriers across the junction despite the potential barrier. Holes are in-
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Fig. 2-2 Simplifted representation of the 
equilibrium obtainable around the unbiased 
pn junction. 

nsxnc 
-► tlistance 

Fig. 2-3 Voltage distribution acrossforward-
biased pn junction 

a) slice from pn-diode junction 
b) distribution of concentration of im-

purities and charge carriers 
c) space charge distribution (width 

exaggerated) 
d) electric field strength distribution 
e) potential distribution 

IF
IA1 

i 

l. —~VF (V) 
thre5 hob II

Fig. 2-4 
Forward characteristic, pn junction. 
(Threshold occurs approximately at 
diffusion voltage VD, about 1 V.) 
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jected from the left, driving the holes already present in the material 
across the junction. The same applies to the electron current. The move-
ment of carriers across the junction area is occasioned by the concentration 
gradient. Clearly, a minimum voltage is required to drive the majority 
carriers across the potential barrier. However, beyond this threshold 
voltage a small increase in potential difference is enough to push a much 
larger number of charge carriers across the junction. The forward cha-
racteristic of the pn junction will accordingly be as shown in Fig. 2-4. 
Below the threshold voltage hardly any current flows, but once this 
threshold is exceeded a steep rise in forward current will result. 

2.1.3 Reverse Bias 
A pn junction is said to be reverse biased when the p-layer is made more 
negative and the n-layer more positive. A reverse bias opposes the diffu-
sion of majority carriers across the junction by increasing both the height 
and the steepness of the potential barrier (Fig. 2-5). Holes and electrons 
are attracted away from the junction area, which, if the reverse voltage 
is large enough, will be almost completely drained of mobile charge car-
riers; hence the name "depletion layer". The withdrawal of majority car-
riers increases both space charges and the width of the layer they occupy, 
so enabling a strong electric field to build up in response to the applied 
reverse voltage. Now, while the potential barrier opposes the flow of 
majority carriers, it acts as an "acceleration precipice" for the thermally 
generated minority charge carriers (cf. Section 1.2). Holes that have been 
thermally generated in the n-layer "fall" over the precipice, to be attracted 
by the negative voltage on the left-hand side; by a similar mechanism, 
electrons which have been thermally generated in the p-layer move across 
the junction into the n-layer. 

+ p -layer n-layer 

- ► distance 

Fig. 2-5 Voltage distribution 
across reverse-biased pn junction. 
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These thermally generated minority carriers cause a reverse current to 
flow which is very much smaller than the forward current. The reverse 
current reaches a saturation value at a quite moderate reverse-bias voltage 
(Fig. 2-6) for there is a definite limit to the rate at which minority carriers 
can be generated thermally. 

At very high reverse voltage levels the thermally generated minority 
carriers are strongly accelerated, thereby acquiring enough energy to enter 
into ionizing impacts. The resultant carrier multiplication increases the 
reverse current when the reverse voltage is raised to the "breakdown" 
level, the carrier multiplication factor is high enough to initiate an un-
limited current rise. Avalanche breakdown will now occur, culminating 
in the complete destruction of the device if no current-limiting measures 
have been taken. 

2.2 Three-Layer Structure 

2.2.1 The Unbiased State 
An important particular has been left out of the above simplified account. 
In reality both layers need heavy doping, so that they can supply an 
abundance of charge carriers. Besides making the diode suitable for high 
current densities, the heavy doping cuts down the voltage drop across 
both the p- and n-layer; but it also creates a strong concentration of both 
types of impurity in the junction area. There will therefore be a large 
number of minority carriers available (holes in the n-layer, electrons in 
the p-layer) to sustain a high saturation current, substantially lowering 
the voltage at which breakdown occurs. It would seem that high current 
densities are not compatible with a high blocking voltage — at least, in 
the simple two-layer diode structure. Away out of the dilemma is provid-
ed by the three-layer diode, which has a lightly doped central layer sand-
wiched between heavily doped p- and n-type outer layers. The central 
layer ensures a high breakdown voltage, the outer (contact) layers supply 
copious quantities of charge carriers, allowing high current densities to 
be sustained. 

In effect the three-layer diode under forward bias, acts as a heavily 
doped 2 layer (p+n+) device, and under reverse bias as a highly doped 
2 layer (pn+) device. 

In a three-layer device the semiconductor material has for example 
boron added as p-type impurity to one side of the crystal, forming a 
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p+-layer. The other side is heavily doped with phosphorus, a donor which 
turns it into an n+-layer. Sandwiched between these heavily doped layers 
is a central one which is scarcely affected by the diffusion process, and 
which retains the slightly p-type or slightly n-type character conferred on 
the purified silicon by evenly distributed residual impurities. The central 
layer must be thick enough to cope with a high reverse voltage, but still 
thin enough to be completely swamped with charge carriers originating 
from the outer, heavily doped p+- and n+-layers when a forward voltage 
is applied. Given the correct physical proportions, the intrinsic central 
layer, which normally has over 100 SZcm resistivity, will be made highly 
conductive by the injected charge-carriers. The overall forward voltage 
drop across the structure is then reduced to a minimum. The required 
thickness of the central layer depends on the penetration depth (diffusion 
length) of the injected majority carriers, that is to say, on the average 
effective distance over which these carriers will travel before they recom-
bine with charge carriers of opposite polarity. 

With p-type silicon the situation prevailing in the unbiased state is 
depicted in Fig. 2-7. Majority carriers migrating from the heavily doped 
layers across the junctions, as shown in Fig. 2-7a, set up space charges 
on both sides of these junctions (Fig. 2-7b). (To simplify matters, we shall 
ignore the majority carriers migrating from the central layer; their con-
centration is much lower anyway.) The space charges create electric fields 
(Fig. 2-7c), which have their maximum strength at the junction interfaces 
and which restore the balance between diffusion effects and field current. 
The resulting build-up of potential barriers across the junctions hinders 
the migration of majority carriers (Fig. 2-7d). In the central p-layer the 
hole concentration is in excess of the electron concentration. Thus, as the 
concentrations of majority carriers in the outer p+- and n+-layers must 
be equal, the hole concentration gradient across the p+p-junction must 
be smaller than the electron concentration gradient across the n+p-
junction. In consequence, the lowest diffusion voltage will develop across 
the p+p-junction (cf. Section 2.1.2). 

2.2.2 Forward-Bias 

Low-level injection 

Injection is considered to be at a low level so long as the concentration 
of the injected carriers is less than the thermal-equilibrium value for 
majority carriers in the central layer. This situation prevails when the 
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diode is operated at moderate current densities (up to 10 A/cmZ). The 
low-level injection of holes from the p+-layer will have no great effect on 
the concentration of majority carriers (holes) in the central layer, and the 
voltage drop VD1 across the p+p junction will scarcely change. (Fig. 2-8.) 
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Fig. 2-7 Simplified representation of three layer diode: a) slice through diode 
perpendicular to plane of junctions, b) space charge, c) /i'eld strength, d) po-
tential. 

On the other hand, the injection of electrons from the n+-layer substantial-
ly increases the concentration of minority carriers (electrons) in the central 
layer, causing the voltage drop across the n+p junction to diminish. It 
can be said that low injection levels do not appreciably alter the potential 
distribution through the central layer; in particular, the situation across 
the p+p junction remains almost unaffected. This implies that a zero 
voltage drop is maintained through the central layer, as in the unbiased 
state, while the properties of the diode are largely determined by the 
n+p junction. The device functions in fact as a two-layer diode. 
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High-level injection 

Injection is said to be at a high level when the concentration of the car-
riers injected from both heavily doped layers exceeds the concentration 
of majority carriers in the central p-layer. This situation will arise when 
the diode is operated at higher current densities (10 to > 100 A/cm2), 
to beyond full steady-state load. The central layer is virtually swamped 
with carriers and becomes highly conductive, so that the low thermal-
equilibrium carrier concentrations cease to play any part. Majority car-
riers are injected at the same rate from either side, so evening off the 
voltage drops across the two junctions (Vin Fig. 2-9). Between the two 
junctions a voltage drop V~ develops, of a magnitude sufficient to drive 
large quantities of carriers through the central layer. This voltage drop 
must be compensated by an increase in forward voltage if the forward 
current is to remain at the same level. Under these conditions the number of 
majority carriers originally available in the central layer diminish and the 
device operates as a diode with an intrinsic central region (PIN-diode). As 
Fig. 2-10 shows the slope of the IF-VF curve falls off at high injection levels. 

2.2.3 Reverse-Bias 

The situation prevailing in the reverse-biased state is depicted in Fig. 2-1 1, 
and the effect of reverse biasing at various levels up to the maximum 
permissible level is shown in Fig. 2-12. A moderate reverse bias gives rise 
to internal voltage drops (Fig. 2-11) very similar to those arising in the 
case of low-level injection in the forward biased state (cf. Section 2.2.2). 
On increasing the reverse bias a more or less thorough clean-up of the 
central layer occurs caused by charge carriers at the junctions being 
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attracted towards, and entering, the outer p+- and n+-layers (Fig. 2-12, 
curve a). The central layer is now dominated by acceptor ions which are 
evenly distributed and so constitute a negative space charge of uniform 
density. The resulting electric field increases linearly through the central 
layer so that the potential distribution is roughly parabolic. The negative 
space charge is unable on its own to support the steeper field gradient 
required by a further increase in the reverse bias; and in this eventuality, 
ohmic losses originating from the reverse leakage current, will develop 
through the central layer, giving rise to a linear potential distribution 
(Fig. 2-12, curve b). As in the high-level injected forward-biased mode 
of operation, the behaviour of the device under a strong reverse bias is 
very similar to that described in Section 2.2.2 for high level injection. 

In very pure semiconductor material, any junction breakdown will 
occur as a result of avalanche effects caused by carrier multiplication ~ Z ~. 
The junction is apt to breakdown at lattice imperfections such as disloca-
tions, and substantially higher breakdown voltages can be obtained from 
dislocation-free material. Hence, in order to arrive at a power diode that 
will stand up to really severe reverse biasing, the manufacturer must make 
every effort to avoid the irregularities present in the original crystal lattice 
and to even out the distribution of impurity concentrations. The junctions 
must be regular in structure and extend right up to the edge of the crystal. 

It has been found that for silicon, provided the central layer has a 
thickness not less than that of the space-charge layer, at breakdown the 
following relationship exists between the breakdown voltage V(aR>R and 
impurity concentration Nl in the central layer: ~l~ 

—o.~s 
V(BR)R a Nl . 

Thus, with the purest material obtainable, in which Nl is less than 
1013 atoms/cm3 (about 1 impurity atom for every 5 x 109 silicon atoms!) 
it is possible to achieve breakdown voltages of several thousand volts 
(Fig. 2-13). However, the carrier lifetime in the finished device is more 
difficult to control. Though silicon crystals can be produced with high 
carrier lifetimes, these are drastically reduced during diffusion processes. 
The relationship between breakdown voltage and carrier lifetime is shown 
in Fig. 2-14, for equal central layer thickness and carrier diffusion length. 

In the case of p+p-diodes the relationship above is not strictly true. 
In fact the breakdown voltage is lower, but carrier lifetime in the finished 
device is still of major importance. The reverse mode performance of 
power diodes has been stepped up by minimizing lifetime degradation 
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during manufacture; however, if lifetimes of 1000 us could be maintained, 
it should be possible to operate diodes at voltages between 5 and 10 kW. 

The three-layer diode constitutes a major step forward as compared 
to earlier devices, and is nowadays widely accepted as a valuable tool in 
high-power rectification. 

2.3 Controlled Avalanche ®iodes 

2.3.1 What does "Controlled Avalanche" mean? 

Normally diodes are capable of momentarily absorbing hundreds of watts 
in the forward direction. However, in the reverse mode they may be 
damaged by only a few watts of power dissipation, occurring for example 
during a brief voltage transient. The reason for this contrast lies in the 
fact that, in the forward direction, the heat generated is distributed evenly 
across the crystal, whereas in the reverse mode, heat production i s strictly 
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local. At high reverse voltage levels breakdown will occur at weak spots 
close to the junction-surface interface rather than across the whole 
crystal. Breakdown causes hot spots due to power dissipation within a 
minute volume; the structure of the semiconductor may be disrupted at 
these points. The energy that can be absorbed in this manner is extre-
mely difficult to predict, though it is definitely less than the amount that 
can be dissipated through the full crystal cross-section. 

In controlled avalanche diodes, however, the local electric field is kept 
under control by carefully contouring the semiconductor surface. Body 
breakdown will occur rather than surface breakdown. 

As always, it is important that the crystal lattice should possess extreme 
regularity, and that the impurities should be evenly distributed, in order 
that a uniform and true avalanching effect may be obtained across the 
entire junction area. Such avalanching, when kept within acceptable 
energy limits, is of anon-destructive nature. 

The voltage at which avalanching occurs is predetermined during 
manufacture by accurately dosing impurity concentration in the junction 
areas, and by careful attention to the geometry of the diode. 

Controlled avalanche diodes are characterized by the following pro-
perties 
— rigidly specified maximum and minimum avalanche characteristics 

with overlapping voltage regions from type to type; 
— within the ratings laid down in the data sheets, power surges in the 

avalanche region are absorbed without damage; 
— sustained avalanche is possible without damage. 

2.3.2 Effect of Bevelled Edges 
The geometry of the diode plays a very important part in determining 
the characteristics of the controlled-avalanche diode. The effect of a large 
reverse bias on a p+n junction with bevelled edges is shown in Fig. 2-15, 
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Fig. 2-15 Strongly reverse-biased bevelled pn junction. 
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from which it will be seen that the space charge layer bends upward near 
the bevel. Consequently the width across which the potential barrier de-
velops will be much larger at the edge than deep in the interior, giving 
rise to a reduced electric field intensity at the bevelled edges. Clearly, 
when the reverse voltage is raised, the diode will breakdown internally, 
leaving the edge of the crystal unaffected. This action excludes the highly 
unpredictable and unreliable phenomena which take place at the edges 
at high reverse voltage levels. In fact, the breakdown is transferred to-
wards the interior of the crystal, where its properties can be accurately 
kept under control during manufacture. 

The maximum field strength occurring along the bevel of the crystal 
will reduce as the bevel angle is decreased; however, technological con-
siderations set a lower limit to the bevel angle. 
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Fig. 2-16 (aJ Strongly reverse-biased bevelled three-layer diode, and (b) the 
capacitor equivalent. 

The effect of bevelling athree-layer diode is illustrated in Fig. 2-16, 
together with its capacitor equivalent (plate of restricted dimensions facing 
infinite plate). At low reverse bias, when the depletion layer has not yet 
extended into the p+-layer (cf. Section 2.2.3), the system acts as a simple 
bevelled n+p junction. At a high reverse bias, however, the space charge 
reaches the p+-layer, and the voltage distribution will crowd around the 
p+p junction edge (area A). (At a low reverse bias the maximum space 
charge develops just above the n+p junction, as in a diode with a single 
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junction, but as the reverse bias increases, the peak in the field strength 
shifts towards the p+p-junction.) In fact, the field configuration resembles 
that around the edge of a finite capacitor plate placed opposite a plate of 
infinite dimensions. This local field is controlled by the edge radius. 
Similarly, the maximum field strength at the edge of the p+p junction is 
governed by the bevel angle. By careful choice of the bevel angle, the 
maximum field at the edge can be significantly reduced, though not to 
the same extent as in a two-layer diode. 

Having abuilt-in mechanism for handling voltage surges, the con-
trolled avalanche diode greatly simplifies circuit protection and other de-
sign problems. It is quite capable of absorbing bursts of power due to 
abrupt switching, fuse blowing and the like, and of doing so within its 
ratings. Unlike other diodes, controlled-avalanche diodes do not in-
variably require the protection of voltage-sharing resistors and capacitors 
when connected in series. Thus the main advantage they offer is enhanced 
circuit reliability with simplified design. 

Bevelling the wafer edge of controlled avalanche diodes. 

2~ 



Diode assembly in clean work cabinets filled with inert gas. 
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3 Characteristics and Thermal Considerations 

3.1 Power Diode Characteristics 

Power diode data sheets usually give current versus voltage curves in 
both the forward and the reverse directions, as well as power dissipation 
versus average forward current. These graphs, in conjunction with the 
non-repetitive ratings, indicate the optimum operating conditions for the 
devices and keeping within the limits laid down ensures the highest 
reliability. In the case of continuous duty, limiting factors are maximum 
average forward current and crest working reverse voltage. For sinusoidal 
operation between 50 and 400 Hz, the forward and reverse losses largely 
determine the overall dissipation, the forward losses being the major 
contributor. However, reverse losses are by no means negligible, since 
they tend to increase with temperature, and may thus cause thermally 
unstable operation (junction temperature run-away). Beyond 400 Hz, 
switching transient dissipation due to reverse recovery may reach signi-
ficant levels.~3~ 

Non-repetitive or surge ratings are determined by the diode ability to 
absorb power surges, and these ratings are the ones which may even dic-
tate the choice of diode. 

3.1.1. Forward Characteristics 
The operation of the three-layer diode in the forward-biased state has 
been considered at some length in Section 2.2.2. Figs 3-1 and 3-2 show, 
in schematic form, forward characteristics of such a diode under steady 
and surge load conditions. At low power levels, where the current flow 
is essentially injection-limited, the diode operates as a single junction 
device. With increasing forward bias (high-level injection) the conductivity 
of the central layer improves and starts to resemble that of aPIN-diode. 
(Fig. 3-1.) Within the continuous load region up to about 100 A/cmz the 
slope of the loglF versus VF characteristic may be expressed as q/akT, 
where 1 < a < 2, average 1.6. In the region that includes the repetitive 
peak values and extends right up to the maximum surge limits, carrier 
concentrations in the central layer approach those in the p+- and n+-
layers (very high level injection) and it becomes increasingly difficult to 
extract, across the central layer, carriers from the heavily doped outer 
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layers. At these levels the current flow becomes space-charge limited,~4~ 
and will be governed by the half-power law.~l~.~s~•~6~•~'~ Beyond this 
region the diode seems to behave as an ohmic device and no significance 
should be attached to measured results since they are highly dependent 
on conditions. 
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Fig. 3-3 Influence of junction temperature on forward 
characteristics of power diode BYX74. 

Fig. 3-3 shows forward characteristics for the 150 A power diode Type 
BYX14 at two different junction temperatures. It will be seen that a rise 
in operating temperature reduces the forward voltage drop for currents 
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within continuous load ratings (up to 150 A average). This temperature-
dependent phenomenon is turned to good account when the rise in junc-
tion temperature due to pulse loading is determined by monitoring the 
forward voltage drop at an extremely low standing forward current (cf. 
Section 3.2.3). 

The forward characteristic is independent of time in the sense that the 
dynamic and static forward characteristics do not differ.* 

The forward current, in conjunction with the forward voltage drop, 
occasions a loss of power within the diode which raises the junction tem-
perature. The maximum permissible junction temperature determines the 
maximum forward power dissipation (the reverse losses being almost 
negligible). This in turn sets a limit to the average forward current, 
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Fig. 3-4 Determination of forward power loss. 

though the diode is capable of carrying currents far in excess of this 
value. The forward power loss can be determined from Fig. 3-4 with 
the aid of the formula 

where PFAV 

IFAV 

IF(rms) 

V~ 

rdiff 

2 
PFAV — VcIFAV ~ IF(rms) rdiff~ (3-1) 

average forward power dissipation, 
= average forward current, 

r.>n.s. forward current, 
= voltage given by the intercept of the tangent with the 

abscissa, 
differential (a.c.) resistance determined by the average 
forward current level. 

Taking as an example diode Type BYX14, operating at full rating, with 

* This not entirely true in switching circuit applications, where recovery effects are likely to occur 
(cf. Section 3.1.3). 
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180° conduction angle, we find V~ = 0.9 V, IFAV = 150 A, IF(rms) _ 
1.57 x 150 = 235 A, rd;ff = 1.2 mS2, which gives 

PFAV = 0.9 x 150 -~ 2352 x 0.0012 = 201 W. 

The actual power dissipation versus average forward current character-
istic is shown in Fig. 3-5. It will be noted that a significant amount of 
power may be dissipated across the diode junctions, so cooling is neces-
sary to keep the junction temperature within safe limits. 

:~.~e. Fig. 3-5 Forward power dissipation as a function of 
_ ~ 

IFnv fAl average forward current (BYX14 series). 

3.1.2 Reverse Characteristic 

When the diode is reverse-biased, a leakage current flows. The leakage 
current has two components. One component is the saturation current, 
which is made up of thermal equilibrium carriers freed in the depleted 
central layer and which reaches a maximum at a relatively low reverse 
voltage (cf. Section 2.1.3); the saturation current is negligibly small in 
silicon. The other component is the "generation" current, due to carriers 
captured and released at trapping centres within the space charge region 
of the junction. The ratio between the currents generated inside and out-
side the junction space charge layers is 0.1 for a typical germanium junc-
tion; it can be as high as 3000 for silicon.~l ~ Clearly, the generation cur-

rent is by far the major contributor to the overall leakage current in 
silicon diodes. 

A generalized curve for reverse-biased junctions, plotted on a log-log 
scale, is shown in Fig. 3-6. In the generation current range, I R is a half-
power function of the reverse voltage.~l ~ At higher reverse voltage levels 
carrier multiplication will occur, giving an appreciable increase in reverse 
current. Avalanching, resulting in general breakdown, will ensue if the 
reverse bias is further raised. 
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As shown by Fig. 3-6, the reverse current is strongly temperature-
dependent and will rise by a factor of about 2 for every 10 to 15 degC 
increase in temperature. The relation between leakage current and tem-
perature is expressed as: 

it = io •exp{c(T1 — To)}, (3-2) 

where io =leakage current at junction temperature To, 
it =leakage current at junction temperature Tl, 
c =temperature coefficient (0.03 to 0.07 per degC). 

Fig. 3-6 Inffuence of tetperature on 
generalized reverse-bias characteristic: 
(a) room temperature, (b) high opera-
ting temperature. 

The reverse losses are proportional to the leakage currents; thus, from 

Pi = Po exp {c(Ti — To) }, (3-3) 

where Po =reverse losses at To
P 1 = reverse losses at Ti. 

The temperature dependence of reverse losses may cause thermal instabi-
lity (cf. Section 3.2.1) in badly designed circuits. 

Fig. 3-7 shows the reverse characteristic for the BYX27 series of con-
trolled avalanche diodes at a junction temperature of 25 oC. Besides 
being subject to production spread, the avalanche breakdown voltage 
has a temperature coefficient of about 0.001. The formula is 

v(T) = YT=ss {1 -}- 0.001(T— 25)}, (3-4) 

where V(T) denotes the avalanche voltage at a junction temperature of 
T °C. 
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Though the controlled avalanche diode, in contrast to other diodes, 
can safely operate close to or within the breakdown region, a crest work-
ing reverse voltage rating is specified in the data sheets in order to ensure 
that it can withstand the full reverse voltage during steady-state operation, 
at minimum avalanche voltage and at lowest rated junction temperature 
(-55 °C). 

The non-repetitive power surge curve for the same series is shown in 
Fig. 3-8 for two initial junction temperatures, and various pulse durations 
(rectangular pulses). It will be seen that in the reverse mode, by virtue 
of even heat distribution across the crystal, power bursts can be absorbed 
which are approximately equal to those the device can cope with in the 
forward-biased state. The power dissipated in the reverse mode is ex-
pressed as: [s~ 

where A =diode constant, 
T;NR =non-recurrent rated peak junction temperature due to 

the power surge, 
T; =junction temperature before application of the power 

surge, 
t =duration of the rectangular pulse. 

Since T;NH is well above the steady-state rating, the reverse power surges 
implied by Fig. 3-8 are essentially of anon-repetitive nature. 
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3.1.3 Recovery Effects 

When a power diode is switched from the conducting to the nonconduc-
ting state or vice versa, it does not immediately settle down to steady-state 
operation. The switching action of the diode sets up transients which, 
provided electric parameters do not vary, give rise to a constant amount 
of energy loss per switching cycle. Under these circumstances the transient 
power loss will increase in proportion to the switching frequency, and 
may become a significant contributor to overall power dissipation at high 
frequencies, making derating of the diode necessary. 

Forward recovery 

The situation that arises when the diode switches to the conducting state 
is illustrated in Fig. 3-9. A finite time will be required to swamp the central 
layer with minority carriers so that it will become highly conductive. Thus 
the rate of current growth will not be infinite and a voltage in excess of 
the steady-state value will develop across the diode. The peak value of 
this forward recovery voltage depends both upon the rate of current 
growth as determined by the external circuit, and the final value of the 
forward current. 

r I steady-state 
current 

time 

for Vard recovery 
oltage 

I + :steady-state forward 
 voltage drop 

s time 

forwartl recovery 
time 

Fig. 3-9. Forward recovery (idealized). 

The duration of the transient, termed forward recovery time, is gener-
ally small with respect to the reverse recovery time. Normally the power 
loss during forward recovery is also much lower than during reverse 
recovery. Thus forward transients do not pose a serious problem. 

Reverse recovery 

On application of a reverse voltage, the diode is unable to return imme-
diately to the reverse-biased state. The abundance of charge carriers in 
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the central layer sets up a potential distribution which cannot change 
instantaneously. The charge in the central layer has to be cleared away 
by recombination and diffusion of the carriers. Accordingly, during time tl

) (Fig. 3-10) the forward voltage drop is maintained although the diode 
current has reversed under the influence of the external voltage.). As soon 

~ as the charge has been removed, the reverse current decays, allowing the 
potential barrier to be built up. The full ability to withstand the reverse 
voltage is not restored until the leakage current has fallen to its steady-
state value. 

~ time 

leakage current reduced 
to steady-state value 

—► time 

patentlal barrier 
build-up 

t1 (reverse 
conducting state) 

reverse recovery time 
(appro■ 10ps) 

Fig. 3-10. Reverse recovery. 

Both the reverse current surge and the reverse recovery time depend 

on the forward current, rate of decay of forward current, and the 
reverse voltage. Reverse recovery will be slowed down in the absence 
of a reverse voltage, since then no potential drop is present across the 
diode structure to aid extraction of the excess charge carriers. The reverse 
current surge is a result of two actions: one the removal of excess charge 
carriers, the other charging-up of the depletion layer capacity. 

The reverse current flowing during the build-up of the potential barrier 
is comparatively heavy, and it is responsible for the greater part of the 
losses associated with the reverse recovery process. These losses increase 
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both with forward current and with frequency. Though considerably 
larger than the forward recovery losses, they can still be neglected at 
normal line frequencies. 

3.1.4 Surge Characteristics 

A semiconductor is said to work on a repetitive basis when its maximum 
junction temperature does not exceed the rating laid down for continuous 
duty. It works on anon-repetitive basis when the junction temperature 
exceeds the maximum (continuous) rating for a brief instant, i.e. when it 
is "overloaded" within the ratings laid down by the manufacturer. This 
mode of operation covers unusual phenomena such as inrush currents, 
fault currents due to shorts, heavy switching and lightning strokes on 
power lines. It is on this kind of role that the power diode comes into its 
own as a rectifying device capable of absorbing power bursts well beyond 
continuous ratings. In many instances, in fact, selection of a particular 
diode is governed not so much by continuous load considerations as by 
the power surges that are expected to occur in the application. 

Non-repetitive operation is subject to the following provisos: 
the diode must always be operated within the relevant ratings as 
specified in the data sheets; 

  the load levels implied by the specified non-repetitive ratings must 
occur only a limited number of times during the life of the diode; 
the permitted overloads must not occur in quick succession. The 
junction must have an opportunity of cooling down to at least the 
maximum temperature permissible for continuous duty before it is 
again overloaded up to the permitted overload level. This proviso 
caters for the case were power surges —due for example to shorting —
have to be absorbed by a diode that is already working under full 
steady-state load conditions. 

Adherence to the above rules will prevent any deterioration in diode 
characteristics, and so ensure reliable operation. 

Ratings for non-repetitive duty are determined by the surge current 
curve and the Izt diagram. A typical surge current curve is shown in 
Fig. 3-11, in which the maximum permissible peak (half sine wave) for-
ward current is plotted against the number of half sine waves at 50 Hz 
operation. The current pulses are assumed to have the same amplitude 
and to be separated by half cycle "off" times. Suppose ashort-circuit 
persists over 5 cycles (duration 0.1 s); the diode will be able to absorb 
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Fig. 3-11 Surge current curve for BYX13 series, allowing for maximum rated 
junction temperature prior to the surge. 

5 half sine waves having a peak value of 270 A (T,,,b = 125 °C) and a 
duration of 10 ms, provided they are separated by 10 ms intervals. Note 
that this type of surge is permissible under full load conditions. 

IZt-ratings apply to subcycle surges, i.e. single surges lasting less than 
10 ms. Over such short periods of time the diode behaves essentially like 
a resistor with a fixed thermal capacity and with no heat bleed-off from 
the junction area while the surge current is flowing. What is important 
here is the total amount of transient energy dumped into the junction 
area; this may be represented in good approximation by the time integral 
(Izt) of the square of the forward current. The safe IZ t-value is lower for 
subcycle surges than for overloads lasting 10 ms and more, because in 
the latter case the heat has a chance to flow away from the junction during 
the overload, thus limiting the junction temperature rise. Izt-ratings are 
of interest when power diodes are being operated with fuses to protect 
them (see Chapter 7). 

The following formula relates the maximum permissible peak value of 
a 10 ms half sine wave current surge to the steady-state average current 
rating. In general: 

IFSM maxIIFAV max = 16 t0 20. (3-6) 

3.2 Thermal Considerations 
3.2.1 Thermal5tability 

The thermal working condition of a power diode is dictated by the simple 
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law of thermal equilibrium, stating that heat fed into the diode and heat 
removed must be equal. However, fulfilment of this condition does not 
necessarily imply thermally stable operation. Even when the cooling 
system is capable of draining off all heat supplied, a situation of thermal 
instability can still arise. This is due to the temperature dependence of 
the reverse losses, which increase with junction temperature (cf. Eq. 3.2). 
The system becomes thermally unstable when the amount of power sup-
plied to the junction per degree centigrade starts to exceed the amount 
of heat removed per degree centigrade. Unless arrested, the resulting 
upward drift in junction temperature will eventually cause the diode to 
break down. Normally, however, the temperature dependence of the for-
ward losses can be left out of the account. The condition for thermal 
stability can then be formulated as: 

dPRAv/dT; G dPA/dT;, (3-7) 

PRAv =average reverse power dissipation (heat supplied to the 
junction), 

PA =power removed from the junction, 
T; =junction temperature. 

where 

The removal of heat depends on the overall thermal resistance Rin;_ Q
of the conduction path from junction to ambient. Rt,, ; _ Q comprises the 
thermal resistance from junction to mounting base and, if a heat sink is 
used, the thermal resistance from mounting base to heat sink and heat 
sink to ambient. This thermal resistance may be expressed: 

Rrh ; - a  
= 

dT; /dPA = (T; — Tamb)lPA• (3-8) 

With the aid of eq. (3-3) condition (3-7) can be expressed in terms of 
Rt,, ; _a. Substitute PRAY for Pl and T; for Tl in eq. (3-3): 

PRAv = Po exp c(T; — To). 

Differentiating with respect to T; gives: 

dPRAV 
— cPo exp c(T; — To), 

dT;
and so 
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Now, for thermal stability, using eq. (3-7): 

dPRAv dPA
  —~ 
dT; dT;

thus 

or 

cPxav 

Rrn .t-Q 

1 

Rt,, ; _ u

1 

cPRAv 
(3-9) 

This condition for thermal stability must be met at maximum junction 
temperature and at the highest anticipated leakage current with the diode 
subjected to the crest working reverse voltage. The maximum permissible 
external thermal resistance can be derived from the data sheet. 

Ilne representing 
heat removed (PA J 

curve representing 
heat supplied into 

jUnCtian (PRAY) 

ambient 
tertgt Tamp 

arc tan Rth j-a 

~ junction temp. T( 

Fig. 3-12 Thermal stability: (a) unconditional, (b) conditional. 

The thermal behaviour of a diode is illustrated graphically in Fig. 3-12. 
The relevant curves intersect at two working points, A and B, meaning 
that at these points the heat generated equals the heat removed. At A, 
condition (3-6) is satisfied, ensuring unconditionally stable performance 
of the diode; the system will return to point A after any disturbance of 
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the thermal equilibrium. At point B the system does not satisfy condition 
(3-6). Operation at this point will be stable only on condition that the 
heat balance is not disturbed. Any slight increase in power dissipated will 
cause thermal runaway, since beyond this point the heat cannot be re-
moved at the same rate as it is produced. There will be no limit to the 
rise in junction temperature, and the diode is apt to be destroyed by an 
avalanche effect. 

heat P. 

Tambmax TJmax -~ junction temp Tj 

Fig. 3-13 Effect of a cooling system on thermal Instability. Il =correctly de-
signed system, IZ =inadequate cooling system. 

The practical situation is depicted in Fig. 3-13. Diode heating is repre-
sented by a plot of curves relating to different values of forward current. 
Straight lines Il, ZZ represent the cooling effect provided by two different 
heat sinks. The cooling system represented by Il will stabilize the junction 
temperature at points A1, A Z, A3 under various loads, and at the maxi-
mum anticipated ambient temperature Tamn mex• Even at full rating 
(point A3) unconditionally stable performance is ensured. With inade-
quate cooling, however, stable operation is possible only up to point B. 
Such conditions will preclude full utilization of the diode, the excessive 
resistance of the external thermal path having pushed the junction tem-
perature up to a point close to the rated maximum. Indeed, operation 
at point B, where lZ is tangent to the heating curve, will involve the risk 
of thermal runaway, so strictly speaking the diode should be derated 
(dashed line) to guard against this. 

Above a certain temperature the crystal begins to lose its semicon-
ductor properties. However, the safe upper limit to junction temperatures 
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is usually set by the manufacturer at a much lower level, with a view to 
ensuring thermal stability. Commonly the upper limit is at 190 °C; if 
this and other limits are observed, the diode can be expected to operate 
reliably over a very long period. It is permissible for the maximum junc-
tion temperature to be exceeded occasionally, as a result of surge pheno-
mena, provided the surges keep within the non-repetitive ratings laid 
down for the diode. It should be borne in mind that non-repetitive ratings 
are based on the assumption that the permitted overloads will not occur 
more than a few hundred times during the lifetime of the diode. 

3.2.2 Thermal Resistance 

Tabled against electrical quantities and units in Table 3-1 are the analo-
gous thermal quantities and units. The electrical analogy requires that 
solid material (or indeed any conductor of heat) be seen as a thermal 
resistance through which heat (or power) flows as a result of a temper-
ature difference set up across its ends; just as a difference of potential 
causes a current in a conductor of electricity. On introducing the notion 
of thermal capacity one can go on to treat physical systems as RC-net-
works, cascaded as necessary. The variation in temperature of a point 
in the physical system is calculated as a voltage variation at the same 
point in the equivalent circuit. 

Once thermal equilibrium has been established, i.e. in the steady-state 
mode, all heat storage capacities have been "charged" to their final tem-
perature, and only the overall thermal resistance will be of importance. 
This overall thermal resistance may be utilized to determine the per-
missible power loss in a device passing pure d.c., with ambient temper-
ature and maximum permissible junction temperature given. Under puls-
ating loads (in which steady-state a.c. operation must be included) no 
temperature balance will be achieved and transients will occur in the 
power flow. The influence of the heat storage capacities is taken care of by 
defining transient thermal impedances, which have no electrical analogue. 

In accordance with Table 3-1, in the steady state: 

dT = PR A,,. (3-10) 

This law will govern the removal to ambient of heat generated within 
the device under operational conditions. Rewriting eq. (3-10) for the 
practical case, we obtain: 

P = (T; max — Tain6 maz)/lRth j—mb -I- Rth mb-h -~- R~,, ~_ a), (3-11) 
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where P 
Tj max 

Tam6 maz 

Rth j —m6 

Rth mb—h 

Rrn n—a 

= overall power dissipation (forward and reverse) 
= maximum rated junction temperature, 
= maximum anticipated ambient temperature, 
= maximum rated thermal resistance from junction 

to mounting base, 
= thermal resistance from mounting base to heat sink, 
= thermal resistance from heat sink to ambient. 

The overall power dissipated depends on the average forward current, the 
mode of rectification and the crest working reverse voltage. Since the 
maximum junction temperature and the thermal resistance from junction 
to mounting base are inherent in the diode under consideration, the maxi-
mum permissible average forward current will depend on the resistance 
of the external thermal path Rrh ma —h + Rih ,,_ a and on the anticipated 
value of Tam6 max• 

Conversely, if the diode is to operate at its maximum ratings, the 
resistance of the external thermal path must be reduced by providing ade-
quate cooling. The method will be explained with reference to Fig. 3-14. 

500 
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Fig. 3-14 Determination of heatsink thermal resistance. 

Assume athree-phase bridge rectifier is required to supply 400 V at 
600 A, at 40 °C ambient temperature, the transformer having a capacity 
of 1.05 x 400 x 600 = 252 kVA. 
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The average current per diode is clearly 600/3 = 200 A. A type will 
therefore be selected from the BYX33 series (maximum average forward 
current 250 A). The crest working reverse voltage is 1.05 x 400 = 420 V, 
so diodes rated for 600 V will be required. The broken lines in Fig. 3-14 
show how the graph is used in this particular case. An average forward 
current of 200 A yields 280 W overall power dissipation per diode (point 
P). In order not to exceed the rated maximum junction temperature, the 
thermal resistance Rih mb—a must not exceed 0.33 degC/W (point Q). 
Assuming that the thermal resistance from mounting base to heat sink, 
Rth mb—h~ amounts to 0.07 degC/W, the thermal resistance of the heat 
sink to ambient, Rih h—a~ should not exceed 0.26 degC/W. 

The graphical solution may be easily verified by applying eq. (3-11): 

T j max = P(Rth j —m6 + Rth m6 —h + R[h h —a) + Tam6 max 

= 2go(o.20 + 0.07 + 0.26) + 40 = ls8 °c, 
the rated value of Rt,,;_mb being 0.20 degC/W for the BYX33. The rated 
maximum junction temperature is 190 °C. from which it may be seen that 
the value found above for the thermal resistance of the heat sink is correct. 
The mounting base temperature can be obtained from: 

Tmb = P(Rth m6 —h +Rih h —a) +Tamb 

= 280(0.07 + 0.26) -}- 40 = 132 °C, 

which is in close agreement with the graphical solution (the intercept of 
the horizontal broken line on the right-hand vertical scale is 134 °C). 

3.2.3 Transient Thermal Impedance 
Fig. 3-15 is a schematic representation of a power diode plus heat sink 
system whose heating cycle is not unduly long. The temperature T; of 
the junction rises in consequence of the dissipated power fed into its 
thermal capacity Cl. Some power is absorbed by the body of the diode, 
so there is a difference in temperature between T;  and Tmb (the mounting 
base temperature, measured at the centre of one of the hexagonal faces). 
The heat flows into the heat sink via the thermal resistance from mounting 
base to heat sink. The temperature difference Th —Tamb between the heat 
sink and ambient is responsible for the removal of heat to atmosphere 
(or to another coolant). As long as the heat supplied to the system and 
the heat removed to atmosphere differ, no steady-state mode will exist. 

The thermal time constant of the diode is very small compared to that 
of the heat sink (typical values are a few seconds and 10 minutes respec-
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Fig. 3-IS Electrical analogy of heat flow (power flow) junction to ambient, for 
fairly short heating cycles. 

tively) because the heat storage capacity of the power diode is low. For 
example, a crystal can have a heat storage capacity Cl of 10 mWs/degC, 
and an overall heat storage capacity Cl + CZ of 5 Ws/degC, compared 
to C3 = 56 Ws/degC fora 100 mm x 100 mm copper heat sink of 1.6 mm 
thickness. 
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Fig. 3-16 Reponse of the junction to a 
square power pulse. 

The response of the juncton to a step pulse of heating power is illus-
trated in Fig. 3-16. It may be seen that a definite time elapses before a 
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steady-state is attained. The heating curve is the inverse of the cooling 
curve.~3~ Hence, at equal time lapses: 

Theat ~ Tcool = d T• (3-12) 

Dividing by the power pulse P yields an equation expressed in terms of 
degC/W 

Zih cool — Rth — Z[h heat• (3-13) 

Clearly in this expression Rih is the thermal resistance already mentioned 
in Section 3.2.2, while Zih pool and Zih heat are transient thermal impe-
dances which determine the state of thermal unbalance. The impedance 
and temperature curves are congruent (Fig. 3-16b, c). 

For a circuit with a single time constant, Zih hea[ and Zih aoot may be 
expressed as: 

Zih hea[ =Rih {1 — exp(—t/RC)}, 
and 

(3-14) 

Z[h cool = R[h exp(—t/RC). (3-15) 

These formulae are fair approximations for a heat sink of reasonable 
thickness having a uniform surface temperature, i.e. exhibiting a thermal 
efficiency approaching unity (cf. Chapter 5). This assumes that the 
thermal capacity of the heat sink is large with respect to that of the de-
vice. The transient thermal impedance of the heat sink, either measured 
or calculated with eq. (3-14), can then be added to the thermal resistance 
of the device to find the overall thermal response of the complete system 
as illustrated in Fig. 3-17. It appears from this plot that the heat sink 
has no effect on the thermal system during the first second that elapses 
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following injection of the power pulse; thereafter it starts to play a part 
in the removal of heat. After about 300 s the heat sink thermal capacity 
is no longer effective in restricting the junction temperature rise, and the 
ultimate junction temperature will be dominated almost exclusivity by 
the thermal resistance of the heat sink. 

As was shown above, the thermal capacity of the crystal is very low. 
This is particularly true of the junction area. The junction heats up very 
rapidly under load, and thus the junction temperature may fluctuate 
during the power cycle. Still, its very small thermal capacity may be 
efficient in arresting the rapid rise of junction temperature at subcycle 
load durations. In addition, the time constant of the heat sink is so 
large that for surges the temperature of the envelope may be regarded 
as constant. Under these conditions pulses with amplitudes many times 
in excess of the continuous ratings may be handled by the diode under 
consideration. 

The transient thermal impedance of the crystal is found by measuring 
the junction temperature. Since the junction area is inaccessible the junc-
tion temperature cannot be measured directly. However, it was shown in 
Section 3.1.1 that the forward voltage drop is a function of temperature. 
The rise in junction temperature is determined by monitoring the anode-
to-cathode voltage drop at a low standing current, say 10 mA, immedia-
tely after application of a pulse load of exactly known magnitude. The 
forward voltage drop versus junction temperature has been carefully 
calibrated by placing the diode under investigation in an oven with 
thermostatically controlled temperature: the anode-to-cathode voltage 
drop is measured at different temperatures, while keeping the low-level 
standing current constant. The variation of forward voltage drop due to 
the applied pulse load, as displayed on an oscilloscope, is shown in Fig. 
3-18. The transitory voltage due to heating up of the junction is designated 
d VF (the transition is very rapid and can be detected only on a greatly 

~F

1 

b 

~::::9. 

d 

~ time 
Fig. 3-IS Method of determining 
junction temperature rise. 
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expanded time base). Curve b is obtained graphically by multiplying the 
forward voltage drop and forward current. The duration t and power 
dissipation P of an equivalent square-wave pulse are shown in broken 
line. The junction temperature rise is found with the aid of the calibration 
curve from the decrease d VF in the forward voltage drop as measured 
on the trace. The transient thermal impedance can be plotted by observing 
the forward voltage drop as a function of time, following application of 
the surge. Since the thermal impedance of the crystal, Zt,, _ {T;(t) — 
—T,,,b}lP, the mounting base temperature must be accurately known. 

250A diode on its heatsink. 
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4 Pulse Loading Considerations 

4.1 Introduction 

if a power diode is to operate reliably under repetitive pulsatory loads, 
care must be taken that its maximum permissible junction temperature 
is not exceeded. Pulse loading causes junction temperature fluctuations, 
and is not permissible unless the resulting peaks are within the temper-
ature limit laid down in the data sheet. Peak junction temperature in turn 
depends on the transient thermal impedance (cf. Section 3.2.3) of the 
diode and its associated cooling system. 

Thus, the magnitude of the pulses that can be handled safely is deter-
mined by the rating of the diode, its heat dissipation and the use or other-
wise of a heat sink. Fitting a heat sink permits short trains of pulses with 
amplitudes exceeding the continuous ratings to be alternated with mode-
rate loading, as the relatively large thermal time constant delays the rise 
in junction temperature. The thermal time constant of the diode crystal 
itself is too small to prevent the occurrence of junction temperature fluc-
tuations, even under steady a.c. operation. 

Calculations of junction temperature can be made by means of a graph 
showing transient thermal impedance v.s time, plotted for the diode in 
combination with its heat sink. The method will be explained below. The 
following symbols are used: 

dT =temperature difference, 
w =duration of square power pulse (pulse width), 
i =power pulse repetition time, 
b =duty factor of repetitive square power pulse (= w/z), 
P =amplitude of square power pulse. 

4.2 Heating and Cooling Curves 

When a diode is subjected to a step function of heating power, its (expo-
nential) junction temperature rise is governed by the various time con-
stants present in the thermal system (Fig. 4-1). As explained in Section 
3.2.3, the transient thermal impedance Zt,,(t) is measured by injecting a 
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unit power pulse and determining the resulting change in junction tem-
perature after a specified time. After infinite time, junction temperature 
will stabilize at a steady-state value, while transient thermal impedance 
will equal thermal resistance. 

power 

steady_ 
state 

Ti I 

Zth 

1P

1Pzihltj 
1
PRth 

Tomb 

~zszaso 

Fig. 4-1 Heating curves for a step function of electrical input power. 

From Fig. 4-1 we derive the following formula: 

1',(t) = Tan,b + PZ~h(t), (4-1) 

where T;(t) denotes the junction temperature at any instant t. The steady-
state junction temperature is: 

T;SS = TQmb ~- PRrn. (4-2) 
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Fig. 4-2 Transient thermal impedance of BYX33 diode on heatsink type 56283, 
as a function of time. 



Example 
Fig. 4-2 is a plot of transient thermal impedance vs. time for power diode BYX33 
when mounted on a heat sink Type 56283. Assume a step function of 150 W is applied 
to this diode at 40 °C ambient temperature at free convection. Find the junction tem-
perature 1 s after application of the power, and at infinite time. 

From Fig. 4-2 it can be seen that Z~n(ls) = 0.145 degC/W and Rte, 0.72 degC/W 
(at 104 s). From eq. (4-1) the junction temperature after ] s is: 

Tj(1 s) = 40 + (150 x 0.145) = 62 °C, 

and from eq. (4-2) the junction temperature at infinite time: 

Tjss = 40 -~- (l 50 x 0.72) = 148 °C. 

Upon removal of the applied power, the junction temperature will gra-
dually drop to the ambient level as illustrated in Fig. 4-3. If the junction 
temperature has stabilized to a steady-state value before the input of 
power is stopped, the cooling curve will be the inverse of the heating 
curve, since an abrupt stoppage of the power input is equivalent to super-
imposing astep function of "negative" power having the same magnitude. 

power IP 
steady state 

PZ th(t) 

Tomb 

Zthlt) Zthlt) 

~ time 

Fig. 4-3 Cooling curves for a step 
function of power. 

Consequently the cooling curve may be readily found from eq. (4-1) 
by substituting the steady-state junction temperature (TQ,,,b -{- PRrh) for 
TQ,,,b, and P for P. Thus we find for the cooling curve, for steady-state 
operation 

TJ(Z) — Tamb ~ P~Rth — Zth(t)}• (4-3) 

Example 
Find the junction temperature for power diode BYX33, 20 s after termination of 150 W 
step function, at 40 °C ambient temperature (steady-state operation before removal of 
power). 

From Fig. 4-2 it is seen that Rth = 0.72 degC/W and Zth(20s) = 0.25 degC/W. 
According to eq. (4-3): 

T~(20s) = 40 -} 150(0.72 — 0.25) = 111 °C. 
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4.3 Loading with a Single Square Power Pulse 

In practical applications a power pulse will decay before stabilization of 
junction temperature occurs (Fig. 4-4). The heating curve is determined 
by the magnitude of the power pulse P, the cooling curve by the peak 
junction temperature T;  p occurring when the applied power is cut off. 
In these circumstances the heating and cooling curves will not be con-
jugate, and eq. (4-3) is not applicable. 

power I 

Tj 

P 

I ~ 
  —  _ steady 

_ _ state 

 ~ T' 

V I 

tp 

—► time 

Fig. 4-4 Effect of brief power pulse on 

,junction temperature. 

The instantaneous junction temperature can be calculated by resolving 
the applied power pulse into apositive- and anegative-going step func-
tion, in the manner shown in Fig. 4-5. In fact, the pulse of duration w, 
is regarded as equivalent to a positive step P occurring at the onset of 
the pulse, and an equal negative step —P applied at t = w. These step 
functions yield heating curve a and cooling curve b. The actual cooling 
curve (after termination of the square power pulse) will be the algebraic 
sum of a and b. From Fig. 4-5 the instantaneous junction temperature 
at time t during cooling down may be derived: 

TJIt) — Tam6 + 1'{Zth(t) — Zthll — W)}. 
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Fig. 4-S Grnphica! method of finding instcrntatteous junction temperature. 
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Example 
Find peak junction temperature for diode BYX33 and junction temperature 5 s after 
onset of 200 W power pulse of 2 s duration, at Tomb = 40 °C. 

From Fig. 4-2 it is seen that: 

ZtN(t) = Zin(Ss) = 0.20 degC/W, 
Ztb(t — w) = Zth(5 — 2s) = Ztb(3s) = 0.185 degC/W, 
ZIb(w) = ZiN(2s) = 0.17 degC/W. 

The peak junction temperature at termination of the pulse is, from eq. (4-1): 

Tjp =Tomb + PZ~b(2s) = 40 + 200 X 0.17 = 74 °C. 

The junction temperature 5 s after onset of the power pulse is, from eq. (4-4): 

Tj (Ss) = 40 + 200(0.20 — O.185) = 43 °C. 

4.4 Loading with Repetitive Square Power Pulses 

4.4.1 Pulses of Equal Magnitude 

When power is applied in the form of repetitive square wave pulses with 
duty factor b, the variation in junction temperature takes on a sawtooth 
shape, as illustrated in Fig. 4-6. The average junction temperature exhibits 
an exponential rise, tending to a steady-state value when the square wave 
is sustained for a sufficiently long time. On the analogy of eq. (4-2), the 
average steady-state junction temperature follows from: 

Tiss av = Tamb + BPR~,,. 

Fig. 4-6 Time function of Tf at repetitive pulse loading. 

(4-5) 

Example 
Find the steady-state average junction temperature for power diode BYX33 when 

loaded by 40 W (P~) continuous duty with superimposed 200 W (Pp) pulses: w = 2 s, 
S = 0.4 (repetition time t = 5 s), Tomb = 40 °C. 
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Fig. 4-2 shows that Rt„ = 0.72 degC/W. The junction temperature rise due to P~ 
is, from eq. (4-2): 

dTf° = P~Rtn = 40 x 0.72 = 28.8 °C. 

The junction temperature rise due to Pp is, from eq. (4-5): 

dTjp = SPPRih = 0.4 x 200 x 0.72 = 57.6 °C, 

(this T jp is the average rise due to Pp) 
which gives: 

Tjss ou = Tamn + 4Tj ~ + 4T~p = 126 °C. 

Care must be taken not only to keep the average junction temperature 
within the ratings of the diode, but also to ensure that the permissible 
peak junction temperature is not exceeded, especially where the train 
consists of large pulses having a low duty factor. The calculation of peak 
junction temperature due to three equidistant pulses of equal magnitude 
is worked out below (Fig. 4-7). 
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As explained previously, the pulses can be replaced by heating and 
cooling step functions giving rise to conjugate heating and cooling curves, 
shifted in time. Maximum junction temperature will be reached at the 
end of the third pulse: 

TJP — ramb T dThl — d Tcl ~ QTh2 — dTc2 I 4 Th3~ 

(this T;P is peak) 

where 

4Th1 = PZth(l2'C -{- W), 4 Tc1 = PZth(2i), 
4Th2 = PZth //t ~ N')~ dTc2 = PZih(i)• 
d Thg = PZth\W)~ 

Hence 

Tjp — ~amb ~ P{Zthl2"C -~ W) —/  Zth(~i) 
Zthl Z ~ W) — Zth(i) ~ ZthlW)}• 

Similarly, for n equidistant pulses of amplitude P: 

(4-6) 

(4-7) 

(4-8) 

a=n-1 a=n 

T .JP Tam6 + l {a~ Z thla "C + W) —a ~ Gth(a' L)}. (4-9) 

Example 
Find the maximum junction temperature for diode BYX33, mounted on a Type 56283 
heat sink, immediately after it has passed five 900 W pulses of 0.5 s at 1 s repetition 
time; T ama 40 °C. 

From eq. (4-9) 

TiP — Tamb -~ P[{Zth(4.Ss) -~ Zth(3.Ss) -I- Zrh(2.Ss) -~ Ztn(1.Ss) ~-
+ Zih(O.Ss)} — {Zrh(4s) -F Zrh(3s) -I- Zth(2s) -}- Zrh(ls)}]. 

Consulting Fig. 4-2 we find: 

T,P = 40 + 900{(0.196 -~ 0.19 -{- 0.18 -~ 0.16 -~ 0.12) -
- (0.193 ~- 0.185 + 0.17 ~- 0.145)} 178 °C. 

This load (450 W average during 5 s) can be carried by the diode, which is rated for 
a maximum junction temperature of 190 °C. Note, however, that only about 250 W 
average can be handled continuously, even if the diode is mounted on a heat sink of 
lower thermal resistance (e.g. Type 56283 having a thermal resistance of about 0.50 
degC/W. 

Eq. (4-9) can be utilized to calculate the peak value of the ripple in junc-
tion temperature occasioned by a pulsatory load. However, a large num-

ber of terms has to be dealt with because the junction temperature takes 
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a relatively long time to attain the steady state. A less laborious method, 
an approximation that is of sufficient accuracy for all practical purposes, 
is suggested in Section 4.5. 

4.4.2 Pulses of Differing Magnitude 
Fig. 4-8 shows how junction temperature reacts to a train of power pulses 
differing in magnitude. Since the maximum temperature is not necessarily 
reached at the end of the last pulse, the peak junction temperature at the 

power 

Tj 

,zs.a3, 

Fig. 4-8 Heating effect of three equidistant, unequal magnitude pulses. 

end of each pulse must be checked against the maximum rating by means 
of the formulae set out below. Basing the argument on eq. (4-6), we can 
write 

TJn — Tamb ~- {dT,,1— dT~l  } + {dT,,Z — dT~Z } -~- . . . -}-
-~ {dTh(n — 1) — dT~(n — 1)} -E- dT,,n. (4-10) 

Hence, the junction temperature immediately after n pulses have been 
passed, can be expressed by: 

a=n a=n-1 

Tin — Tamb f q 1PaZth{(n — a)z -~- w} — ai l PaZ~h{(n — a)t}. (4-11) 

4.5 Two-Pulse Approximation 

Fig. 4-9 illustrates an approximate method of finding the final peak junc-
tion temperature of the diode subjected to a steady pulsatory load. Firstly 
assume the average load to be immediately followed by two of the actual 
square power pulses. The junction temperature at the end of the second 
pulse is then: 

~'.rp = ~'am6 -f- dT,, av — dT~ ao -} dT,,l — dT~i -~ d7'n2• 
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Fig. 4-9 The two pulse approximation method for finding peak steady-state junction 
temperature. 

Expressing this formula in terms of thermal impedances gives: 

Tjp2 =Tamb —}— P{BRih — dZth(z —I— W) + Zthl~  —~ w) — Zth(i) + Zth(W)}• 

(4-12) 

Now, if three of the actual power pulses are assumed to follow the average 
load, the maximum peak junction temperature becomes: 

Tic3 — Tam6 -{- P{BRih —II SZih(2a II+ w\ ) + Z//ih(2zII -~- w) — 
—Zth(2z) T  Zth(Z  T W) — Z th\z ) T Zth(W)}. (4-13) 

Clearly, the general expression based on n pulses is: 

T.IP —Tamb -{-- P(dRih — BZih{(n — 1)t -}- w} -}-

n-1 n-1 

+ ~ Zih{(n)T -{- w} — E Zih(nT)]. (4-14) 
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If these formulae are compared with eq. (4-1) it will be seen that the 
terms between brackets represent the "composite" transient thermal 
impedance for repetitive pulse loading, with duty factor 0, pulse duration 
w and repetition time z. 

The closeness of approximating the final peak junction temperature 
improves as one increases the number of pulses on which calculation is 
based; but the two-pulse approximation is sufficiently accurate for most 
practical purposes, as evident from the following example. 

Example 
Power diode BYX33, mounted on heat sink Type 56283, is loaded with 400 W pulses 
of 10 s duration and 50 s repetition time. Ambient temperature is 35 °C. Find average 
junction temperature, and also peak junction temperature by the two- and the three-
pulse methods. 

From eq. (4-2): 

TJ au = Tam6 + BPRrh = 35 + 0.2 x 400 x 0.72 = 92.6 °C. 

According to the two-pulse method, from eq. (4-12) and Fig. 4-2: 

T JP2 = Tamb + P{0.2Rrn — 0.2Zrry(60s) + Zrn(60s) — Zr~,(SOs) ~- Zrh(lOs)} _ 
35 -~- 400{0.2 x 0.72 ~- 0.8 x 0.29 — 0.285 -~ 0.225 } = 161 °C. 

According to the three-pulse method, from eq. (4-13) and Fig. 4-2: 

Tfp3 = 35 + 400(0.2 x 0.72 -{- 0.8 x 0.33 — 0.32 + 0.29 — 0.285 + 0.225) = 162 °C. 

These solutions suggest that the two-pulse method is sufficiently exact. The "composite" 
transient thermal impedance for the pulse loaded system amounts to 0.32 degC/W. 

4.6 ®verload Following Continuous Duty 

4.6.1 Pure D.C. Overload 

The situation of a pure d.c. overload Pa„ of duration t is depicted in Fig. 
4-10, from which we derive: 

~'J(t) _ ~ 'am6 + Pcxth -f- (Poo — Pa}Zrn(t~• (4-15) 

Example 
A BYX33 diode, operating at 60 W continuous duty, takes 5 s d.c. overload of 300 W. 
Ambient temperature is 50 °C. Determine maximum junction temperature. 

From Fig. 4-2 and eq. (4-15): 

TJ(Ss) = Tam6 -}- P~Rrh -{- (Pov — P°)Zth(Ss) 
= 50 + (60 x 0.72) + (240 x 0.20) = 141 °C, 

which is within the ratings of the diode (190 °C). 
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o t ~ time Fig. 4-10 Effect of steady d.c. overload on T~. 

4.6.2 Square-Wave Pulsatory Overload 

The situation of an overload consisting of a burst of square pulses P of 
total duration to„ is depicted in Fig. 4-11. The resulting peak junction 
temperature based on the two-pulse approximation is: 

Tjp = Tamb T PavRth — PauZth\tov~ I aPZth\tov~ — 

—(~PZth~~ ~ W~ + P{Zth~~" + W~ — Zth~i) ~ Zthlw~~ • l 4'-16) 

power 

Pav ~ 

Tjav 

Tamb 

f 
tov 

P 

  Tjp 

Fig. 4-11 Square wave 
pulsatory overload effect 

-► time on T~. 

Example 
Diode BYX33, dissipating 50 W average power at 85 °C ambient temperature, is 
subjected to a burst of three 2500 Wsemi-sinusoidal pulses of 10 ms duration and 
20 ms repetition time; the duty factor is 0.3 (approximate value for sinusoidal cur-
rents). Calculate the peak junction temperature at the end of this overload. 

The overload time is 

and the pulse duration 
w=St=0.3x20=6ms. 

Substituting the values from Fig. 4-2 in eq. (4-16) gives: 

Tip = 35 -}- 50 x 0.72 — 50 x 0.058 -~ 
~- 2500(0.3 x 0.058 — 0.3 x 0.049 + 0.049 — 0.046 ~ 0.032) = 162 °C. 
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4.7 Irregularly Shaped Power Pulses 

A convenient way of dealing with an irregularly shaped power pulse is to 
treat it as a cluster of rectangular pulses having the same duration (Fig. 
4-12). The junction temperature T;p at the end of the last pulse is not 

power 

T~ 

Tamb 

Tjp 

Fig. 4-12 Resolution of an irregular pulse into 
 ns~a<, equal width rectangles to find approximate T; . 

necessarily the highest temperature occurring during the cluster. By 
breaking down each rectangular pulse into apositive- and anegative-
going step function, exactly as before, we arrive at the following expres-
sion for the junction temperature at the end of the cluster: 

T.in = Tamn -I- PrZth(4N') — Zth(3N') ~- 1'z2 th(3w) — Zth(2N') -~ 
P3Zth(2W) — Zih(w) I P4ZthlW). (4-17) 

This equation can easily be expanded to cover a cluster of n pulses Pl, 
Pz, . . ., P„ of equal width w. 

A train of irregularly shaped power pulses can be conservatively treated 
in the manner shown in Fig. 4-13; such waveforms may arise under 
reactive load conditions. The irregular power pulse is transformed into 
a single pulse of the same height and energy content. Since S,, Sz, S3
are equal in area (S3 represents the average load), we have PQ„z = PPw. 
Since w = Sa, it follows that: 

b =P au/Pp. (4-18) 

This method is conservative because a rectangular pulse has a shorter 
duration than any other pulse of the same average power and amplitude. 
In other words, the rectangular pulse concentrates its heating effect within 
a shorter period of time, during which the junction has little chance to 
cool off; so a temperature rise calculated on this basis will certainly lie 
larger than the actual rise in junction temperature. 
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Fig. 4-13 Representation of a regular train of irregular pulses by rectangular ones 
having the same height and energy (area). Areas Sl, SZ and S3 are equal. 

Example 
Calculate the peak and average junction temperature for a BYX33 power diode 
mounted on a Type 56283 heat sink and operating as a half-wave rectifier, when loaded 
with 100 A average current at 40 °C ambient temperature. The supply frequency is 
50 Hz. The BYX33 forward voltage drop and power dissipation characteristics are 
given in Figs 4-14 and 4-15 respectively. 
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Fig. 4-IS BYX33 Zoad characteristic. 

The average junction temperature is calculated as follows. From Fig. 4-15 (single-
phase characteristics) Pa„ is seen to be 110 W at IFAy = 100 A. From Eq. 4-2: 

Tics =Tama ~- PavR[h = 40 -{- 110 X 0.72 = 119 °C. 

IFwM = ~IFav = 3.14 x 100 = 314 A, 

we derive from Fig. 4-14 (typical) that, at Ti  = 120 °C, VFM = 0.95 V, giving for 
the peak power: 

Since 

Thus from eq. (4-18): 

and 

PP — IFWMVFM = 298 W. 

rS = Pa„/PP = 110/298 0.37, 

w=8t=0.37x20=7.4ms. 

Consequently, the actual power can safely be replaced by a square pulse having an 
amplitude of 298 W, a width of 7.4 ms and a repetition time of 20 ms, as shown in 
Fig. 4-16. According to eq. (4-12) this gives TjP = 125 °C. 

~. 
t 

IP Fig. 4-16 P = 361 W, 
w 6ms, z 20 ms. 

Thus the calculated peak junction temperature exceeds the average value by 6 °C. 
The actual difference between the peak and average junction temperature will, in fact, 
be smaller because approximation by a square pulse waveform overestimates the junc-
tion temperature. However, the above calculation does demonstrate that at 50 Hz 
operation a junction temperature ripple is present, due to the extremely low junction 
thermal capacity. 
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5 Cooling Considerations 

5.1 9ntroduction 

Power devices are mounted on heat sinks to remove internally generated 
heat. Use of a suitable heat sink enables the power device to be operated 
at heavy loads without the maximum permissible junction temperature 
being exceeded. Where large power dissipation levels are involved, forced 
air circulation may become necessary to provide sufficient cooling. 

The heat sink has a relatively large thermal time constant, hence it will 
be effective only in limiting the junction temperature to the rated level 
in the case of prolonged load cycles (several minutes duration). For short 
load cycles (from about 1 s to subcycle surge conditions) the rise in tem-
perature of the heat sink will be negligible. Under such conditions, the 
peak junction temperature will be determined by the thermal time con-
stant of the device itself (a few seconds), or even by the heat storage 
capacity of the junction area alone (thermal time constant a few milli-
seconds), depending on how long the load is applied. 

For effective heat sink design it is necessary to have the following data: 
maximum rated junction temperature, thermal resistance of the device, 
thermal resistance from the device to the heat sink (derived from the data 
sheets *), power dissipation, and ambient temperature (dictated by the 
application). 

Heat transfer direct from the case of the device to ambient constitutes 
an important factor in heat sink design, since it materially reduces the 
power flow via the heat sink path. The graphs given in this section allow 
for the effect of the envelope thermal resistance, thus ensuring optimum 
heat sink design. 

5.2 !-Meat Transfer Theory 

At temperature equilibrium the total energy supplied per second is equal 
to the total energy removed per second. The equation for heat transmis-
sion is, therefore: 

P = ~hhrardT (5-1) 

* Where data sheets are mentioned, the reader is referred [o our DATA Handbook System. 
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where P =power dissipation of the device, 
~,, =heat sink efficiency, 
ht =total heat transfer coefficient, 
at =total heat dissipating area, 
d T =temperature difference. 

5.2.1 Total Heat Transfer Coefficient 
Heat transfer can take place by free or forced convection, and by radia-
tion. The following heat transfer coefficients may be distinguished: 
h~, the transfer coefficient for free (natural) convection; 
hf, the transfer coefficient for forced convection; 
h„ the transfer coefficient for radiation. 
The total heat transfer coefficient, ht, equals h~ -~ h~ for free convection 
and hf -~- hr for forced convection. 

5.2.2 Heat Transfer by Free Convection 
The term free convection applies when the movement of air is due exclu-
sively to local temperature differences in the vicinity of the heat sink. 
The heat transfer coefficient h~, expressed in terms of W/mZ degC, can 
be found from the following expression: 

h~ = 1.4(dT,,-al~c)~./n.fa = A.fo.fa, (5-2) 

where dT,,_ Q =temperature difference in degC between heat sink and 
ambient, 

= effective length of heat sink in m, see Table 5-1, 
= position correction factor, see Table 5-2, 
= altitude correction factor, see Fig. 5-1. 
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The factor A = 1.4(dT,,_ a/l~)~ can be found graphically from Fig. 5-2. 
Table S-1. Effective length l~ of heat sink (free convection). 

shape position effective length l~ 

rectangular 

circular 

i 
i 

vertical 

horizontal 

vertical 

horizontal 

height (max. 0.6 m) 

length times width 

length plus width 

n/4 times diameter 

half diameter 

Table 5-2. Position correction factor f p (free convection). 

position 

horizontal 

vertical 

i 
i 

side correction factor f P

top 1.29 

bottom 0.63 

combined effect 0.96 

either 1 
combined effect 1 

a 
(Wlrtlz.deg CI 

♦ 10 

oTh_o=150 100 70 50 30 20 10 51degC1 

10' 
5 

—+l~lml 

Fig. S-2 Factor A vs. heat sink effective length l~. 

5.2.3 Heat Transfer by Forced Convection 

In the case of forced convection, circulation of the ambient air is caused 
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by blowers or fans. The transfer coefficient h f, expressed in W/mz degC, 
can be found from the equation: 

hf  = {0.055yQ/(f~3/P3)~} ' 
(ya

/If)4 '.f°, (5-3a) 

which, by putting: 

O.OSSya/(,u3/P3)~ — B and (val~s)~ = C, 

may be written 

In these expressions: 

yQ =thermal conductivity of air (W/m3degC), 
,u =kinematic viscosity of air (kg/ms), 

P =specific density of air (kg/m3), 
v =air velocity in the vicinity of the heat sink (m/s), 
if  =effective length of heat sink at forced convection (m). 

The value of if  depends only on the shape of the heat sink. Fora rectangu-
lar sink, If is the length in the direction of the air flow. For a circular heat 
sink if equals ~/4 times the diameter. The factors B and C have been 
plotted in Figs 5-3 and 5-4 respectively. 
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k 
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~ T°mbl°C) 

Fig. 5-3 Factor B vs. ambient temperature, T°mb. 

The thermal resistance of the heat sink can be reduced by painting its 
surface a dull colour. At air velocities exceeding 3 m/s heat removal by 
forced convection will, however, be predominant, and the effect of surface 
coating can then be ignored. 
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Fig. S-4 Factor C vs. heat sink effective length, 1 f. 

5.2.4 Heat Transfer by Radiation 

Apart from being transferred by conduction and convection, heat can be 
radiated. The transmission coefficient for this type of heat transfer, lzr, 
expressed in terms of W/m2degC, can be found from the equation: 

7~ 

~(Th4 
— Tamb4) {' 

(S'Q') hr =   ~ Efr — D~£f~ 
d T,,_ Q

where ~ Stefan-Boltzmann constant (7.51 x 10_ g W/m2•°K4), 
T,, absolute temperature of the heat sink (°K), 
Tp,,,b absolute ambient temperature (°K), 
~ =emissivity coefficient, see Table 5-3, 
f r =radiation form factor, see Fig. 5-5. 

The factor D can be found from the graph plotted in Fig. 5-6. 

1a

10 

Fig. 5-5 Radiation form factor f r vs. ratio b!a for each of the facing sides of the heat sinks. 
The other sides radiate in free space (fr-1). 
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Table 5-3. Emissivity coefficient e.* 

surface emissivity coefficient s 

aluminium, polished 
aluminium, oxidized 
copper, polished 
copper, oxidized 
brass, polished 
brass, oxidized 
aluminium paint 
oil paint (all colours) 
lacquer (all colours) 
varnish 

0.05 
0.20 
0.03 
0.60 
0.10 
0.60 

0.25 to 0.70 
0.92 to 0.96 
0.80 to 0.95 

0.90 

* The emissivity coefficient a is unity for an ideal black surface. All painted surfaces, even white, 
have approximately [he same emissivity, regardless of colour. Glossy paint has a slightly lower 
emissivity than a matt painted surface. Emissivity is lowest for polish surfaces, but will substantially 
increase as the surface oxidizes. In cases where the heat sink carries a protective coating, emissivity 
will be determined by [he coating and not by the metal. 

D 
IW/mZ.degC) 

1 

10 

Tamb - 0 30 50 100 (°C) 

1 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 

—~ oTh_aldegC) 

Fig. 5-6 Factor D vs. temperature difference from heat sink to ambient, 4 Tb _ a. 

5.2.5 Heat Sink Efficiency 

Calculations of heat transfer such as those above, which are based on the 
assumption that the entire surface of the heat sink has the same temper-
atures as the hottest spot, are optimistic and should be corrected for the 
lower rate of heat transfer occurring at the cooler extremities of the sink. 
Since the sink material has a finite thermal conductivity, the surface tem-
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perature of the sink will decrease as the distance to the heat source (i.e. 
the power device) increases, owing to surface cooling effects. Conse-
quently, a practical heat sink will have an efficiency ~,,, defined as the 
ratio of the heat actually transferred by the sink to the heat that would be 
transferred if its entire surface were at the temperature of the hottest spot. 

A hypothetical circular heat sink, exhibiting no temperature difference 
over the surface, would have by definition 100 % efficiency. The radius 
in m of such a hypothetical circular heat sink is given by: 

r n = (Yst/2hc)~, (5-5) 

where yS = thermal conductivity of the heat sink (W/m3degC), 
t =thickness of the heat sink (m), 
ht = total heat transfer coefficient (W/m2degC). 

1 

fh 

(m) 

10-' 

10 z

\~ 
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t = 0.002 0.003 1 m ) ~~

--=AI. 
--N. 

z 10 —~ ht lW~m?deg C) 10 

Fig. S-7 Radius of hypothetical heat sink rh vs. total heat transfer coefficient h t. 

Fig. 5-7 is a plot of rn versus h~ for aluminium and copper heat sinks of 
0.002 m and 0.003 m thickness. The thermal conductivity y of various 
materials is given in Table 5-4. 
Table S-4. Thermal conductivity y of several metals. 

material 

Y 

copper 
380 

aluminium 
210 

brass 
110 

iron 
44 

unit 
W/mdegC 
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To find the efficiency of a practical heat sink, dimensions r~ and rs are 
introduced in Fig. 5-8, from which we find the heat input radius to be: 

d~ 

dp 

rs

Pig. 5-8 Practical heat sink dimensions. 

The heat sink surface is defined by rs, which equals the external radius 
for a circular sink. For a rectangular heat sink of length Z and width w 
(provided 1/w ^~ 1): 

Knowing the ratios p = rh/ri and q = rs/r~ one can find ~,,, the efficiency 
of a practical heat sink, by reference to Fig. 5-9. Optimum design should 

h 9 2 

1
0.8 3

''I! /  
~ //% .~ ~ ~ 

0.6 

,~,~  to 

0.4 

'',  ! 

B,a~!' 0.2 ~ ~ ~~. ~~~i ~/ice 
io —. a ioZ 

Fig. 5-9 Heat sink efficiency ~h vs. ratios p and q. 
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yield a figure of about 0.5. An efficiency appreciably lower than 0.5 
indicates that the material used is too thin. One as high as 0.9 suggests 
that the material is too thick, so that the sink will be unnecessarily expen-
sive. 

5.2.6 Thermal Resistance of the Heat Sink 
Eq. (5-1) can be rewritten: 

Rrh h-a = dT/1' = 1/~/hhrar, 

where Rih ,, _ a is the thermal resistance that exists between 
the hottest spot of the heat sink. 

For free convection: 

Rth h - a — 1/~h(hc T  hr)at~ 

and for forced convection: 

Rth h -a — l~~fhlhj I hr)at• 

(5-8) 

ambient and 

(5-9) 

(5-10) 

Since there is some loss of heat direct to ambient from the envelope and 
connecting leads of the device, only part of the power dissipation will be 
removed by the heat sink. This implies that Rth h -a can safely be in-
creased to some extent, i.e. that a smaller heat sink will provide adequate 
cooling (cf. Section 5.3). 

5.3 The Effect of Heat Removal from the Device Envelope 

In heat sink design, then, an economy can be made by taking into account 
the heat lost by the device via its leads and envelope. This more direct 
path to ambient lies in parallel with that through the heat sink, and its 
effect is thus to help the crystal get rid of its generated heat. Accordingly, 
in Fig. 5-10, the simple heat flow diagram a has been developed into a 
more accurate version b by shunting an additional thermal resistance 
Rth a-a~ representing the more direct path from device to ambient, across 
the thermal resistance Rrn,,_a from heat sink to ambient and the thermal 
resistance Rth ni6 _ h from mounting base to heat sink. 

Actual values of Rth a-a can be found on reference to Fig. 5-11, both 
for free and forced cooling. A numerical example will give some idea of 
the advantage obtainable by taking account of the shunt path from the 
device to ambient. 
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Fig. 5-10 Diagrammatic representation of heat flow. (aJ Neglecting heat removal 
by device envelope; (b) heat removal by device envelope accounted for. 
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Fig. 5-II Actual values of direct-to-ambient thermal resistance. 

Example 
Diode BYX25 is operated at a power dissipation P of 30 W. Ambient temperature 

Tomb = 50 °C. Free convection is assumed. 
The data sheet shows that Tj max — 175 °C and Rtb ~—mD 5 1.3 degC/W. Assume 

Rth mb—h = 0.5 degC/W. 
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The maximum permissible mounting base temperature is: 

Tmn max Tj max — PRtn i—mn = 175 — 30 X 1.3 = 136 °C. 

The permissible thermal resistance from mounting base to ambient is: 

Rtn mn-a = ~Tmn max — Tamn)lP = (136 — 50)/30 = 2.86 degC/W. 

This thermal resistance can be considered as the sum of Rtn mn-n and Rtn n -o• Neg-

lecting the heat removal by the envelope gives: 

Rtn n-a = Rtn ma-a — Rtn ma-n = 2.86 — 0.5 2.36 degC/W. 

Taking account of the heat removal by the envelope, one thermal path is formed by 

the series connection of Rrn mn-n and Rrn n-o, the other path consisting of Rtn a -a• 
The BYX25 having an 11 Hex envelope, we find, from Fig. 5-] 1, Rtn a_a = 50 degC/W. 

The two thermal paths may be considered as resistors in parallel. The total thermal 

resistance from mounting base to ambient is therefore: 

~Rtn mn-n + Rrn n-a)Rtn a-a 2.86 X 50 
= 2.72 degC/W. 

Rtnma-n+Rtnn-a+Rtna-a 2.86 ~- 50 

Subtracting from this value Rtn ma -n, we obtain 2.72 — 0.5 = 2.22 degC/W, which 
may be considered as a fictitious value of the resistance from heat sink to ambient. 
Thus, the thermal resistance is allowed to be (2.36 — 2.22)—/2.22 = 6 % higher. 

The values quoted by the manufacturer for the thermal resistance from 
heat sink to ambient always take into account the heat removal from 
the envelope direct to ambient. 

5.4 Heat Sink F~lomograms 

In the past it has been attempted to give a nomogram to simplify heat 
sink design. However, it was found that the physical construction of a 
diode significantly affected the heat transfer and it was not possible to 
guarantee that the optimum heat sink had been designed when using the 
nomogram. For the sake of completeness we include the following of how 
the nomogram was used. In heat sink nomograms Rt,,,,_ Q values are 
plotted along the ordinate which account for the loss of heat from the 
envelope and leads direct to ambient, so enabling the designer to dimen-
sion heat sinks with the utmost economy. Individually, the nomograms 
relate to particular types of heat sinks, distinction being made between 
free and forced convection. In the case of free convection, the air flow 
along the heat sink is caused by the temperature difference between heat 
sink and ambient. The higher the power dissipation, the higher will be 
the temperature difference and hence the heat transfer coefficient. When, 
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on the other hand, the air movement is forced by blowers or the like, 
the power dissipation rate does not greatly affect the heat transfer coef-
ficient, and a fixed point on the power scale may be used as a reference. 

5.4.1 Flat Heat Sinks 

The use of the nomogram for flat heat sinks shown in Fig. 5-12 may be 
explained as follows, distinction being made between free convection and 
forced cooling. 
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Fig. 5-12 Nomogram for finding data on flat heat sinks of blackened 3mm thick 
aluminium (vertical). 

Free Convection 

Assume that the type of diode and its envelope, the power dissipation 
and the calculated maximum value of the thermal resistance from heat 
sink to ambient are known. Draw a straight line from the point on line 2 
that corresponds to the free convection point of the diode used, through 
the thermal resistance value on scale 3, to the vertical line 4. Then move 
horizontally to the free convection line. The intersection of the vertical 
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through this point with the horizontal through the power disipation value 
on scale 1 gives the required heat sink area (interpolate between the 
values of the lines 6). 

Example 
An example has been plotted in Fig. 5-12 for a BYX13 diode, dissipating 17.5 W at 
Tp,,,b = 73 °C. According to the data sheets a thermal resistance from heat sink to 
ambient of 3 degC/W is required. The nomogram shows that the heat sink area should 
be 125 cm2. 

Forced Cooling 

Assume that the type of diode and its envelope, the calculated maximum 
value of the thermal resistance from heat sink to ambient and the velocity 
of the cooling air stream are known. Draw a straight line from the point 
on line 2 that corresponds to both the air velocity and the type of diode, 
through the thermal resistance value on scale 3, to the vertical line 4. 
Then move horizontally through the appropriate line for the air velocity 
(lines 5) and from there vertically to the intersection with the horizontal 
line through the arrow "forced cooling" at scale 1. This intersection gives 
the required heat sink area (interpolate between the values of the lines 6). 

Example 
In the nomogram an example has been plotted for a BYX32 (27 Hex envelope) diode, 
for which a required thermal resistance from mounting base to ambient of 1.1 degC/W 
has been calculated and which will be cooled with a forced velocity of 3 m/s. Since the 
thermal resistance from mounting base to heat sink is 0.1 degC/W, the thermal resis-
tance from heat sink to ambient should be 1 degC/W. The nomogram shows that in 
this case the required heat sink area is 100 cm2. 

It should be remembered that unless the heat sink is mounted vertically, 
the position corrector factor f P, given in Table 5-2, should be taken into 
account. 

In~uence of ambient temperature 

It should be kept in mind that the nomograms are for an ambient tem-
perature of 30 °C, but for other ambient temperatures no correction need 
be made except where the removal of heat takes place mainly by radia-
tion. This is the case with, for example, painted heat sinks (high emissivity) 
at free convection. For these heat sinks, therefore, at an ambient temper-
ature of, say, 10 °C the values found in the nomogram are too high; the 
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correct Rrh n _ a value is 5 %lower. Similarly, at an ambient temperature 
of for example 60 °C the nomogram values are too low and should be 
increased by 10 %. (Interpolate for intermediate temperatures.) 

Conversely, when the nomograms are used to ascertain the surface area 
of the heat sink for a given required value of Rt,,,,_ a, the latter should be 
decreased accordingly for ambient temperatures in excess of 30 °C or 
increased for ambient temperatures below this value if removal of heat 
takes place mainly by radiation. 
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Fig. 5-13 Graph of Rth n _ a —die cast heat sink type 56256. (top) Free convec-
tion; (bottom) forced cooling. 
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5.4.2 Die-Gast and Extruded Heat Sinks 
When, instead of flat heat sinks, die-cast or extruded types are to be used, 
the designer is referred to other graphs, as for example those given in 
Fig. 5-13 for die-cast heat sinks and those given in Fig. 5-14 for an 
extruded one. These curves are not to be considered as nomograms 
since they depend on the type of diode used. 

5.5 Use of Heat Sink Compounds 

Heat sink compound or vacuum grease is often inserted between the 
mounting base of the power device and its heat sink, to reduce the thermal 
resistance from mounting base to heat sink. Measurements show that this 
thermal resistance decreases by a factor of about 3 when, for example, 
heat sink compound Dow Corning 340 is used and by a factor of about 
1.5 when Dow Corning 280-300 vacuum grease is applied. However, the 
temperature difference between the mounting base and heat sink will not 
decrease by the same factor owing to the parallel path to ambient via the 
device envelope. When the thermal resistance drops, the mounting base 
temperature will also drop. As a result, the thermal resistance of the 
envelope increases, causing an increased power flow via the heat sink. 
The heat sink temperature will therefore be higher and the temperature 
drop from mounting base to heat sink will be larger than would be the 
case in the absence of a thermal resistance directly from the envelope 
to ambient. 

Fig. 5-15 illustrates the effect of compound or grease on the temper-
ature levels of mounting base and heat sink, at a given ambient temper-
ature. Actual measurements indicate that in practice the fall-off in the 
mounting-base temperature is likely to be very small indeed. The use of 
compound or grease has no appreciable effect on heat removal, though 
they have their value in preventing corrosion of the surfaces in contact. 
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5.6 Practical 1-leat Sink Choice using the Data Sheets 

This section gives several examples illustrating the use of the heat sink 
theories given above. 

Example 1 
Diode BYX25, mounted on a blackened vertical 3 mm aluminium heat sink, carries 
15 A (single-phase circuit). Cooling is by free convection, and operation is at sea level. 
T° ,,,b = 40 °C and R tb ,,,b_b = 0.5 degC/W. Design a square heat sink to maintain 
the junction temperature within the rated value. 

According to the data sheet Tj m8x = 175 °C and R:n J-mb = 1.3 degC/W. At 15 A 
average forward current, Pt°t 28 W. The simplified heat flow diagram is shown 
in Fig. 5-16. 

--- Tjm°x=175° C 

l Ptot=29W 

Rth j-mb=1.3°ClW 

Rtn n-°=2.94°ClW 1 

--T mD =136.6 °C 

- -Th =tt4.6 ° C 

° 

-- Tamb=40 C Fig. 5-16 Simplified heat flow diagram. 

The mounting base temperature is: 

Tmb = Tj max — PtotRtb 1-mb = 175 — 28 X 1.3 = 138.6 °C, 

in accordance with the value derived from the corresponding graph in the data sheet. 
The heat sink temperature is therefore: 

Tb = Tmb —1' totRth mb-h = 138.6 — 28. XOS = 124.6 °C, 

which gives for the permissible thermal resistance from heat sink to ambient: 

Rtb n-a = (Tn — Tamb)/l' tot = (124.6 — 40)/28 = 3.03 degC/W. 

Since most of the heat is removed by radiation (blackened heat sink) and ambient 
temperature is 40 °C, 3 % should be subtracted: 

Rit, N_ o = 0.97X3.03 = 2.94 degC/W, 
whence 

Rth mb-a = Rth mb-h -I- Rrn b-° = 0.5 -I- 2.94 = 3.44 degC/W. 

To find the sink area by the method described in Section 5.4, we shall now refer to 
Fig. 5-12. For free convection and Ptot = 28 W we find an area of 110 cmZ, so a 
square sink with a side of 10 cm should be used. 

In the following example R t,,,,_ p will be calculated once again for the 
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conditions given in Example 1, however by considering the direct heat 
flow from envelope to ambient separately. 

P~=26W 

Rtn mb-n=0.5 °C/W 

Rth n-a=3.2°CAW 

Tj m°1=175 °C 

'tot =28W 

P7 =2W 

Tmb - 738.6 °C 

Rtn d-°=50°C/W 

Fig. 5-17 
T°mb-40°C Complete heat ffow diagram. 

Example 2 
Fig. 5-17 shows the complete heat flow diagram; the values noted thereon are arrived 
at in the following way: 

dTmb _ a = 138.6 — 40 = 98.6 degC. 

Fig. 5-11 gives for an 11 Hex envelope Rtn d _° = 50 degC/W. The heat flow direct 
to ambient, is therefore: 

Pz = 4 Tmb—a/RtH a-° = 98.6/50 = 1.99 W_' 2 W, 
whence: 

Pl = Pt°t —Pz = 28 —2 = 26 W, 

being the heat flow from which the permissible thermal resistance Rah ~,_° is to be 
derived. This gives: 

T„ = T,„n -- I'iRtn ma-n = 138.6 — 26 X 0.5 = 125.6 °C. 
Hence: 

Ran h _° = dTn _ Q/Pl = 0.97(125.6 — 40)/26 = 3.2 degC/W. 

(viz. 97 % efficiency as before). 

As a third example, the thermal resistance will be calculated for the heat 
sink design in Example 1, but applying the heat transfer theory given in 
Section 5.2. 

Example 3 
For a vertical heat sink of 10.5 cm x 10.5 cm and operation at sea level it follows from 
Tables 5-1 and 5-2 and Fig. 5-1 respectively that l~ 0.105 m, f p = 1 and f Q = 1. 
From Fig. 5-2 it is seen that, for dT„_° = 117 — 40 = 77 degC, A = 7.3 W/m2degC. 

This gives, from eq. (5-2): 

h~ = f pf °A = 7.3 W/mZdegC. 
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Table 5-3 shows that e = 0.8, and according to Fig. 5-5, for a cooling fin in free 
space, f,. = 1. Fig. 5-6 shows that for Ta,„b = 40 °C and dT,,_ a = 77 degC, D = 
9.9 W/m2degC. Hence, from eq. (5-4): 

h, = sf~D = 7.9 W/m2degC, 

ht = h° -~ h~ = 15.2 W/m2degC. 

The data sheet shows that the mounting hole diameter d2 = 0.013 m and the mounting 
base diameter dl = 0.027 m, which gives, from eq. (5-6), for the heat input radius: 

ri = (dl -{- d2)/4 = 0.01 m. 

Table 5-4 shows that the thermal conductivity of aluminium is y = 210 W/mdegC, 
so that for a sink with a thickness t of 0.003 m, according to eq. (5-5): 

rn = V(Yst/2h~) = 0.144 m, 

as may also be derived from Fig. 5-7. 
From eq. (5-7) 

whence 

r s = v(!w/rc) = 0.059 m, 

whence, according to Section 5.2.5: 

p = rh/rt = 14.4 and q = rs/ri = 5.9. 

This gives, according to Fig. 5-9, qh = 0.92. The total heat dissipating area at being 
2 x 0.011 = 0.022 m2, it follows from eq. (5-8): 

Rrh n —a = 1 /rinhrar = 3.25 degC/W. 

Hence (see Fig. 5-17): 

Ron n —a -I- Rth mb-h = 3.4 degC/W. 

Since the two heat paths act as resistors in parallel, the total thermal resistance from 
mounting base to ambient is therefore: 

Rrn ran —a = 3.4 X 8.6/(3.4 -I- 8.6) = 2.44 degC/W. 

Summarizing, the methods of calculation given in Examples 1, and 3 
yield for R~,, ni6 _ a values of 2.62 degC/W and 2.44 degC/W respectively. 
The shorter method used in Example 1 is seen to be on the safe side by a 
(2.62 — 2.44)100/2.62 = 7 % margin. 

Finally an example dealing with the use of die-cast and extruded heat 
sinks will be given. 

Example 4 
Dode BYX25 operates at full load (20 A single phase). Assume T ,„6 = 50 °C and 
Rrh n,n-n = 0.5 degC/W. Find the correct heat sink or extrusion length capable of 
maintaining the junction temperature within the rating. 

According to the data sheet, T;  m8x = 175 °C, R~„ ~_ in6 = 1.3 degC/W and Ptoi
(at 20 A) = 38 W. 
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The heat sink temperature 

Th = TJ max — Ptot(Rth 1— mb ~ Rth ntb—h) 

= 175 — 38(1.3 -{- 0.5) = 106.6 °C. 

Hence 

Rih h-a = (Th — Tamb)/I't°t = (106.6 — 50)/38 = 1.49 degC/W, 

which in the case of free convection and a painted heat sink should be 
corrected by 7 % for Tomb = 50 °C, whence: 

Rih h _ Q = 0.93 x 1.49 = 1.39 degC/W. 

If the diode BYX25 is mounted on a die-cast heat sink assembly Type 
56256 the heat sink graph of Fig. 5-13 (bottom) should be consulted. It will 
be seen that the horizontal line through Rih h _ a = 1.39 does not intersect 
the free convection curve, so recourse must be had to forced cooling. 
Using the (uncorrected) Rth h _ Q value of 1.39 degC/W yields an im-
practically high air velocity, which shows that a Type 56256 heat sink 
assembly is unsuitable for the BYX25 operating at full load. 

To investigate the possibility of a Type 56230 (bright) extruded section, 
the graph of Fig. 5-14 (top) will be consulted. The graph shows that to obtain 
a Rt,,,,_ a value of 1.39 degC/W with free convection an extruded section 
with a length of 10 cm is required. 

If type 56230 (blackened) is to be used, reference to Fig. 5.14(bottom) 
shows that a length of 5 cm is sufficient. 
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6 Protection against Voltage Transients 

bo1 Voltage Transients and Diode Ratings 

Semiconductor diodes generally have lower reverse voltage handling 
capabilities than thermionic rectifying elements. In semiconductor diodes 
there is a more or less abrupt change of dynamic reverse resistance from 
a very high value (low leakage current) to a very low value (avalanche 
breakdown region). This means that there is only a small safety margin 
between the maximum working reverse voltage of the diode and the 
voltage at which the diode may break down. For our semiconductor 
diodes a half cycle non-repetitive transient reverse voltage is specified in 
the data sheets, which is generally twice the continuous duty or crest 
working level; this additional reverse voltage handling capability is a 
valuable asset in achieving reliable operation. 

In cases where transients are expected to exceed the maximum ratings, 
voltage suppressing elements must be incorporated in the circuit to restrict 
any overvoltage to within the maximum permissible value. Controlled 
avalanche diodes have a "built-in" transient suppressing mechanism, and 
so may operate at a continuous voltage level much closer to the break-
down value. This feature allows better utilization of the unit. In practice, 
however, care must be taken not to exceed the rated transient energy 
dissipation. This may require additional surge arresting elements in spite 
of the high transient absorbing capabilities of controlled avalanche dio-
des. 

Overvoltage suppressing elements may operate in two ways: the tran-
sientenergy may be dissipated in a resistance, or it maybe temporarily sto-
red in a capacitor. Both methods result in a reduced transient voltage 
amplitude. 

In the subsequent section transient energy dissipating means are dis-
cussed, but switch-arcing, distributed capacities and the like are not 
considered. Where applicable, no-load conditions are assumed (worst-
case considerations). 

6.2 Voltage Transient Sources 

Various sources which generate voltage transients are enumerated below. 
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opening 
switch 

V~ 

Fig. 6-1 Voltage transient due to opening of transformer primary (number of 
turns n, inductance L). No transient results if switch is opened at zero transition 
of the magnetizing current. 

(a) Transient due to interruption of magnetizing current (Figs 6-1, 6-2) 
This is the most serious effect encountered in practical circuit ap-

plications, especially under no-load conditions and in the case of 
choke input smoothing filters. The choke input prevents a transient 
from being dumped into the load or buffer capacitor, and the full 
transient must then be absorbed by the reverse biased power diodes. 
When the transformer primary is interrupted, the voltage and the 
magnetizing current will decay resonantly due to the inductance and 
the winding stray capacity in conjunction with circuit losses (ringing 
effect). The magnetic energy available — f in d~ is represented by the 
shaded area in Fig. 6-2. Depending on the instantaneous magnitude 
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loop 
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magnetising 
ampere turn value Fig. 6-2 Decay of magnetic flux at interruption 

of transformer magnetizing current. Shaded area 
represents the stored magnetic energy, 

of the magnetizing current immediately prior to current interruption, 
a peak voltage transient may develop of 8 to 10 times the crest value 



of the sinusoidal voltage. Such high levels are due to relatively low 
transformer stray capacities, so that an obvious means of suppressing 
voltage transients is to add parallel capacitive elements across the 
power diodes or the transformer windings. The voltage transient 
amplitude will also depend on the type of switch used. A switch or 
fuse that does not interrupt too abruptly will dissipate the stored 
magnetic energy in its arc, and limit the transient in this way. Con-
tact chatter also absorbs some transient power in the arcs formed 
between bounces. 

closing 
switch 

load 

imum 
transient 
2 V2(max7 

1 

s 

supply 
voltag¢ V~ 

secondary 

I
voltage VZ

V2(max) 

Fig. 6-3 Voltage transient at energization of transformer primary. No transient 
results if switch is closed when V1 passes zero. 

load 

Fig. 6-4 Voltage transient at energization of a step-down transformer. No transient 

results if switch is closed when Vl passes zero. 
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(b) Transient due to energizing the transformer primary (Fig. 6-3) 
The maximum value of the voltage transient occasioned by energizing 
the transformer primary is twice the peak value of the secondary 
voltage. 

(c) Transient due to energizing astep-down transformer (Fig. 6-4) 
When energizing astep-down transformer, the maximum value of 
the voltage transient is equal to the primary crest voltage. The 
simplest method of obviating this type of transient is to interpose a 
grounded electrostatic shield in the winding to divert the primary 
voltage surge. 

(d) Transient due to an inductance across the input (Fig. 6-S) 
When a rectifier with an inductance across its input is switched the 
transient effect is similar to case (a). It must be borne in mind that 
the maximum available magnetic energy Llpkzl2 (where Ipk denotes 
the peak value of the magnetizing current) will increase at lower values 
of the parallel inductance. 

opening 
switch 

load 

rant i through 
parallel inductance L 

voltage across 
j rectifier bridge 

voltage transient 
di 

-~ at 

Fig. 6-S Voltage transient due to opening of rectifier circuit with parallel induc-
tance. No transient results if switch is opened when i passes zero. 

(e) Transient due to inductive load switching (Fig. 6-6) 
Both the inductive load and leakage inductance tend to maintain the 
flow of current despite switch opening. The load inductance sets up 
a voltage transient across the switch. Similarly, a voltage transient is 
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generated by the leakage inductance across the bridge rectifier. This 
transient will be less severe than in the case of interrupting the trans-
former primary, since the leakage inductance is relatively low. 

leakage inductance 

~ — —► 

V~ 

inductive load 

supply 
voltage Vi 

input 
current i 

eversa voltage 
across Dridge 

rectifier 

voltage transient 

Fig. 6-6 Vottage transient due to opening of inductive load circuit. No transient 
results if switch is opened when a.c. input current passes zero. 

(f) Cyclic transients due to reverse recovery phenomena (Fig. 6-7) 
The occurrence of this phenomenon is clearly illustrated in Fig. 6-7. 
The accompanying voltage transient is governed by the frequency of 
the supply voltage, the load and the leakage inductance of the supply 
transformer as well as by the diode reverse recovery characteristic. 
Its amplitude may be substantial because the diode has just built up 
its potential barrier, and thus will exhibit a high reverse resistance. 

leakage inductance 

inductive load 

02. D3 recovery 

current 

load current 

D 1,D4 recovery___%`~ 
current _ I 

voltage across 

D1,D4 
voltage transient 
tlu¢ to sudden ~ 
decraos¢ of revers¢ 
recovery currant _ 

o.c. suPPIY 
voltage 

current ihrougl 
D1,D4 

Fig. 6-7 Voltage transient due to reverse recovery phenomena. This is of a periodic nature. 
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(g) Transients originating from parallel circuitry 
Voltage transients can be occasioned by motor switching, contactor 
operation and fuse blowing in adjacent circuitry. 

(h) Overvoltage due to a regenerative load (Fig. 6-8) 
This is actually not a transient effect, but a phenomenon of a more 
or less continuous nature, occurring for example when a hoist motor 
is driven by its load. A relay may be used to connect a dynamic 
braking resistor when a predetermined overvoltage level is reached. 
An electronic circuit to restrict regenerative overvoltages is discussed 
in Section 11.6.3. 

(i ) 

counter ¢mf of 
driven motor 

counter amf of 
driving motor 

Fig. 6-8 Overvoltage due to a regenerative load. 

peak revarsa 
voltage 

voltage par 
satondary winding 

Random power line disturbance 
An additional source of transients is random power line disturbance 
such as caused by lightning, which may give rise to considerable over-
voltages merely by inductive effects. Such phenomena are most 
effectively suppressed by mounting surge arresters or similar devices 
directly acros the power line input. 

Transient phenomena can have different effects on a semiconductor diode. 
They may cause breakdown and thus lead to failure because of excessive 
reverse dissipation. In the case of high-resistivity material (with a high 
breakdown voltage, cf. Section 2.2.3), flash-over across the interface be-
tween outer surface and junction rather than body breakdown is liable 
to occur, which may destroy the crystal locally. A reverse voltage transient 
during forward conduction may cause an excessive current flow, since an 
abundance of charge carriers is available to sustain such high current 
levels. All these phenomena call for different measures, as explained 
below, to ensure reliable operation even in the event of severe voltage 
transients. 
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6.3 Voltage Transient Suppression Methods 

Transient suppression by series-connected capacitors and resistors is the 
method most commonly used. By shunting such networks across those 
parts of the circuit where the transient is apt to occur, the resistor will 
partially absorb the transient energy and reduce its voltage level. Capaci-
tors do not dissipate energy, but temporarily act as energy storing elements 
during the transient, discharging the stored energy back into the circuit 
after the transient has passed. A diode protected by a capacitor then has 
more time to dissipate the same amount of transient energy, which in-
creases its surge-energy absorbing capability. 

Since inductance in the suppression circuit will reduce its effectiveness, 
carbon resistors and low-inductance capacitors should be used. It should 
be borne in mind that if electrolytic capacitors are used they may have 
too high an inductive reactance at high frequencies; they must then be 
bypassed by a type of capacitor (0.1 µF to 1.0 ~.F) capable of handling 
these components in the transient. A capacitor exceeding approximately 
0.01 µF may need a series resistance to obviate ringing effects with in-
ductances at the occurrence of transients. Capacitors may have to be 
bypassed by a bleeder resistance for safety reasons in order to drain off 
their charge on shut-down of the equipment. 

Use of a VDR (voltage dependent resistor rather than an ordinary 
resistor will result in lower energy consumption. Normally, the VDR has 
a high resistance, but when a transient with a high voltage appears, the 
resistance drops to a much lower value. 

In high-voltage systems spark gaps may be utilized as transient sup-
pressors. Anon-inductive series resistance of at least 1 S2,/V should then 
be mounted in series at the grounded side to limit the current when the 
gap breaks down. 

Voltage transients can be limited by switching techniques, for example 
by slowing down the speed of switching. A switch or fuse that does not 
interrupt the current too abruptly will in itself limit transients to lower 
levels, since part of the transient energy is dissipated in the arc. Sequential 
switching is another useful aid. When the rectifier circuit is disconnected 
before the primary is opened (interlocked operation), voltage transients 
are diverted from the diodes. 

6.3.1 The Use of Simple RC-Networks with Conventional Diodes 

The following formulae constitute a conservative approach to the design 
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of RC-networks for protecting diodes against voltage transients, being 
based on the interruption of the transformer magnetizing current. As this 
is the most severe case for all circuit-imposed transients, the protecting 
components, which have been calculated, will be adequate for coping 
with all other types of voltage transient. 

Voltage suppressing RGseries elements, to be shunted across each 
transformer leg (or diode) are dimensioned as follows. The capacity 
(in µF) and the resistance (in S~) across the transformer primary should 
be: 

Cl = Atlmnsn/Vl~ Rl = Bt/Cl~ 

and across the transformer secondary (or diode) 

L'z = A2\ImaynlV2)ktZ ~ Rz = Bz/C2~ 

= transformer primary r.m.s. voltage, 
= transformer secondary r.m.s. voltage, 
= primary-to-secondary turns ratio (= V1/Vz), 
= primary magnetizing r.m.s. current. 

where Vl
Vz
kt

Imagn 

(6-la) 

(6-lb) 

The factors A t, Azi Bl and Bz are governed by the ratio of VRs„smax, the 
maximum non-repetitive peak reverse voltage, to VRW,K, the circuit-
imposed crest working reverse voltage (excluding transients) and can be 
derived from Table 6-1. 

Table 6-1. 

VRSMmax~VRwM 1.0 i 1.25 1.5 2.0 

Al 800 550 400 200 
AZ 900 620 450 225 
B1 300 260 225 150 
BZ 350 310 275 200 

Example 
A three-phase, full-wave bridge circuit, rated to deliver 15 A average current per diode, 
is supplied from the 380 Vthree-phase mains (secondary in star connection). The pri-
mary-to-secondary turns ratio is 1 : 1; the primary magnetizing current is 5 A; the 
power line fluctuations are f 10%. Calculate the transient suppressing RC-series 
elements to be shunted across the transformer secondary. 

Table 9.3 shows that the circuit-imposed crest working reverse voltage is: 

VRW,K = 2.45 VL = 2.45 x 1.10 x 380 = 1025 V. 
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Thus, two diodes BYX13-1200R in series may be taken per bridge leg. VRSMmax per 
diode is 1200 V, and VRWM Per diode is ]02S/2 = S13 V, whence 

VRSMmax/VRwM = 1200/S13 > 2.0, 

which gives, from Table 6-1, A Z = 225 and BZ = 200. Hence, from eq. (6-]b): 

C = 225(5/380)12 = 2.95 µF, 
R = 200/2.95 = 68 S2. 

6.3.2 The Use of Simple RC-Networks with Controlled Avalanche 
Diodes 

Controlled avalanche diodes are able to absorb a definite amount of 
transient energy in the reverse direction, as specified in their data sheets. 
If, however, the non-repetitive reverse power ratings are liable to be 
exceeded, transient suppressing elements must be provided to prevent 
damage. When controlled avalanche diodes are connected in series, the 
transient will be distributed across them, because they then all operate 
in their avalanche breakdown region. On the other hand, in the case of 
paralleled diodes, the full power surge will be absorbed almost entirely 
by a single diode, being the one having the lowest breakdown voltage. 

The calculation of the requisite RC-series network to be shunted across 
the transformer secondary (or across the diodes) will be explained with 
reference to the following analysis and accompanying design examples. 
The calculations are based on worst-case conditions, i.e. at disconnection 
of the primary of an unloaded transformer. (In an actual rectifier system 
the transient energy will be dumped only into the leg that is reverse biased 

Square power pulse 

at equal energy Content 

equivalent square 

Fig. 6-9 Time function of transient power occurring at disconnection of trans-
former primary, and equivalent power pulses. 
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at the instant the transformer primary is switched off.) The magnetic 
energy stored in the transformer core is released when the magnetizing 
current is interrupted, and the transient power will decay (approximately) 
exponentially, as shown in Fig. 6-9. The duration of the surge, tir, ex-

pressed in s, may be approximated by the following formula: 

tir — VRWM~IV(Bft)R ~ d V) X 1 ~- 3, 

where V(BR)R = reverse breakdown voltage at the maximum permissible 
junction temperature, 

d V additional voltage drop due to the dynamic resistance 
in the avalanching region (this voltage drop is assumed 
to be constant during the avalanching period). 

This exponential power transient can be considered as a square pulse (of 
the same energy content), having the same maximum amplitude Po and 
pulse duration to, i.e. the time constant of the exponential function ex-
pressed by: 

to = ttr~4. 

The transient energy supplied by the transformer thus equals: 

W = Poto. 

(6-3) 

(6-4) 

Basing the peak junction temperature calculations on a square pulse of 
amplitude Po and duration to would be too conservative because actual 
transient extends over a period 4to, allowing the junction area to cool 
down to some extent. To obtain approximately the same peak junction 
temperature, an equivalent square pulse of amplitude 0.8Po may be 
substituted for the actual power transient, though the energy absorbed 
by the diode is in fact Poto. 

If the whole of the transformer energy can be absorbed by the diode(s), 
no transient suppressing elements need be incorporated, but where the 
energy content of the transient exceeds the non-repetitive reverse power 
ratings of the diode, protection means must be provided. This can be 
achieved by shunting the transformer secondaries by RC-series networks; 
the maximum capacity C required (expressed in ~.F) can be derived from 
the following empirical formula: 

C = 106(W — nPRSMmax to)/(n Y (BR>Rmfn)Z e 
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where PRSMmax =reverse power rating for square power pulses of 
duration to, (W) 

t0 — (VRWM/4V<BR)Rmin)y` l~-3  (S) 

Vc BR)Rmin =minimum reverse breakdown voltage at the maxi-
mum permissible junction temperature, (V) 

n =number of diodes connected in series. 

The required series resistance can subsequently be derived from: 

in which C is expressed in ~.F; the factor Bz, which here equals V(BR)Rmin/ 

VRWM, may be taken to be equal to that given by Table 6-1 for the ratio 

VRSMmaxl VRWM 

The calculation procedure is now as follows. First, check whether the 
transient energy delivered by the transformer can be safely absorbed by 
the controlled avalanche diode in the time determined by eqs (6-2) and 
(6-3). In these equations the maximum reverse breakdown voltage 

V(BR>Rmax should be used because this will give a minimum time in which 
the diode can absorb the given amount of energy, this being the most 
unfavourable condition. Then, if the non-repetitive peak reverse power 
ratings are endangered, the required transient suppressing capacity must 
be calculated from eq. (6-5). based on the minimum reverse breakdown 
voltage; this gives the maximum capacity required. 

We shall first discuss a case where the controlled avalanche diodes are 
capable of handling the transient energy stored by the transformer. 

Example 
A three-phase bridge rectifier system having three controlled avalanche diodes BYX27-
600 in series per leg is supplied by a 1 MVA transformer operating at 50 Hz, capable 
of delivering up to 9 Ws when its primary is disconnected. The secondary phase voltage 
is 640 V. 

The circuit imposed crest reverse working voltage per diode is: 

VRwM = 640 v2 v3/3 = 523 V. 

The maximum reverse breakdown voltage for the BYX27-600 at T j  = 25 °C is 1050 V. 

From eq. (3-3), or the data sheets, 170 V should be added because Tj max = 190 °C. 

In addition, the dynamic resistance voltage drop in avalanche region = 170 V. Thus: 

V<eR>xmax -I- 4 V = 1050 -F 170 + 170 1390 V. 
From eq. (6-2): 

tt~ _ (523/1390) x 10-3 .0.4 ms. 
whence, from eq. (6-3): 

to = tt,./4 = 0.1 ms. 
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Part of the transient energy generated by the supply transformer is dissipated in the 
primary circuit breaker and stored by the secondary winding capacity. Assuming50 
of the transient energy to be delivered to a single leg, any one of the three diodes con-
nected in series may have to absorb: 

From eq. (6-4) the maximum transient power per diode is: 

Po = W/to = 1.5/10-4 = 15 kW. 

The equivalent power pulse PeQ at to 0.1 ms is 0.8 times this value, i.e. 12 kW. The 
data sheets specify that for 0.1 ms pulse duration, 1' RSMmax = 17 kW (at Tj = 190 °C). 
This exceeds the effective transient power, so that no transient suppressing elements 
need be provided. 

In the following example transient suppressing elements cannot be dis-
pensed with; the requisite values will be calculated. 

Example 
A three-phase bridge rectifier is supplied by a 500 kVA transformer operating at 50 Hz 
and capable of delivering up to 7.5 Ws of transient energy when the transformer primary 
is disconnected. The secondary phase voltage is 220 V. Three controlled avalanche 
diodes BYX23-600 are connected in parallel per leg. 

The circuit-imposed crest working reverse voltage per diode is: 

VRwmt 220 v6 = 540 V. 

The maximum reverse breakdown voltage for the BYX23-600 at Tj = 25 °C is 1050 V. 
Adding 170 V because Tj ,naX = 190 °C and putting d V = 190 V gives: 

V(BR)Rmax + d V = 1050 ~- 170 ~- 190 = 1410 V. 

From eqs (6-2) and (6-3): 
to = (540/1410)/4 = 0.1 ms. 

Again assuming 50 % of the transformer transient energy to be delivered to a single 
leg, and keeping in mind that now one diode will absorb almost all of the energy 
content of the transient, any one diode may have to absorb: 

W = 7.5/2 = 3.75 Ws. 

From eq. (6-4) the maximum transient power per diode is: 

Po = W/to = 3.75/10-4 = 37.5 kW. 

At to = 1 ms this corresponds to an equivalent power pulse PeQ of 0.8 times this 
value, i.e. 30 kW, which is far in excess of the value of PRSMmax = 6.4 kW derived 
from the data sheets for a square pulse of duration 0.1 ms at T;  = 190 °C. Therefore, 
it will be necessary to shunt the transformer secondaries by RC-series networks. The 
calculation of the maximum capacity required should be based on the minimum reverse 
breakdown voltage of 750 V at T;  = 25 °C. Adding again 125 V because T;  = 190 °C 

gives: 

V(BR)Rmin 750 + 125 = 875 V, 
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whence, from eqs (6-2) and (6-3): 

to = VRwnr/4 V(BR)Rmin = 540/4 x 875 = 0.15 ms. 

According to the data sheet PRSMmax = 5.5 kW for a square pulse of 0.15 ms duration 
at Tj = 190 °C, which means that the diode can absorb: 

PRS.Nmax to = 5.5 x 0.15 = 0.83 Ws. 

Hence, from eq. (6-5), for n = 1: 

C = 106(3.75 — 0.83)/875 = 3.8 µF. 

According to Table 6-1, for 

v(BR)Amin/VRwM = 750/540 = 1.4. 

we find BZ = 290, which gives from eq. (6-6): 

R = 290/3.8 = 76 S2. 

To safeguard the diodes a capacitor of 3.9 µF in series with a 68 S2 resistor may thus 
be shunted across each transformer secondary (phase to neutral). 

6.3.3 Suppression of Cyclic Transients 

In the case of cyclic commutation from one diode to another, reverse 
recovery phenomena will occur in the switched-off diode, giving rise to 
a reverse current. This reverse current will induce a magnetic field in the 
leakage inductance of the transformer. At the instant the switched-off 
diode ceases to conduct and the diode current drops to zero, this field 
produces a transient which is only partly absorbed by the small internal 
capacity of the diode. As a consequence, there is a risk of the reverse 
voltage ratings of the diode being exceeded. 

The transient absorbing capability can be raised to the required level 
by shunting a capacitor across the diode. The requisite additional capa-
city C is dictated by the condition that the energy ;CVZ at a voltage 
smaller than the VAmax value of the diode shall exceed the energy -Liz 
of the commutation transient. As a rule the commutation energy is 
comparatively small so that no additional measures need be taken if 
suppression networks are incorporated at the secondary to cope with 
transients due to the magnetizing current. If not, a capacity ranging from 
0.5 µF to 2µF will usually be ample. 

6.3.4 The Use of Complex Nletworlcs for Suppressing V®Rage 
Transients 

To suppress power line transients the most economical solution usually 
is to connect a common electrolytic capacitor and bleeder resistor (time 
constant about 2 s) via a diode bridge circuit across the mains supply, 
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as shown in Figs 6-10a and 6-lOb. The low value of the line impedance 
imposes the use of large capacities; bypassing each line by paper or 
similar capacitors is therefore scarcely worth considering. 

power flow 
line impadonce 

line 

to 
rectifier 
system 

3 
phase 
line 

bleeder 
resistor currant 

limiting 
resistor 

Fig. 6-10 Suppression of power line transients: (a) single phase; (6J three-phase. 

Fig. 6-11 shows a more elaborate "crow bar" transient protection cir-
cuit to be connected across the power lines. This two-way system is 
inoperative under normal working conditions. However, if a transient 
occurs the controlled avalanche diode DS will break down either via D4

and DZ or via DS and D1, depending on the polarity of the transient. 
One of the thyristors Th l it The is then triggered and will conduct for 
the remainder of the half cycle, causing a line voltage drop across the 
line impedance. The speed of operation is very high since the turn-on 
time of the thyristor is extremely short (1 µs to 3µs). Diodes D1 and D4

protect the thyristor gates against excessive reverse voltages. 

line impetlanca 

Fig. 6-11 Two-way "crow bar" power line transient protection. 

The circuit of Fig. 6-12, to be connected across the rectifier output, is 
particularly useful in cases where the load cannot absorb transient energy 
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because it is inductive, or where it may be disconnected. Diode D1 must 
be able to pass the capacitor charging current without damage, and with-
stand the anticipated peak rectifier output voltage. The value of capaci-
tor Cl depends on the actual application and should be determined by 
experiment. Resistor R1 is usually selected so that the time constant R1C1
is approximately 2 s. 

rectifier 
output 

n 

transient 
current 
limitar 

rzsnu 

to 
load 

Fig. 6-12 Transient suppression network at rectifier 
output. 

A similar network intended for individual diode protection is shown 
in Fig. 6-13. Its use will be attractive where a large capacity is required 
since the use of an electrolytic capacitor is permissible. Capacitor Cl

Fig. 6-13 Individual diode protection network. 

charges up to the circuit-impressed crest working reverse voltage, de-
veloped across diode D1, which is to be protected. Reverse voltage tran-
sients cause diode DZ to conduct, and the transient energy will be stored 
in Cl, and absorbed by both R1 and R2. 
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7 Overcurrent Protection 

7.1 Introduction 

For a semiconductor diode circuit to operate satisfactorily, adequate 
provisions must be made to enable the system to survive abnormal over-
current conditions. These conditions include situations varying between 
moderate overloads and heavy shorts. Depending on the duration of an 
overload, the mass of both the diode (thermal time constant approxima-
tely 1 s, heat storage capacity a few Ws/degC) and the heat sink (thermal 
time constant several minutes, heat storage capacity several tens of 
Ws/degC) can aid in removing excessive heat developed in the diode. 
During a short circuit considerable heat will develop in the junction area 
with negligible initial heat dissipation. Since the thermal time constant 
of the junction is so small (about 1 ms), the junction area will become 
thermally overloaded within a few ms. In aloes-impedance system the 
current will have a high rate of rise and attain a considerable amplitude, 
and additional phases and circuit legs will help very little in increasing 
fault-carrying capacity, since permanent damage of the diodes may occur 
before commutation to another leg has taken place. 

One proposition (but not usually an economic one) is to design a 
system to withstand the worst possible fault current on a continuous 
basis. This will require an installation rated for many times the normal 
load current, but such a system is seldom acceptable because of economic 
reasons or available space. The alternative is to incorporate fast-acting 
protection equipment to prevent full short-circuit current from reaching 
the diodes. 

The protective devices now widely used stem partially from earlier 
developments when semiconductor rectifiers were unknown. The fast-
acting, high-power shorting switch, originally evolved to safeguard 
mechanical contact rectifiers, still proves an effective means for the pro-
tection of semiconductor diodes. [ 9 ] The current-limiting safeguarding 
device, such as the explosive type surge-current limiter with extremely 
short current-interrupt time, is another valuable development in this area; 
it has the added advantage in that it will relieve rectifier transformers, 
busbars, and associated electrical gear from excessive magnetic stresses, 
these being proportional to the square of the peak fault current. Develop-
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ment of protection devices for modern rectifier installations is still pro-
gressing. 

Short circuits may be categorized as follows: 
— Diode failures rarely occur in practice, but if a diode fails it is un-

fortunately apt to form a short circuit rather than an open circuit. 

Such a failure will always give a direct line-to-line short circuit, due 

to the low forward resistance of good diodes in adjacent circuit legs 
(see Figs 7-1 and 7-2), except when used in single-phase, half-wave 
circuits. 

fault current 

3 phase 
supply 

Fig. 7-1 Faulty diode in single-phase Fig. 7-2 Faulty diode in three-phase 
full-wave rectifier circuit. full-wave rectifier curcuit. 

External shorts in the supply or load are highly improbable in a well 
designed system. Depending on the type of load, shorts from the load 
side might occur due to operational errors, for example. 

3 phase 
supply 

d. c. bus 
voltage 

r 
paralleled rectifier 

interns 
fault 
current 

d.c.circuit 
breaker 

fault 
Current 

load 

Fig. 7-3 Faulty diode in parallel rectifier half-wave. 
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— External shorts in a paralleled rectifier with star configuration may 
result in a heavy short circuit, since the d.c. voltage is sustained by 
the phase voltage feeding the shorted unit (Fig. 7-3). Bridge type 
rectifiers present an external short only when diodes in opposite legs 
fail (see Figs 7-4a and b). 

To protect a semiconductor power diode against short-circuit conditions, 
consideration must be given to its permissible Izt-value, which must ex-
ceed the IZ t-value required for the protective device to open the circuit. 
Other properties of the protective device such as cut-off currents and 
voltage transients during interruption must never exceed the surge cur-
rent ratings and the non-repetitive voltage ratings of the diodes under 
protection. 

d.c. bus 
voltage 

d.t. bus 
voltage 
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7.2 The Short-Circuit Phenomenon 
In the case of a sustained d.c. short circuit, the steady-state current 
flowing through the diode will be sinusoidal and of half cycle duration. 
Its peak value is equal to the crest value of the potential symmetrical 
short-circuit current, i.e. the current flowing after decay of asymmetric 
phenomena at initiation of the short. [10], 

[
1l ] (See Fig. 7-5.) 

supply voltage 

~~ 
him 

}__.~ 

—I LMsc 51n (~—S) I 

'ol 
rLMsc 

Fig. 7-5 Decay of diode current immediately after short circuit load applied 

The instantaneous value of the short-circuit current may be expressed 
as: 

i = ILMsc{sin(wSt ~- ~' — ~) — sin(y~ — ~) exp(—Rs~t/LSD)}, (7-1) 

where ILMsc =available peak steady-state line fault current, 
ws =angular frequency of the supply voltage, 
t =time duration following initiation of the short, 
~, =phase angle at which the short is initiated, referred to 

the preceding positive-going zero transition of the a.c. 
supply voltage, 

tan ~ = short-circuit reactance (XS~ = r~Ls~) over the ohmic 
resistance (RSA). 

It may be seen that the fault current consists of a sinusoidal time function 
with an exponential component superimposed. The latter component 
gives rise to an asymmetric phenomenon and will decay to almost zero 
within 5 to 6 power cycles during a sustained short, leaving only the 
steady-state sinusoidal current. This indicates that in any practical system 
the series impedances of transformers and similar elements are mainly 
inductive. 
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The exponential time function will be zero for both L = 0 and ~ _ ~, 
i.e. no current asymmetry will occur in a purely ohmic circuit, or in cases 
where a short occurs at a phase delay equal to the power factor angle of 
the short circuit. Likewise, in the imaginary case of a purely inductive 
circuit with zero ohmic losses, a constant asymmetry may result since 
under these conditions the exponential time function will become a d.c. 
component, namely ILMsc sin(; — y~). 

For all practical purposes, the first fault current pulse will be decisive 
because a protective device will have opened the circuit long before the 
second (negative) current pulse can occur. The amplitude of this first 
pulse can be shown to become maximum when a short occurs at the 
moment the supply voltage passes zero (y~ = 0). The relevant equation 
expressing the instantaneous value of the short-circuit current is found 
from eq. (7-1) by substituting ~ = 0: 

i = ILMsc{sin(wst — ~) ~ sin ~ • exp(—Rs~tws/XS~)}. (7-2) 

The degree of current asymmetry is determined by the offset factor, i.e. 
the ratio of the first pulse peak asymmetric fault current I~rors~o to the 
steady-state peak fault current ILMsc• The offset factor is a function of 
the short-circuit parameter RSA/XS~ and will range from 1 for RSA/XS~ = o0 

(purely ohmic circuit) to 2 for RSA/X5C = 0 (purely inductive circuit). A 
practical offset factor value is 1.5 (RSA/XS~ -. 0.25). 

The above theory is illustrated by the graphical representations shown 
in Figs 7-6, 7-7, 7-8 and 7-9. 
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Fig. 7-6 Plot of i/7LMs~ against t/T for various ratios Rsc/X ~. 
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The maximum possible first pulse Izt-value (worst case) for any circuit 
parameter tan ~ = XS~/RSA is found by squaring and integrating eq. (7-2) 
over the period of the first pulse (Fig. 7-6). The graph can be used to 
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find the first pulse IZt (worst case) value, for a circuit of a given R5C and 
XS~, by multiplying the value given by the curve by ILmrs~2• 

The initial rate of rise of the fault current depends on the ratio Rs~/X5C
and on the phase angle ~. The maximum rate of rise takes place when 
a short occurs at the maximum supply voltage (y~ _ ~/2 or 3~/2), inde-
pendent of RSA/XS~. The minimum rate of rise occurs where the largest 
amplitude of the first current pulse may be expected, i.e. at ~/' = 0 or ~c 
(see Fig. 7-10). This is of importance when overcurrent protective devices 
are used, which rely on the sensing of the initial disc/dt to detect a short 
circuit. 

Fig. 7-10 Plot of ILnrs~ against t/T for various values of ~. 

7.3 Short-Circuit Calculations 

7.3.1 General Remarks 

All system reactances (reactance of source, reactances of preceding 
transformers, etc.) should be taken into consideration in order to 
arrive at the most realistic short-circuit current. 
In polyphase systems, the total volt-amperes (VA) equal the sum of 
the phase volt-amperes (VA~p,,~). In rectifier systems, the primary and 
secondary volt-amperes may differ owing to the difference between 
the primary and secondary current from factors. The following cal-
culations are based on transformer secondary ratings. 
Series impedances of transformers and circuit elements present in the 
shorted circuit are predominantly inductive and may thus simply be 
added without large error. 
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7.3.2 Short-Circuit Volt-Ampere Value 

In order to simplify the addition of series element effects in a system, one 
of the elements should first be selected as the base, volt-ampere value 
(usually the output transformer) and the per cent or per unit impedance 
(x) of each element then converted to an equivalent per cent or per unit 
impedance (xeq), referred to the base volt-amperes. This is done by 
multiplying the per cent or per unit element impedance by the ratio of 
the base volt-amperes to the element volt-amperes. All the resulting 
equivalent values, derived for each element in turn, may then be added 
to obtain the equivalent per cent or per unit impedance for the total 
system; dividing the base volt-amperes by this total equivalent value gives 
the available net short-circuit volt-amperes. 

For single phase supply, this works out as follows, in per unit values 

(see Fig. 7-11). Per definition 

x = XLlXioan~ 
and 

VAnom(Ph) ~= ViIL = VLZ~XLoan~ 

the short-circuit volt-amperes being: 

VAsc(Ph) — VLZ ~XL~ 

whence 

VAsc(Ph) — VAnom(Ph)~x. (7-3) 

Approximately, x equals the fraction of the nominal primary voltage 
required to produce the rated secondary load current per line, I L, with 
the secondary winding shorted. 

x,oa, Fig.7-11 

VA n«nI PSI 

For three phase supply, we find for the total volt-amperes: 

VAnom = m2VAnom(sec)ph~ 

and ~ (7-4) 
VAs~ = m2VAs~cph), 

where m2 denotes the number of secondary phases. Hence, according 

VASe =VAnom/X• (7-5) 
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Example 
Calculate the available short-circuit volt-amperes for a rectifier supplied by the system 
shown in Fig. 7-12. 

Try Tr2 Tr3

source 

t00MVA 200kVA SOkVA 20kVA 
5=0.108 10.0452 2:0.0552 3+0.1052 

—i 

N H  goad

Xmm 

Fig. 7-I2 Block diagram of rectifier system. 

Taking as base transformer Tr3 (VA„o,„ 20 kVA), we have: 

02 per unit 
per unit 
per unit 
per unit 

per unit 

x$eQ = (20/105)xs = (20/105)0.10 = 0.000 

xlcn = (20/200)x1 = (20/200)0.04 = 0.004 
xZeQ = (20/50)xZ = (20/50)0.05 = 0.02 
x3eQ = x3 = 0.10 

total xeQ ^_~ 0.124 

Thus, from eq. (7-5): 

VAsc = VAnom/xeQ = 20/0.124 = 161 kVA. 

7.3.3 Short-Circuit Current 

Fault currents which may occur during short circuits can be derived in 
the following way. 

For single-phase supply we know that: 

VAnomcpn) = ILVt and VAs~cpn> = ILS~VL~ 

where ILS~ denotes the r.m.s. steady-state (symmetric) fault current. From 
eq. (7-3): 

I~s~ = VAs~cpn~lV~ = VAnom<pn~/VLx. 

The peak steady-state fault current is therefore: 

linTs~ = VAs~<pn~V2/Vi = VAnom~nn>t/2/Vix. 

(7-6) 

(7-7) 

Due to asymmetric phenomena at the start of a short circuit, the maximum 
potential peak fault current for an offset factor of 1.5 is: 

Icmrs~a = 1.SI~Ms~ = 3VAnom<nn~lV~xl/2. (7-8) 
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For three phase supply we get: 

VAnom = 3 VAnomcph~ = VLLIi v3, 
and 

VASE = VLLIis~v3~ 

where VLL denotes the line-to-line voltage. Thus, from eq. (7-5), the 
r.m.s. steady-state (symmetric) fault current per line becomes: 

Iis~ = VASE/VLL v3 =VAnom/VLLxv3~ (7-9) 

and the peak steady-state fault current per line: 

ILMs~ = VASE/VLLy(3/2) =VAnom/ViLxv(3/2). (7-10) 

The peak steady-state fault current may be expressed conveniently in 
terms of the rated d.c. load current Io. For athree-phase bridge circuit, 
using Tables 9-5 and 9-6: 

VAnom = 1.05VoIa and VLL = 0.428Vo1/3 = 0.74Vo. 

Substituting these values in eq. (7-10), we find for an inductive or resistive 
load 

ILMsc = 2Io/x~3. (7-11) 

The above expression is equally valid for three-phase double star circuits 
with interphase transformer.[lo] 

A similar derivation yields for the six-phase half-wave circuit with 
inductive or resistive load: 

ILMsc = Io/x v3, (7-12) 

and for the three-phase half-wave circuit with inductive load: 

ILMs~ = Io/xv(3/2) (7-13) 

the maximum peak potential fault current for an offset factor of 1.5 being: 

ILMsco = 1.5ILMsc• (7-14) 

7.3.4 Reactance per Line 

For single phase supply we obtain the reactance per line from eq. (7-3): 

XL = xVL2/VAnom(Ph)• (7-15) 
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For three phase supply, substitution of 

VAnom = 3 VAnomcph) 

in eq. (7-13) gives: 

and VLL = VLl'3

Xi = xViLZlVflnom• (7-16) 

7.3.5 Additional Line Impedances 

Impedances may be added in the lines to restrict the maximum potential 
peak fault current ILMsco to the safe maximum permissible peak fault 
current ILMsc max. 

For single phase supply the required per unit reactance is, according 

x reQ = 3VAnom(ph)IVLILMsc max12• (7-17) 

The per unit reactance to be added equals the required per unit reactance, 
minus the total per unit reactance: 

xadd = x reQ — x. (7 - 18) 

The line reactance to be added, XL aaa is related to xaaa by the expres-
sion (cf. eq. (7-15)): 

XL add — xadd VLZ I VAnom(ph)• (7-19) 

The required reactor may be incorporated in either the primary or the 
secondary circuit. The requisite inductance of the reactor to be connected 
in series with the secondary is: 

Ladd 2 — XL add/~S• ( 7-20 ) 

When the reactor is connected in series with the primary, we need: 

2 
Laaa i = kr Laaa 2• 

For three phase supply, we substitute in eq. (7-17): 

which gives 

VAnom = 3 VAnomcph) and VLL = VL 1%3, 

xreq = VAnom V/(3/2)I VLLILMsc max• 

(7-21) 

(7-22) 

Once again, the per unit reactance to be added equals the required per 
unit reactance minus the per unit circuit reactance: 

xaaa = xreq — X. 
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As above, the line reactance is, from eq. (7-19): 

z 
XL add — xadd VLL ~VAnom• (7-24) 

The required line inductance can be found from eq. (7-20) and when the 
reactor is taken up in the primary, from eq. (7-21). 

7.3.6 Filter Chokes 
Where filters with a choke are used, the latter will give a substantial fault 
current limiting action. During ashort-circuit, the effective choke reac-
tance XL ch sc will decrease due to saturation. For awell-designed choke, 
the effective reactance should be at least one quarter of the normal 
reactance. Hence: 

XL ch sc — ~SLch~4 • (7-25) 

For single phase supply the per unit reactance contributed by the choke 
is, by analogy to eq. (7-15): 

z 
xch sc — XL ch sc VAnom(ph)~VL ~ 

and for three phase supply, by analogy to eq. (7-26) 

z 
xch sc — XL ch scVAnom~VLL 

(7-26) 

(7-27) 

Example 
A three-phase bridge circuit, rated at 250 V, 500 A, has two diodes BYX14-600 in 
parallel in each leg. The total value of x is 0.15 and Rs~lXs~ is taken to be 0.25. The 
supply frequency is 50 Hz. The line fuses are assumed to blow after the first fault 
current pulse. Calculate the inductance to be inserted per secondary phase. 

According to Table 9-3: 

VAnom 250 X 500 X 1.05 = 131.2 kVA. 

The line-to-line voltage is 

VLL = Vo v3/2.34 = 0.74 x 250 = 185 V. 

From eq. (7-10): 

ILMso = 131.2 x 103/[185 x O.15y(3/2)] = 3860 A 

or, from eq. (7-11) 

ILMsc = 2 x 500/0.15 v3 = 3860 A. 

From Fig. 7-7 the offset factor for Rs~/Xs~ = 0.25 is seen to be about 1.5. Thus, the 
maximum potential peak fault current is: 

ILMsco = 1 •SILMsc = 5790 A. 

Fig. 7-8 shows that the duration t of the first current pulse is about 0.8 x 20 = 16 ms. 
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From Fig. 7-9 it follows that the division of the first pulse (IZt)-value by IzMs~2 is 

0.0136 s, which gives: 

IZt = 0.0136IzMsc2 0.0136 x 38602 = 203 000 AZ s. 

Assume, for a conservative design, that the I Z t-value of the diode, I Zta at 16 ms is 
equal to that at 10 ms, and that the current derating for parallel diodes under surge 

conditions is as for continuous duty. As will be shown in Section 8.3.3, a current 
derating factor f a of 0.9 should be introduced for two paralleled diodes, which gives 

for the total ht value (IZt~o ~) for the two diodes: 

I Zrot n2.fa2l 2ta, 

where n 2 denotes the number of diodes in parallel. The data sheet specifies that 

for 10 ms pulse duration, I Zta 32 000 AZ s, whence: 

IZttut = 2 2 x 0.92 x 32 000 = 103 700 AZ s 

Because the IZtioc-value of the two diodes in parallel is lower than I Zto, the potential 
peak asymmetric fault current ILMsc o must be reduced to the safe value ILMsc max 
according to: 

ILbrsc n,ax = (IZtiotllZ to)flLmrsco = (103 700/203 000)1;5790 = 4130 A. 

This reduction can be achieved by inserting reactors satisfying the condition: 

xLeQ = (hMsco/ILmscmax)x = (5790/4130)0.15 = 0.21 per unit. 

This value may be checked against eq. (7-22), which gives: 

x1eQ = 131.2 x 1031/3/2/185 x 4130 = 0.21 per unit. 

The reactance to be added is, from eq. (7-23): 

xaaa = x1en — x 0.21 — 0.15 = 0.06 per unit 

From eq. (7-24): 

XL aaa = 0.06 x 1852/131.2 x 103 = 0.01565 S2 = 15.65 mS2. 

According to eq. (7-20) the inductance to be added per phase, at 50 Hz operation, 

is therefore: 

Laaa = 15.65/100~c = 50 X 10
-6 H = 50 µH. 

Although, by increasing the reactance, the peak current surge can be 
reduced to a safe value, it should be recognized that load regulation is 
impaired thereby. Where this is undesirable, current-limiting protective 
elements must be used, or additional diodes must be connected in parallel 
to increase the value of IZttot. The way in which the requisite number n 
of paralleled diodes may be calculated, follows from the following 
example. 

Example 
Calculate for the conditions given in the preceding example, the total number of parallel 

diodes required if it is intolerable to add reactors. In other words, the total I Z t-value 

of the parallel diodes (IZtto~) must be at least equal to the first crest IZt-value (IZto): 

I Z ttot n2fa2l 2ta ~ I Zto• 
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Solving this expression for n gives n ~ 2.9, which means that almost three diodes 
in parallel must be used. The I Zt,o,-value per leg is thus raised to: 

I Ztto~ nZf d2l 2td = 216 000 AZ s, 

which indeed exceeds the I Zto-value of 203 000 AZ s. 

~.4 Protective Devices 

7.4.1 Brief Survey 
Elements intended for protection against short circuits may be subdivided 
into two major categories, namely: 
— elements having the ability to restrict the rate of rise of the fault 

current or the magnitude of the steady-state fault current, such as 
transformer impedances, 
line reactors, 
inductances and resistances in the shorted d.c. load circuit; 

— elements having the ability to interrupt current $ow, such as 
a.c. circuit breakers in the primary or secondary line, 
rapid d.c. circuit breakers. 
shorting switches across the transformer secondary, 
fast-acting current limiting fuses, 
explosive-type surge current limiters. 

The action of reactive elements in the a.c. circuit has been considered in 
Sections 7.3.4 to 7.3.6. Inductances on the d.c. side may limit the rate of 
rise of fault currents to such a value that afast-acting protective device 
can interrupt the current before a disastrous level is reached. 

It must be borne in mind that, when coordinating thermal protective 
devices with power diodes, these devices will react to the r.m.s. value of 
the current, whereas diodes respond essentially to heating alone. Since 
a diode is anon-linear circuit element, heating will be proportional to 
a current level somewhere between the r.m.s. and the average value. Such 
deviation must be taken into account. 

The properties of several types of protective device are summarised in 
Table 7-1. 

7.4.2 Circuit Breakers 
Devices such as conventional circuit breakers have in common with fuses 
that they are intended to remove a short circuit before excessive heating 
can occur in the electrical gear, that is, to disconnect the entire circuit 
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from the supply in the event of an overload before permanent damage is 
caused to this gear. Being interposed between the supply mains and the 
installation, these devices must be slow-acting in order to handle the 
transformer inrush current. The relatively long current interrupt time 
renders this type of circuit breaker unsuitable for diode protection. 

The rapid d.c. circuit breaker on the other hand may be used to 
advantage in situations where d.c. shorts are to be expected, or where 
rectifying units operate in parallel. It may obviate complete shutdown 
if a short develops in one of the units, as the fault current fed back into 
the shorted unit can be interrupted within 3 ms. 

7.4.3 Shorting Switches 

By afast-acting shorting switch the secondary phases are short-circuited 
as soon as a predetermined fault current level is exceeded, the device being 
used in conjunction with a primary or secondary circuit breaker. Contact 
closing time may be less than 2.7 ms without arcing; peak asymmetric 
short-circuit current capabilities of up to 200 kA at several kV are pos-
sible.[9 ] 

Contact opening can be motor-controlled, which makes the switch 
suitable for application in unmanned power stations for railway traction 
systems for example, where remote operation may be a requisite. Ultra-
rapid shorting switches have an explosive-type contact drive, resulting in 
contact closing times below 1 ms. [ 1 Z ] Originally developed to protect 
mechanical contact rectifiers, the fast-acting shorting switch is an excel-
lent means of diode overcurrent protection, since the diode current is 
immediately reduced to zero without voltage transients as soon as the 
contacts close. However, the preceding electrical gear must be capable 
of interrupting high power levels and withstanding excessive dynamic 
forces over the duration of the full short. A construction, proof against 
short circuit, means increased transformer impedance, and this may be 
intolerable for some applications. 

7.4.4 Explosive-Type Surge Current Limiters 

This type of protective device is tripped by electronic circuitry that senses 
fault current levels or detects a short by the excessive initial value of 
dildt. [13] ,  [ia] The electronic circuitry discharges a capacitor across a 
three-electrode spark gap. The accompanying pulse energy (over 100 kW 
peak power) is applied to an explosive cartridge via a pulse transformer 
to interrupt the main current path. 
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Selective operation by means of such surge current limiters in a paral-
leled rectifier system, to obviate shutdown of_the entire installation when 
one rectifier unit fails, may be achieved by the protective scheme shown 
in Fig. 7-13. 

current 
surge 
limiter 

i

current 
surge 
limiter 

J 

zsneo 

Fig. 7-13 Arrangement to prevent shutdown of an entire system when failure occurs 
in one rectifier branch. 

supply 
~ -- transformers 

~-- rectifiers 

~ current feetlbotk 
sensors 

~ electronic 
triggers 

di/dt and 
~ over<urrent 

sensors 

d.c. contact 
breakers 

to load 

7.5 Protective Measures for Speeific Applications 

Overcurrent protection system design is concerned with the type of in-
stallation, the reliability desired, and the continuity of operation required. 

To maintain continuity of operation, diode redundancy will have to 
be used, and selective protection incorporated to isolate any faulty diode. 
Where redundancy of diodes is used, a suitable warning system should 
be incorporated to facilitate the finding of defective diodes and fuses 
during routine overhaul of the installation. 
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Further factors that will govern the selection of any particular protec-
tive system are 
— the possibility of ashort-circuit in the d.c. load, 
— the possibility of a d.c. busbar fault, 
— the possibility of a short circuit between output transformer and 

rectifier, 
— the likelihood of an internal short in a paralleled rectifier unit, 
— the magnitude and rate of rise of the possible fault current. 
Some specific applications are discussed below. 

Electrochemical installations are characterized by continuous operation 
at a rated load. To achieve an optimum power factor and high efficiency 
together with an economic transformer design, 5 % to 8 %impedance will 
usually be selected, resulting in substantial fault current levels. There is 
little likelihood of d.c. busbar or load shorts in awell-designed system 
operating under the supervision of skilled personnel. Sometimes, however, 
when semiconductor rectifier units are operated in parallel with mercury 
arc rectifiers, shorts are unavoidable, such as those due to backfiring of 
the mercury arc rectifiers. [15 ] Saturable reactors, for adjustment of the 
d.c. output voltage, will limit the initial rate of rise of fault currents, and 
overcurrent protective circuitry can be incorporated to interrupt the 
reactor d.c. control current, thus limiting the rectifier output should a 
short circuit occur. In large installations, a shorting switch or surge cur-
rent limiter should be used because of the high power-handling capability 
of these devices. 

In small electrochemical installations, supply systems for tramway or 
omnibus traction, etc. the rapid d.c. circuit breaker is a suitable protective 
device. It can interrupt the circuit well within 5 ms, resulting in a sub-
stantial fault-current-limiting action. Traction supply systems are usually 
designed for continuous operation without failure, at loads exceeding the 
rated level by 50 % to 60 %. 

Rect~ers in locomotives, fed by a.c. from overhead contact lines, are 
used to supply the traction motors with d.c. power. To achieve continuity 
of operation when part of the installation fails, and for economic trans-
former design, each motor will preferably have its own rectifier unit, with 
all rectifiers fed from a common secondary. A common, fast-acting 
shorting switch constitutes a suitable protection device for this type of 
installation, making possible resumption of operation after isolation of 
the rectifier unit at fault. ~Tse of fuses to isolate faulty diodes may be 
considered unnecessary where they are connected in series, since under 
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these circumstances the risk of system breakdown due to shorted diodes 
is remote. 

It must be borne in mind that the fluctuations in diode junction tem-
perature are more pronounced where 163 Hz a.c. supply is involved; in 
addition, surges may be of a longer duration than in the case of conven-
tional 50 Hz supply. 

In low power installations application of expensive, fast-acting circuit 
breakers is not generally an economic proposition. A better approach in 
this case is to use selective fusing in conjunction with a conventional 
type of circuit breaker on the primary side (see Section 7.6.4). 

Selective protection is used to minimize replacement of fuses after any 
type of short circuit, or to isolate a defective diode where continuity of 
operation is a requisite. Branch fuses should only operate when a diode 
becomes defective, that is, they must not open due to an external short. 
When using series stacks, the necessity of branch fusing (which may give 
rise to excessive voltage transients when a branch is isolated due to a 
faulty diode) can be obviated by building extra voltage, tolerances into 
the system. This can be achieved by using either diodes of higher voltage 
rating, or more diodes in series than actually required by the application. 
This approach virtually eliminates the risk of shutdown of the entire 
equipment due to shorted diodes. 

A suitable warning system should be incorporated to facilitate tracing 
of faulty diodes during maintenance. One of several possible methods is 
shown in Fig. 7-14. The warning device (relay or lamp) is placed as near 
as possible to the centre of the paralleled series stacks, to receive maxi-
mum voltage should any diode in the stack fail. Each warning device 
supervises a parallel pair of rectifier stacks. 

An alternative scheme for isolating a defective branch is illustrated in 
Fig. 7-15. A trip coil of each isolating relay is connected across a bridge 
formed by a pair of diodes and their respective low-value series resistor R. 
When a diode becomes shorted, or open-circuited, the balance will be 
disturbed and the relay will come into operation. 

Design of a protective system depends greatly on both the installation 
and the specific requirements. It is reasonable, therefore, that the system 
designer rather than the semiconductor manufacturer decide what level 
of protection is required for the particular application. It is not until the 
requirements have been determined, that the semiconductor manufacturer 
can recommend measures to attain these objectives. Table 7-2 gives a 
general idea of the protection suggested for different applications. 
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Fig. 7-14 Faulty diode warning system. 
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Fig. 7-IS Faulty diode warning system providing automatic isolation of defective 
branch. 
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~.6 Fusing of Power Diodes 

When designing a diode rectifier with fuse protection, the IZt-values of 
diodes and fuses must be compared, keeping in mind that the peak value 
of fuse cut-off current should not exceed the diode surge current rating, 
and that blowing of the fuse depends on the r.m.s. value of the current, 
whereas the diode is anon-linear device. In addition; the IZ t-value of the 
fuse is approximately constant during subcycle surges owing to fuse link 
geometry, whereas the I Zt-value of the diode will decrease as the surge 
duration decreases. 

Fuse data (prospective current and virtual times) do not represent 
practical figures in the case of a subcycle blow; for critical circuit appli-
cations, fuse tolerances must be allowed for in the design. The following 
paragraphs are intended to give an insight into the operation of the fuse 
and its current-limiting action. When properly applied, the fast-acting 
fuse is an adequate means of protection for semiconductor diodes. 

7.6.1 Current-Limiting Ruction 

The current-limiting action under short-circuit conditions is shown in 
Fig. 7-16. The potential short-circuit current (first pulse of asymmetric 
current shown in broken line) is determined by the inductance inherent 
even in very low impedance supply systems. The fuse link will offer no 
substantial impedance during the melting period, and the actual short-
circuit current will closely follow the potential fault current time function. 

arc starts 
building up ~ t peak available fault 

to force \`-current (first pulsetl 
fault current ~ ` asymmetric current) 

i down  / 

~ / cut-off 
~ / ;current 

\\ 

actual fault \ 
current flow \ 

melting or ~ ~. 
pre-arcing 

time clearing time 

arcing time 

rzsn:2 

-►time 

Fig. 7-16 Current limiting under short circuit conditions. 
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Upon melting of the fuse, an arc is struck and the net circuit voltage 
(difference between the arc and the supply voltage), in conjunction with 
the short-circuit impedance, reduces the current eventually to zero. The 
total time required to open the circuit after onset of the short, that is, 
the sum of the melting (pre-arching) time and the arcing time, is termed 
the clearing time tit. 

A fuse is said to be "current-limiting" when its cut-off current (Fig. 
7-16) is substantially lower than the potential peak fault current (ratios 
of 1 : 10 and greater). Current-limiting action will depend on the magni-
tude of the actual fault current. The energy which causes the fuse to melt, 
(IZt)„„ increases with decreasing fault current, since heat in the fuse link 
is developed slowly, permitting heat dissipation to the filler material, 
fuse mountings and external circuit. A moderate fault current may flow 
during several cycles before the fuse will ultimately open (long-time blow), 
and no current-limiting action will occur. Where a heavy short is involved, 
the fuse link geometry will inherently control the melting time; heat is 
generated very rapidly in the fusing element, with virtually no heat flow 
to the surrounding media. Under these conditions the melting time of a 
fast-acting fuse will be less than a cycle, and current-limiting action will 
occur. The I Z t-value necesary to melt the fuse link will be essentially con-
stant and independent of the available short-circuit current. At moderate 
overloads. 

The energy dissipated by the arc, (IZt)a~~, is governed by the fuse cha-
racteristics as well as circuit parameters. The rate of rise of the arc voltage 
determines the period of time required for the short-circuit current to 
attain the cut-off level after the fuse link has melted; the cut-off current 
is reached when the arc voltage equals the instantaneous a.c. supply 
voltage (see Fig. 7-17). Then, when the arc voltage exceeds the instan-
taneous supply voltage, the current is forced down at a decay rate di/dt 
equal to the quotient of the net circuit voltage (arc voltage minus supply 
voltage) and the overall short-circuit inductance. The arc voltage depends 
on the fuse voltage rating but, in the majority of cases, the magnitude of 
the d.c. supply voltage and its waveform during arcing are additional 
determining factors. When the arc voltage is high (assuming ample fuse 
voltage rating), the fault current will drop quite abruptly to zero, resulting 
in a relatively low value of (I2t)gr~. Because high-voltage fuses open the 
circuit rapidly at minimum (IZt)or~ values, such fuse types may be used 
to advantage with semiconductor devices (the overall diode I Z t-rating 
must exceed the (IZt)~~-value of the fuse). It must be borne mind that 
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Fig. 7-17 Currents and voltages occurring during a short circuit. 

diodes of a suitable voltage classification (capable of handling the arc 
voltage during interruption of the fault current) should be selected when 
using high-voltage fuses in paralleled diode branches. 

An alternative to the use of fuses is to employ current derating, that is, 
using diodes of a higher current rating or paralleling a greater number 
of diodes than actually required by the application. 

7.6.2 Fuse Arc Voltage 

In a purely inductive circuit, the supply voltage 

v=L•di/dt, or i=(1/L)fv•dt. 

If the circuit is closed, the current will start at zero level and show an 
initial rate of rise determined by the supply voltage, the inductance and 
the phase angle at which current starts to flow. The first current zero 
transition will occur when the integrated voltage-time function becomes 
zero (Fig. 7-18). This means that in an inductive circuit with zero losses, 
constant current asymmetry will result when current starts to flow at a 
time non-coincident with the voltage maximum (cf. Section 7.2). 

supply 
voltoge v 

current i 

zero time 
(switcn closes) ~ time 

switch closes 
at t.0 

Fig. 7-18 First current zero transition 
after switch on. 
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When the switch is closed in the circuit of Fig. 7-17, an arc voltage 
will occur upon melting of the fuse. The instantaneous arc voltage must 
exceed the instantaneous supply voltage in order to force the fault cur-
rent down to zero. When the fault current has been reduced to zero, the 
arc will quench abruptly, and the voltage across the fuse will become 
equal to the circuit supply voltage. Clearly, the fuse will open the circuit 
when the integrated time function of the voltage across the circuit in-
ductance (referred tot = 0) becomes zero, that is, when area A equals 
area B. However, this theory is only approximately correct for any 
practical circuit since load current (generally of a much lower value) will 
already be flowing before the occurrence of a short, giving rise to an 
a.c. voltage drop across the inductance. 

Fuses of a much higher voltage rating than the circuit supply voltage 
will generate a high peak arc voltage. This means that equality of the 
voltage-time areas as stipulated in Fig. 7-17 will be attained in a very 
short time, and the fuse will clear very rapidly with minimum (IZt)pr~ 
values. In other words, application of a high fuse voltage rating minimizes 
the (IZt)~~-value passed to the circuit under protection. However, the 
higher voltage endangers good diodes in parallel branches, unless types 
with adequate voltage rating are selected. On the other hand, using a fuse 
with a voltage rating just exceeding the circuit supply voltage might 
jeopardize diodes under protection because such fuses open the circuit 
slowly and thus pass an excessive amount of energy before the fault cur-
rent is interrupted. 

A line fuse will produce only small voltage transients across the diodes 
when opening the circuit, unless rectifier systems protected by individual 
line fuses operate in parallel from a common supply transformer. It is 
permissible, therefore, to use line fuses with a comparatively higher 
voltage rating than the associated branch fuse ratings. 

7.6.3 Prospective Current and Virtual Time 

As a convenient way of indicating the fuse performance, manufacturers 
publish data on prospective current and virtual time down to subcycle 
clearing times. Though these quantities may be useful for cases of mode-
rate overloads involving a long clearing time, they cannot be applied to 
short-circuit conditions (subcycle blows). 

The prospective current is defined as the r.m.s. value of the alternating 
current, or the value of the direct current that would flow in a circuit on 
the occurrence of a short circuit immediately after the fuse (the fuse 
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being replaced by a link of negligible impedance), under given voltage 
conditions and supply network conditions (see Fig. 7-19). [16] 

available rms symmetrical short 
current=prospective current 

circuit parameters 

zero impedance 
Ino fuse) 

short circuit source 
L  (test station)  wxs~on 

Fig. 7-19 Prospective current. 

The virtual melting time is the time for which a constant current equal 
to the prospective current would have to flow in a fuse to produce the 
same quantity of energy as would be produced if the actual current during 
the melting time flowed in the fuse for the actual period. [17 ] 

This implies a square current pulse for a subcycle blow, with an ampli-
tude equal to the prospective current level. Since the potential fault cur-
rent is sinusoidal, the actual melting time may greatly exceed the virtual 
melting time. The same applies to the real and virtual clearing times. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 7-20. 

virtual clearing 
time  
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same Izt  /~ ~\ short circuit current 

~_ __ ~ _ prospective current: rms 
~ —~ potential symmetric short 

~\
 ~,' circuit currentu~~f x peak 

value of availoble sym-
~~etric short circuit 
\ current 

real clearing 
time 

Fig. 7-20 Relationship between real and virtual clearing times. 

For long-time blows the prospective current equals the peak value of 
the symmetric overload current divided by the square root of 2. Thus, 
the prospective current may be assumed to be alternating, without affec-
ting the definition of the virtual time. In fact, when overload current cir-
culates for many cycles, virtual times and actual times will become equal. 

The definition of prospective current and virtual times simplify fuse 
testing procedures. The difficulty is that for high current levels the poten-
tial fault current cannot be determined from an oscillogram because the 
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fuse will have cut the current before the maximum potential fault current 
level occurs. However, the virtual times, i.e. the ratio of the corresponding 
IZt-values to the square of the prospective current, can be easily deter-
mined. 

The assumption of zero output impedance in the definition of pros-
pective current (cf. Fig. 7-19) eliminates the effect of variation in fuse 
impedance between different specimens. For along-time blow the clearing 
time and melting time curves will eventually meet. If a fuse clears only 
after a matter of seconds, addition of one quarter or one half cycle of 
arcing will have negligible effect on the overall time required for the fuse 
to clear. 

7.6.4 Fusing Sequence 

Branch fuse selectivity 

Extra diodes built into parallel branches permit continuity of operation 
should a diode become defective. A branch fuse should then be incor-
porated in each diode circuit, so that only the faulty diode is isolated 
(branch fuse selectivity). 

The requirements for selectivity imposed upon branch fuses may be 
derived as follows. When a diode becomes defective (Fig. 7-21), the fault 
current ILS~ is carried by all good diodes in the opposite leg. It is assumed 
that due to unequal current distribution, the lower branch is the upper 
leg takes the major share ISM. This should not affect its associated fuse. 
Note that with a redundancy of diodes in the system, branch fuses are 
not intended for diode protection but serve only to disconnect faulty 
diodes so as to provide continuity of operation for the system as a whole. 
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The fuse link in series with the forward biased diode carrying the highest 
current must not start to melt before the end of the short circuit, 
thus: 

Isc2rcl C (t 2t)m, (7 - Zc4) 

where t~l =actual clearing time of the branch fuse in series with 
the shorted diode, 

(i~t)m =rated ht -value of each branch fuse. 

Due to unequal current distribution, a derating factor f d must be used 
(see Section 8.3.3). Thus, for n paralleled diodes, the maximum current 
share I SM is given by 

Isc = Iz.sclnla. (7-29) 

Substitution of eq. (7-29) in condition (7-28) gives: 

I Lsc~tclln ~J d~ ~ ( t ~t~m• 

For the fuse in the defective branch to blow, the I 2t-value in this branch 
must equal the rated fuse (i~t)~l-value: 

ILsc~tcl — (t~t)cl, 
and 

(l ~t)cl/ll~l)m C  n~fd~. 

Introducing the branch fuse constant: 

we find the requirement for selectivity: 

Cf  G n~fd~. (7-31) 

By substituting 0.9 for f a we arrive at Table 7-3. 

Table 7-3. Branch selectivity values. 

n= 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Cf < 3.24 7.29 13.0 20.3 29.2 39.7 

For a fuse of proper design, and of adequate voltage rating, the branch 
fuse constant Cf  will be about 3, but values exceeding 10 are quite com-
mon, requiring at least 3 or 4 paralleled diode branches per leg, depending 
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on the actual value of Cf . If fewer branches are used, fuses in series with 
forward-biased diodes may blow when a reverse biased diode shorts, 
causing shutdown of the entire installation. 

Line versus branch fuse selectivity 

The line fuse is intended to protect the diodes against external shorts by 
shutting down the entire installation. Where diode redundancy has been 
built into the system, branch fuses, operate to disconnect only the faulty 
diode and ensure continuity of operation. There are two cases to be dis-
distinguished 
— external short, at which only the line fuse should blow; 
— shorted diode, at which only the branch fuse in series with the defec-

tive diode should blow. 
At an external short, the branch fuse taking the major share ISM of the 
fault current ILS~, should not start to melt before the line fuse clears 
(Fig. 7-22), which leads again to condition (7-28). Substituting eqs (7-29) 
and (7-30) in condition (7-28) gives for the branch fuse: 

ILsc2tciln2.fa2 < (i2t)~~lct• 
When the line fuse clears we have: 

ILsc~tcl — (ht)cie 

where (IZ t)~~ is the line fuse clearing IZt-rating. Introducing for the ratio 
of the line fuse rating to the branch fuse rating: 

A = (IZt)~il(iZ t)~i~ (~-23) 

we obtain for the selectivity against an external short: 

bronco fuse 
constants: 
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leq and load 

Fig. 7-22 External short blows only the Fig. 7-23 Shorted diode blows only 
line fuse. 
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This formula states theoretically that when the line fuse current rating 
has been selected too high, all branch fuses will blow rather than the 
line fuse on the occurrence of an external short. 

At a shorted diode, the line fuse link should not start to melt before the 
branch fuse in series with the shorted diode clears (Fig. 7-23), which leads 
to the condition: 

ILsc2tcl ~ (I2t)m, 

where (IZt)m is the line fuse melting IZt-rating. When the branch fuse 
clears, we have 

Iisc 2tcl — (i Zt)cl~ 
whence 

(I Z t)m > li zt)cl• 

Introducing the line fuse constant 

CF = (IZt)~~l(I2t)m, 

(7-34) 

(7-35) 

and using eq. (7-32) and condition (7-34), the following condition can 
be derived for the selectivity against the shorted diode: 

This condition states theoretically that when the line fuse rating has been 
chosen too low, the line fuse will clear rather than the branch fuse if a 
diode shorts, thus shutting down the entire installation. 

Conditions (7-33) and (73-6) have been elaborated in Table 7-4 for 
f d = 0.9 and two values of the fuse constants CF and Cf. 

Table 7-4. Line versus branch fuse selectivity values, for fd = 0.9. 

n CF = Cf 
ratio 

external short 

A 

shorted diode 
permissible 

A-range 

4 4 < 3.24 > 4 —
5 4 < 5.06 > 4 4 to 5.06 
6 4 < 7.29 > 4 4 to 7.29 

11 10 < 9.80 > 10 —
12 10 <11.7 >10 lOto11.7 
13 10 < 13.7 > 10 10 to 13.7 

Comparing Tables 7-3 and 7-4 we may conclude that for 3 diode branches 
in parallel a fuse with Cf  = 4 is adequate for branch fuse selectivity. 
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However, the line versus branch fuse selectivity requires at least 5 parallel 
diode branches for such types of fuse. Thus, the line versus branch fuse 
selectivity imposes more severe requirements on the system design than 
the branch fuse selectivity. For fuses with constants equal to 10, not less 
than 12 parallel branches would be needed to achieve selectivity. The 
ultimate circuit design will depend on the ratings of available fuses. Where 
the required selectivity cannot be obtained in a given circuit design, the 
number of paralleled diodes branches must be increased without altering 
the ratings of the line and branch fuses. Tables 7-3 and 7-4 may be helpful 
in the design of practical circuits. 

7.6.5 Fuse Requirements 

To ensure good coordination between diodes and fuses, a fuse intended 
to protect diodes should satisfy several requirements. 

The fuse should have a current rating equal to the r.m.s. value of the 
rated current passed by the circuit the fuse is intended to protect; where 
necessary, the next higher current rating may be selected. In six-phase 
circuitry, some fuse derating may be necessary to obviate aging of the 
fuse link due to the high value of the current peak factor. A high current 
peak factor will cause considerable temperature fluctuations in the fusible 
element, and may lead to permanent alteration of the fuse link properties. 
This can initiate along-time blow even though the current rating of the 
fuse has not been exceeded. 

The fuse should have a voltage rating at least equal to the voltage sup-
plied to the circuit the fuse is intended to protect. Fuses of a voltage 
rating just exceeding the circuit supply voltage will exhibit slow circuit-
breaking action. The accompanying excessive amount of energy passed 
to the circuit under protection involves the risk of diodes being damaged. 
Therefore, preference may be given to high-voltage fuses; their rapid arc 
quenching results in a lesser amount of energy being dissipated at a short 
in the circuit under protection. 

During current inversion, the fuse arcing voltages produce transients 
across the diodes. These transients should not exceed either the non-
repetitive peak reverse voltage rating of conventional diodes, or the 
minimum breakdown voltage level of controlled avalanche diodes. 

When interrupting a fault current, a branch fuse will produce a voltage 
transient across good diodes in other branches. This may require the use 
of diodes having a higher voltage rating than required by the application, 
especially when high-voltage fuses are used. Where n diodes are connected 
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in series in each branch, and an adequate voltage-sharing network is 
incorporated, the non-repetitive voltage rating of each diode should. be at 
least 1 /n times the fuse arcing voltage. Where individual line fuses are 
used for protection of rectifier systems supplied from a common input 
transformer, a similar situation will exist and the same condition will 
apply. Where line fuses are used to protect a rectifier system with no 
other installations working from the input transformer, the fuse arcing 
voltage will be hardly perceptible as a transient across the diodes. There-
fore, compared to branch fuses, line fuses may be rated for higher voltages 
without the necessity of correspondingly increasing the non-repetitive 
voltage rating of the diodes. 

The,fuse response should be rapid, with a clearing time of less than one 
half power cycle. It should be kept in mind that the actual melting time 
may greatly exceed the virtual melting time for subcycle blows. 

Under no circumstances should the fuse (ht)~~-rating exceed —during 
the relevant clearing time —the total ht-rating of the (paralleled) diodes 
the fuse is intended to protect. 

The current-breaking capacity of the fuses should be adequate with 
respect to the maximum prospective current. 

If the diode-fuse coordination is critical, manufacturing tolerances 
should be considered; that is, the maximum value of (Izt)~, must be taken 
into consideration. Since the line fuse has a higher current rating than 
the branch fuse, this requirement applies in particular to the former. 

7.6.6 Diode-Fuse Coordination 
For adequate diode-fuse coordination the following remarks may be of 
use. 

The fuse voltage rating Vnom can be found from Table 7-5, in which 
Vn denotes the rectifier output voltage. It should be kept in mind that 
the fuse must be capable of interrupting the voltage between phases for 
the three-phase bridge and the half-wave rectifier configurations, and 
twice the voltage per phase for asix-phase half-wave circuit. 

Table 7-S. Ratio of the nominal fuse voltage rating V em to the rectifier output voltage Ve

rectifier configuration Vnom Vo 

single phase bridge circuit 
three-phase bridge circuit 
three-phase half-wave circuit 
six-phase half-wave circuit 

1.11 
0.74 
1.48 
1.48 
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Table 7-5 applies both to single rectifier systems and to systems in which 
paralleled rectifiers are used. 

In most installations either line fuses are employed or a single fuse is 
inserted in each leg (e.g. bridge rectifier systems) which may consist of 
a single diode or of paralleled diodes. For these circuits, the fuse r.m.s. 
current rating Inom follows from Table 7-6, in which I o is the rectifier 
output current. 

Table 7-6. Ratio of the nominal fuse current rating I no,,, to the rectifier output/current t o

Inom~Io 

rectifier configuration 

single-phase bridge 
three-phase bridge 
three-phase half-wave 
six-phase half-wave 

line fuse branch fuse 

resistive 
load 

inductive 
load 

resistive 
load 

inductive 
load 

1.1 1.0 0.79 0.71 
0.82 0.82 0.58 0.58 
0.59 0.58 0.59 0.58 
0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 

For a parallel bank of n diodes, where each diode is individually protected 
by a fuse, the appropriate value given in the Table should be divided by 
n times the derating factor f d to find the branch fuse r.m.s. current rating. 

Table 7-6 can be used for determining line and branch fuses in single 
rectifier systems and the common line fuse for n~ identical systems working 
in parallel. The total output current should then taken to be n~fa times 
the output current Ia of each rectifier system. 

In single rectifier systems the potential r.m.s. symmetrical line fault 
current at the transformer secondary which is to be interrupted by the 
line or branch fuse follows from ILS~ = aIo/x, where a is given by Table 
7-7 and x denotes the per unit transformer reactance. 

Table?-7. Factor a for deriving the potential r.m.s. symmetrical line fault current I Ls~. 

rectifier configuration 

single-phase bridge 
three-phase bridge 
three-phase half-wave 
six-phase half-wave 
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1.1 1.0 
0.82 0.82 
0.59 0.58 
0.41 0.41 



P 

In paralleled rectifier systems the common input transformer is rated to 
deliver a d.c. output current nfa7a. The potential r.m.s. symmetrical line 
fault current ILSC to be interrupted by the line or branch fuse, whichever 
is used, is then given by an~fdl o/x, where a also follows from Table 7-7, 
and n~ again denotes the number of identical paralleled systems. 

It should be kept in mind that the use of a single common line fuse is 
inadequate for protection of individual diodes. Such a fuse must neces-
sarily have a high r.m.s. current rating in order to carry the current of the 
whole installation. Additional fuses should therefore be employed for 
individual diode protection. The advantage of using a common line fuse 
is, however, that fewer fuses need be replaced in the case of an overload 
or external short. 

Diodes require fast-acting fuses. Information on adequate diode-fuse 
coordination can be made available in the form of tables. It follows 
from these tables that even with the fast-acting current limiting fuses 
available, full protection of semiconductor power diodes may not be 
obtained if they are used at the maximum permissible forward current 
in rectifier circuits supplied from transformers having the usual 5 % to 
8 %reactance. Where increase of source impedance by adding of chokes 
or by special transformer design is undesirable because of the resulting 
poor load regulation, current derating must be applied to prevent damage 
to diodes at severe shorts. 

In many applications interruption of operation due to a very occasional 
short may be considered acceptable. It is then justifiable to use the diodes 
at their full current rating and install either branch fuses adequate for the 
rated r.m.s. diode current or incorporate properly rated line fuses. In a 
well-designed installation, severe shorts will hardly ever occur. Unless 
utmost reliability and continuity of operation is imperative, it will be 
cheaper to replace a few diodes while exchanging fuses during an emer-
gency shutdown than to build a redundancy of diodes into the installation. 
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8 Series and Parallel ®peration of Power Diodes 

8.1 Series Operation 

Power diodes must be connected in series and/or in parallel in cases where 
the output requirements of a rectifier installation exceed the ratings of 
single diodes. However, diodes of the same type always have slightly 
differing characteristics, so that unequal load sharing can occur. 

If power diodes are connected in series, voltage-equalizing networks are 
required both for conditions of static reverse bias and for transients pro-
duced by recovery and stray capacitance effects. Such networks will be 
greatly simplified (or can even be dispensed with) if controlled avalanche 
diodes are used, because they ensure adequate voltage sharing under static 
conditions of reverse bias. 

Additional measures, as discussed in Chapter 6, will generally he needed 
to reduce the effect of switching and load surges to an acceptable level. 

In an unequalized chain of series-connected diodes, large differences in 
voltage across individual diodes will occur owing to the unavoidable 
spread in characteristics, as illustrated in Fig. 8-l. It will be seen that the 
equivalent impedances change continuously as the diode series switches 
from one state to another. When the chain is biased in the reverse direc-
tion immediately following forward conduction (state 1), a situation of 
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reverse conduction (state 11) will occur before reverse recovery starts to 
take place. Not all diodes will recover in the same time; the unequal 
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voltage distribution depends on the diode junction capacitance and re-
covery time. The diode with the smallest stored charge will build up its 
potential barrier first, thus absorbing the full amount of reverse voltage 
(state III). During the reverse-biased state (state IV), the differences in 
leakage resistance (see Fig. 8-2) will again cause poor voltage sharing. 
Due to the common leakage current, the diode with the highest leakage 
resistance takes the major portion of the applied reverse voltage. 

11R
I 

common 
1¢akaq¢ 
curr¢nt 

VR across 
call 1 

~VR across c¢I12 

VR across C¢II 3 

tall 2 

c¢ I1 3 

¢tc. 

Fig. 8-2 Reverse characteristics illustrating reason for unequal voltage distribution 
across diodes in series. 

The effect of unequal voltage distribution in the reverse-biased state 
(static condition) is eliminated by shunting across each diode a resistor 
of 1/3 to 1/]0 times the anticipated minimum diode leakage resistance. 
A parallel capacitor of suitable value is added for each diode to handle 
dynamic conditions. By absorbing the excess stored charge of those 
diodes having the longest reverse recovery time, avoltage-sharing action 
takes place. The capacitors also give sufficient voltage equalization when 
the diodes switch to their conducting state, a smaller transient then being 
produced than at reverse recovery. 

Controlled avalanche diodes operate as high-value voltage regulator 
(zener) diodes and thus achieve forced voltage sharing under static con-
ditions without need for equalising resistors. 

8.1.1 Equalizing Networks for Conventional Diodes 

Voltage equalization has the advantage of increasing the permissible 
reverse voltage for the diode chain. Equalizing resistors, shunted across 
the series-connected diodes, will help to distribute the voltage across the 
whole chain of n diodes under static conditions of reverse bias. The 
required value of these resistors can be determined as follows. 
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Assume all diodes to be shunted by voltage-sharing resistors, each 
having a nominal value R (Fig. 8-3). Let the tolerance of the resistor be 
denoted by b and suppose all diodes to have the maximum leakage cur-
rent except one (D1). This worst-case consideration may be taken one 
stage further by assuming that a resistor with the upper tolerance limit, 
thus with resistance (1 -{- b)R, is shunted across D1, whereas all others 
(DZ to D„) are shunted by a resistance (1 — b)R. 

intinit¢ 
laakaga 
rasistanca 

laakaga 
resistant¢ 
of D2 to 
D~,aR 
(n-t davic¢s) 

r 
D1 

IRM_~ 

R (t.b) 1V7
R(t-b) 

R(t-b) 

R p-b) 

~RWMtot 

]ZSn]/ 

Fig. 8-3 Parallel resistors to equalize voltage 
distribution in reverse biased state. 

For convenience we shall introduce a as the ratio of the minimum diode 
leakage resistance to the nominal value of the shunting resistor. The 
resistance Rp formed by the parallel connection of the minimum leakage 
resistance of any diode and its shunting resistor (1 — b)R is thus given 
by: 

Rn = 
all — b)R~ all — b)R 

(1—b~--a)R 1 —b -{-a 
(8-1) 

Now the relation between the voltage Vl across diode D1 and the total 
crest working reverse voltage, VxwM tor, imposed across the chain, can 
be expressed by: 

V1 (1 -{- b)R 

VRWM tot 
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(1 ~-- b)R ~- a(n — 1) (1 — b)R/(1 — b -F- a) 

l+b 

1 +b~-a(n-1)(1—b)/(1—b-{-a) 
(8-2) 



The voltage across D, must not exceed the maximum crest working 
reverse voltage rating VRWM max. Substituting VRWM max for Vl and 
solving eq. (8-2) for n gives 

(1 -~- b)(1 — b -~- a) VRWM tot — VRWM max 

all — b) 
n j 1 -{-

VRWM max 

By neglecting the bZ term, this condition reduces to: 

n i 
1 + 

1 ~ all ~ b) VRWM tot — VRWM max 

al l  — b) VRWM max 

Now, to find the value of R, we derive from Fig. 8-3: 

V l  — (b ~ 1)R(IRM ~ Ish) ~ VAWM maxi 

(8-3) 

(8-4) 

(8'S) 

where IRM =maximum anticipated leakage current at the crest work-
ing reverse voltage VRif'M max at maximum junction 
temperature, 

Ish =current in shunt resistors. 

According to Fig. 8-3: 

Ish aR a 

IRM (1 — b)R 1 — b 
whence 

- I~ 
1 ~-- a — b 

IRM I Ish — 
1 — b •IRM•

Substituting eq. (8-7) in condition (8-5) gives: 

VRWM max 
R~ 

1—b 

IRM (1 ~-- a — b) (1 -~ b) 

or, to a good approximation, again neglecting bz 

R 
C  VRWM max 1 —(  b (8-9)

\ IRM 1 -}- al l -}- b) 

The power rating of the shunt resistors can be found from: 

I'R = VRZrms~I Z~ ~8-10) 

where VR rms denotes the r.m.s. value of the diode reverse voltage. This 

(8-6) 

(8-7) 

(8'8) 
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voltage across the diodes and equalizing resistors is non•~sinusoidal, and 
the following formulae will apply in calculating the required resistor 
power rating. For atwo-phase half-wave rectifier and asingle-phase 
bridge circuit we have: 

PR = 0.25 VRWMZmaxlR~ 

and for three- and six-phase rectifier circuits: 

PR = 0.4 VRWMZmax/R• 

(8-11) 

(8-12) 

When a reverse bias is applied to the chain, those diodes which have 
the shortest reverse recovery time (minimum charge stored in the centre 
layer) will block the reverse voltage first. In addition to absorbing the 
full reverse voltage, the recovered diodes will prolong the recovery time 
of the slower diodes because the flow of reverse current —which removes 
the excess stored charge — is impeded. To achieve voltage sharing under 
dynamic conditions, capacitors must therefore be shunted across each 
diode. The capacitors serve aslow-impedance sources taking up the excess 
of stored charge, thus minimizing the reverse recovery time for all diodes 
and preventing build-up of an excessive voltage across the fastest ones. 

The largest transient voltage will develop across the diode with the 
shortest recovery time (minimum stored charge Qm;~). The voltage V 
across this diode equals (Amax — Qmin)ICJ, where Qmax denotes the maxi-
mum stored charge and Ci the junction capacitance. This explains why 
increasing the effective capacitance by external means reduces the hole 
storage recovery transient voltage. With external capacitors added, the 
situation is as shown in Fig. 8-4. Since charge carriers of opposite 

fast 
diode 

~Qmin~ 

D2 to D„ ~ 

'slow' diodes ~ 

~d max) I 

Fig. 8-4 Parallel capacitors to equalize voltage distribution 
during transition from forward conducting to reverse blocking 
state. 
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polarity will neutralize across all other capacitors, the reverse voltage 
across diode D1 (having the minimum stored charge) is: 

V — \Qmax — Qmin)~C~ 

where C is the shunted capacitance, neglecting the junction capacitance. 
Because the permissible repetitive peak reverse voltage VRRM max must 
not be exceeded, C is given by: 

C — lQmax — `Lmin)~VRRM max• 

The situation is actually more complicated than outlined above because 
stray capacitances exist between the diode heat sinks and earth (Fig. 8-5). 
When a reverse voltage is applied, the stray capacitances C,,1 to C,,„ will 
not be charged at an equal rate; the charge rate decreases for capacitances 
nearer to the earthed end of the chain. A maximum overvoltage swing 

fast tliotl¢ 

~ min 

~RWM<o

D1 to D„ 
'slow' tliotles 

(Qmax) 

ITC ni TC n2 TCnn 
I 

~L __~1 ____~L__ 

C resins 

Dt D2 to Do

>awaa 

Fig. 8-S Equivalent circuit of series chain of diodes mounted on a heat sink showing 
stray capacitances from heat sink to earth. 

occurs across capacitor C in parallel with D1, and thus the worst-case 
condition will exist when D1 has the shortest recovery time. After D1 has 
recovered, the recovery current flowing through the other diodes charges 
the capacitor across D1 to a tr

/

ansient v
/

o~~ltage: 

Vil = \Qmax — `G min)~C• (8-14) 

The remainder of the circuit-imposed crest working reverse voltage 

VRWM tat will be distributed across all diodes including D1, thus gener-
ating atransient voltage across D1 of 

//~~
Ceq // Ceq Qmax — L~min 

vt2 — ~., ~ 
C 

IVRWM tot — Vtl) — ~., ~ 
C 

~ VRWM tot  ~, ~+ 

eq eq 

(8-15) 

where Ceq denotes the equivalent total capacitance from cathode of D1
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to earth (Fig. 8-Sb). The total reverse transient voltage Vt across D1 is 
the sum of Vtl and Vt2 and must not exceed VRRn1 max, which may be 
expressed by: 

Qmax — `Gmin I Ceq 
Vi — C T C  ~ 

C 
~ VRWM tot 

eq \ 

`L max — Qmin~ 

C 

Introducing the capacitance ratio factor 

condition (8-16) reduces to: 
II ~ 

l l  — d)  \Qmax — Qmin)/C T dVRWM tot ~ VRRM max• 

VRRM max- 

(8.16) 

(8-17) 

(8-18) 

The stray capacitance C,, from heat sink to earth may be derived from 
Fig. 8-6. The graph of Fig. 8-7 represents the capacitance ratio factor d 

io' 
c,, 

(pF) , 

i 

70 

1 

B 

I 

IIII Iill ~ I 
S~ A B C D ,,,,,,,,noox;soomm ,,,,,,,,, 

56230 66171 

A 

C 

O 

~ 3 10 0 --~ S Imml 0

Fig. 8-6 Graph illustrating stray capacitance from heat sink to earth. 

versus the number n of diodes in series, the parameter being the ratio of 
the shunted capacitance C to the stray capacitance C,,. Calculation of the 
required value of C can be simplified as follows. By putting C,, = 0 
and Ceq = C/(n — 1), eq. (8-17) reduces to (cf. Fig. 8-7 for C/C,, = co): 

This equation will hold true to a good approximation for most practical 
cases because, generally, C,, is negligible with respect to C. Substituting 
eq. (8-19) in condition (8-18) gives: 
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Part of an 850 V, 120 kA water-cooled rectifier installation (by courtesy of the alum-
inium works "Aluminium Delfzijl N.V." -The Netherlands). 



H.T. supply for a klystron television transmitter 40/8 kW. The rectifier arrangement 
shown in the middle of the frame in the foreground is equipped with avalanche diodes 
Types BYX25-1000, (by courtesy of SEL-Germany). 
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Fig. 8-7 Capacitance ratio factor (d) vs. number of diodes in series (n). 

C ~ (t2 — 1) \Amax — L~min)~\n VRRM max — VRWM tot)• 18-2'O) 

If C,, is not negligible, the value of C as calculated from condition (8-20) 
must be verified against condition (8-18), d being derived from Fig. 8-7. 

The stored charge limits for various series of diodes can be found in 
Table 8-l. 

Table 8-1 (Spread in reverse recovery charge Q of our rectifier diodes) 

type r FnO 
(A) 

Qmin 

(µC) 
Qmax 

(µC) 

BYX 13-series 20 12 40 
BYX 14-series 150 60 250 
BYX 23-series * 100 30 120 
BYX 27-series * 250 75 300 
BYX 32-series 100 30 120 
BYX 33-series 250 75 300 
BYY 22-series 10 8 28 
BYZ 10-series 6 0.1 5 
BYZ 14-series 40 17 70 

* controlled avalanche types 

1.33 



The maximum permissible transient voltage may be readily determined 
as follows. A transient voltage Vt superimposed on the crest working 
reverse voltage applied to the circuit will distribute equally across the 
capacitive network (cf. Fig. 8-5), resulting in a voltage per diode of dVt, 
where d is the capacitance ratio factor. This value must not exceed the 
difference in repetitive peak and working voltage rating, so the maximum 
permissible transient on the crest working reverse voltage is 

Vt max — IVRRM max — VRWM max)~d• (8-21) 

Example 
A chain of diodes in a three-phase rectifier system is to carry 100 A and must with-
stand areverse voltage of 5.45 kV at the nominal line voltage. The current decay rate 
during commutation, di/dt, is 0.005 A/~.s per ampere. The line voltage fluctuations 
are taken to be f 10 %. The spacing between the horizontally heat sinks and the 
chassis is 90 mm. Design a voltage sharing network in the case of diodes BYY77 or 
BYY78 from the BYX32-series being used. 

From the data sheet it is seen that VRwM max = 1200 V and VRRM max = 1600 V. 
At VRwM max = 1200 V and T, max = 190 °C, IRM = 7 mA. At an overvoltage of 
10%: 

VRwM poi = 1.1 x 5.45 = 6 kV. 

Assume the resistance ratio factor a to be 5 and resistors with a tolerance b of 0.05 
to be used. Thus, from condition (8-4) 

1 -I- 5(1 {- 0.05) 6000 — 1200 
n > 1 + 

5(1 — 0.05) 1200 — 6.27' 

which means that seven diodes must be connected in series. The actual value of a is 
found by substituting n = 7 in condition (8-4), which yields a = 2.7. 

From condition (8-9) 

1200 1 — 0.05 

R 
c  

0.0077 1 -{- 2.7(1 -~ 0.05) 
42300. 

It is thus safe to choose 39 kS2 resistors. Their power rating is, from eq. (8-12): 

PR = 0.4 x 1200x/39000 s~ 15 W. 

Now the capacitance value must be found. For diodes BYY77/78, at IFav = 100 A, 
we find from Table 8-1 (for the BYX32-series) Qmax — Qmj„ = 120 — 30 = 90 ~C, 
whence from condition (8-20): 

C 3 (7 — 1)90.10-6/(7 x 1600 — 6000) = 0.104 µF. 

Capacitors of 120 nF may therefore be used. 
For a horizontally mounted heat sink of the extrusion type 56230 of 150 mm length, 

mounted at 90 mm from the chassis, the capacitance Ch is, from Fig. 8-6, 8 pF. Hence 

C/Cry = 120X10-9/8 X10-12 = 15X103
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corresponding according to Fig. 8-7 to d = 0.142. Substituting these values in con-
dition (8-18) gives: 

Vitrtmr max ! (1 — 0.142)90 X 10-  6/120 X 
10_ g 

-}- 0.142 X 6000 = 1495 V. 

Since VRRM max = 1600, this condition is satisfied. 
The maximum permissible transient voltage superimposed on the crest working 

reverse voltage is, from eq. (8-21): 

Vt max = (1600 — 1200)/0.142 = 2820 V. 

8.1.2 Equalizing Networks for Controlled Avalanche Diodes 

Controlled avalanche diodes require no parallel resistors for static voltage 
sharing because under static conditions the inherent properties will force 
equal voltage distribution across all diodes connected in series. The reverse 
recovery current of the slower diodes will continue to flow through the 
faster diodes operating in their avalanching region until all diodes have 
to act as low-impedance source for the diode with the longer recovery 
time. However, capacitive elements will still be required in cases where 
the repetitive reverse power ratings may be exceeded during reverse 
recovery. The required capacitance is determined in the following way. 

di/dt 
/ ~ tlm¢ 
D tt t2 

\\ 0 
° jo. 

faster diode 
recovered (D~ ) 

equrval¢nt square power pulse 
producing same peak junction 
temperature as actual power puls¢j 

actual power pulsel 
du¢ to revers¢ - _ 

~Ri 

I RIy

current 
all others 

retover¢d (Dy to Dn) 

w
avalanching 

period 

D3

fast 
diode 
(min) 

Dp to Dn
'slow' 
diodes 

(dmax) 

► P - (R4 ~V (BR)Rmax+OV~ 

I RS ~V(BR)Rmaxt~Vl 

power dissipation 

t Z ~ lima 

Fig. 8-8 Reverse recovery phenomenon occurring in series chain. 

Fig. 8-8 shows idealized waveforms for the diode reverse recovery 
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phenomenon occurring in a series chain. To simplify the analysis, a 
triangular waveform of the reverse recovery current iR is assumed with 
ideal cut-off effect at the end of the recovery cycle. Diode D1 is assumed 
to have a minimum stored charge Q„,;„ when the anode current passes 
zero, while all other diodes are assumed to have maximum stored charge 
Qmax• Diode D1 will have recovered at time tl, and the surplus charge 

Qmax — Qmtn must be absorbed by D1 during its avalanching period 
from t, to t2, at which time all diodes have recovered. Maximum dissi-
pation will occur in D, at the maximum anticipated breakdown voltage 
Vcsx>a max• Since the breakdown voltage rises with temperature, this 
dissipation should be calculated for the maximum permissible junction 
temperature. Moreover, the additional voltage drop d V due to the 
dynamic resistance in the avalanching region must be taken into account. 
The maximum energy dissipated in Dl is therefore: 

t2 

P = ,~ ZR{ V(BR)R max + d V} dt. (8-22) 

tl 

Since the integral of iR dt represents the surplus stored charge Qmax— Qm9n, 

we may write 

P = {V~gR)R max ~' Q V} lL~max — Qmin)• 

The current decay rate is (see Fig. 8-8): 

di/dt = iR,lt, = iRz/tz, 

(8-23) 

(8-24) 

where iR2 denotes the peak recovery current though diodes DZ to D„ 
and iRl that through the fastest diode D,. By using eq. (8-24), we find 
for the stored charge: 

Qmin — 1R1t1/2 = t12(di/dt)/2, (8-25) 
and 

Qmax = iRztz/2 = tz~(di/dt)/2. 

Solving t l and t2 from eqs (8-25) and (8-26) gives: 

t l = {2Qmin/(di/dt)}~ 
and 

t2 = {2 Qmax/(di/dt)}Z. 

The peak value P of the power pulse occurring in D1
recovery transients is 

P = rR2{V(BR)R max ~ dV l ~ 
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where iR2 follows from eqs (8-24) and (8-26): 

iR2 = (2Qmax di/dt)~. (8-29) 

The actual power pulse will now be replaced by a square pulse of same 
amplitude P and width w (Fig. 8-8). To produce the same peak junction 
temperature as in the actual case, the pulse width must be: 

w = {2/(di/dt)}~ . 
4 Qmax

3/z — 3Qmax1/Z Qmin — Qmin3/2 . 
(8-30) 

9 Qmax 

Rearranging this expression, we obtain the following general formula 
(see Fig. 8-9): 

{W(di/dt)/(Qmax}i/z—,/(2/9)~4-3Qmin/Qmax—(Qmin/Qmax)3/2}• (c4'31) 
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Fig. 8-9 Plot of w v(di/dr)/Qmax against Qm;„/Qmax. 

If the reverse transient is large (high value of the current decay rate di/dt), 
the diode can store only part of the surplus charge Qmax — Qmin• This 
means that if the diode, according to its ratings, is capable of storing 
Qmax — Qrated, a capacitance C may be required to absorb the remain-
ing charge Qrated — Qmin (see Fig. 8-10). This capacitance is given by: 

C — (Qrated Qmin)/{V(BR)R max ~ dV}• (0-32) 

External transients will be shared evenly by all diodes connected in series. 
However, a capacitor of larger value than given by C in eq. (8-22) will 
be needed to store the additional amount of energy generated by such 
transients. For calculating the capacitance required in the case of external 
transients the reader is referred to Chapter 6. 
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Example 
A chain of diodes has to carry 80 A and withstand a reverse voltage of 2.5 kV. The 
current decay rate di/dt = 0.13 A/(a.s. Design the voltage sharing network for BYX23-
1000 controlled avalanche diodes (requiring no voltage equalizing resistors). 

The following data apply: IFAy = 100 A; VRwM max = 1000 V; V(BR)R = 1250 to 
1600 V at T; = 25°C. 

At di/dt = 0.13 A/µs (G O.00SIFAv), Qmin = 10 µC and Qmax = 45 µC. 

Since 
n = VRWM tot/VRwM max = 2500/1000 = 2.5, 

three diodes will have to be connected in series. According to the data sheet the maxi-
mum reverse breakdown voltage is 1600 V at T;  = 25 °C and iR = 10 mA. As seen 
from the reverse characteristic of the diode, an increase of the junction temperature 
to 190 °C will shift this characteristic upward over 250 V, thus at T;  = 190 °C.: 

V(BR)R max = 1600 -{- 250 = 1850 V. 
From eq. (8-29): 

iR2 = (2 Qmax ' de/dt)1/2 = (2 X 45 X 0.13)1/2 = 3.42 A. 

From the reverse characteristic for the diode at T;  = 190 °C we find d V = 140 V 
for iR2 = 3.42 A, whence from eq. (8-28): 

P = 1R2 { V(BR>R max + d V} = 3.42(1850 ~- 140) watts = 6.8 kW. 

For Ymin/Qmax = 10/45 = 0.22 we find from Fig. 8-9: 

w{(di/dt)/Qmax}1/2 = 0.515, 
which gives: 

w = 0.515{Qmax/(di/dt)}1/2 = 0.515(45/0.13)lt2 = 9.6 (.es. 

From the repetitive peak reverse power curve for T;  = 190 °C it can be seen that during 
9.6 µs a reverse power pulse of 8.1 kW can be carried. No parallel capacitor is there-
fore required. 
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The following example deals with a case where a parallel capacitor cannot 
he dispensed with. 

Example 
The chain of diodes is to carry 100 A and withstand a reverse voltage of 2.5 kV. The 
current decay rate di/dt = 0.35 A/µs. Design the voltage sharing network for three 
BYX23-1000 controlled avalanche diodes connected in series (IFAv = 100 A; 

VRWM max = 1000 V ~ V(BR)R = 1250 to 1600 V at T~ = 25 °C). 
At di/dt = 0.35 A/las (< O.00SIFAv) it follows that Qmin = 23 µC and Qroax = 

90 µC. The data sheet shows that at T~ = 190 °C, V(BR)R max = 1850 V, as in the 
preceding example. 

From eq. (8-29): 

iRz = (2Qma:' de/dt)' /2 = (2X90X0.35)1/2 = 7.95 A. 

From the reverse characteristic for iRz = 7.95 A at T~ = 190 °C, we find d V = 270 V, 
whence, from eq. (8-28) 

P = 1R2{V(BR)R max -I- dV} = 0.795(1850 -~- 270) watts = 16.9 kW. 

For Qmia/Qmax = 23/90 = 0.255 we find from Fig. 8-9: 

w{(di/dt)/Qmax
}'/z = 0.495, 

whence 
w = 0.495 {Qmax/(di/dt)}1

/ z = 0.495(90/0.35)1/ z = 8.0 µs. 

According to the repetitive peak reverse power curve for T~ = 190 °C, a pulse of up 
to 8.6 kW peak reverse power is permissible during 8.0 la.s, so that a parallel capacitor 
must be used. 

At P = 16.9 kW and Tf = 190 °C the permissible pulse width wratea = 1.25 µs, 
whence: 

x'rated{(de/dt)/Q max}t/z = 1.25(0.35/90)1/2 = 0.078. 

From Fig. 8-9 we find for this value Qrated/Qmax = 0.89, whence 

Qrated = 0.89Qmax = 0.89X90 = 80.1 p(C. 

The capacitor must absorb: 

Qrated — Qm)n = 80.1 — 23 = 57.1 µC, 

whence, from eq. (8-32): 

C = (Qrated — Qmax)/{V(BR)R max + dV} = 57.1/(1850 -{- 270) = 26.9 nF, 

which suggests that a 27 nF capacitor would suffice. However, it must still be checked 
whether, with this capacitance, the repetitive peak reverse power rating is not exceeded 
at the minimum reverse breakdown voltage. From the data sheet it is seen that 

V(BR)R mid = 1250 V at T~ = 25 °C. Increase of the junction temperature to 190 °C 
will shift the reverse characteristic upward over 250 V, thus, at T;  = 190 °C.: 

V(BR)R man = 1250 -~ 250 = 1500 V. 

Again, for d V = 270 V, and in analogy with eq. (8-28): 

P = )R2 { V(BR)R min + d V} = 7.95(1500 -~ 270) = 14.1 kW. 
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The charge absorbed by the capacitor at V(BR)R m;n is: 

Qrated — Qmin = CtV(BR)R min + dV} = 0.027(1500 + 270) = 47.8 ~.C. 

Hence 

Qrated = 23 ~- 47.8 = 70.8 ~.C, 
which gives 

Qrated/Amax = 70.8/90 = 0.786. 

For this value we find from Fig. 8-9: 

H'rated{(di/dt)/Qmax}~~z = 0.1$ (.A,S, 
whence 

N'ratea = 0.15{Qmax/(di/dt)}i ~z = 0.15(90/0.35)i ~z 2.4 µs. 

From the repetitive peak reverse power curve it is seen that the diodes can carry only 
13.2 kW peak reverse power during 2.4 ~s at T~ = 190 °C, which is too low. A slightly 
larger capacitor will therefore have to be used. Putting C = 33 nF and repeating the 
calculation for the minimum reverse breakdown voltage shows that this capacitance 
is adequate for absorbing the reverse power pulse. 

The need for a parallel capacitor may be circumvented by using controlled 
avalanche diodes of a lower voltage classification, the peak reverse dissi-
pation then being smaller. This is illustrated by the following example. 

Example 
Choosing BYX-400 controlled avalanche diodes, seven of them must be connected in 
series to withstand 2.5 kV reverse voltage. Current decay rate di/dt = 0.35 A/µs. For 
these diodes V(BR)R = 500 to 800 V at T~ 25 °C. From the data sheet it is seen 
that V(BR>R max = 800 V at T~ 25 °C. An increase of T~ to 190 °C shifts the reverse 
characteristic upward over 110 V, whence at T~ = 190 °C: 

V(BRJR max = 800 + 110 = 910 V. 

As in the preceding example, iRz = 7.95 A. From the reverse characteristic for 
T~ = 190 °C and iRz = 7.95 A it is seen that d V = 90 V. Hence, from eq. (8-28): 

P =iRz { V(BR>R max + d V} = 7.95(910 -F 90) = 7.95 kW. 

As in the preceding example, w = 8.0 µs. From the repetitive peak reverse power 
curve (for T~ = 190 °C) it can be seen that a peak reverse power pulse of 8.6 kW can 
be carried during 8.0 µs. I~To capacitor will therefore be needed in this case. 

8.2 Parallel Operation 

When power diodes are connected in parallel, proper current distribution 
should be ensured. The use of controlled avalanche diodes does not ensure 
this; it merely shares the energy dissipated to a limited extent during 
reverse ransients. To help equalize the current, several techniques are 
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available, including selection of matched diodes, current and temperature 
derating, and forced current sharing. 

When several diodes are connected in parallel, the total current rating 
of the parallel bank is by no means equal to the sum of the individual cur-
rent ratings, because of the unavoidable spread in forward characteristics. 
As all paralleled diodes are subject to the same instantaneous forward 
voltage, the diode with the loaves forward resistance will take the greatest 
current share. Histograms, illustrating the spread in forward character-
istics of the BYZ14 are shown in Fig. 8-11 for two values of forward 
current. True enough, by using matched diodes, equal current sharing is 
possible. However, matching of diodes poses problems both to the manu-
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Fig. 8-11 Histogram showing spread i~z forward characteristdcs of BYZ14 diodes. 

facturer and to the user. For the latter it may be difficult to replace diodes 
in a bank consisting of many matched paralleled diodes. Matching should 
be carried out for forward voltage at two distinct current levels to achieve 
reliable current sharing under both normal and fault conditions. Because 
matching would be impaired if voltage unbalance were present, care must 
be exercised to equalize resistances and inductances of the parallel paths; 
diode temperature differences must also be eliminated. Good equalization 
of temperature differences can be achieved by mounting the diodes close 
together on a common heat sink, but this may complicate the design of 
the rectifier. 

The phenomenon of unequal current sharing is represented in Fig. 8-12. 
Clearly, if hot ,is twice the rated forward current, diode D1 will work 
beyond its current rating. This effect is worsened by the increase of junc-
tion temperature occurring under operating conditions, since around the 
rated current level the forward voltage decreases as temperature rises. 
The characteristics of both diodes will shift toward lower forward voltages, 
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but the shift will be greatest for the diode D1, causing this to take a still 
greater portion of overall forward current (Fig. 8-13), unless the individual 
characteristic show only minor deviations. 
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Fig. 8-13 Effect of temperature on forward characteristics. 

8.2.1 Current and Temperature berating 

Plots of power loss versus average forward current, as shown in the data 
sheets, are valid for the worst conditions of maximum anticipated forward 
voltage drop. A diode having a lower forward voltage drop can obviously 
carry an average forward current in excess of its specified value without 
its power rating being exceeded. 

Excessive dissipation in any diode can be obviated by current derating, 
that is, using diodes in excess of the number given by the ratio of the total 
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current to the maxitnurn permissible knee current per diode. The derating 
is expressed in terms of the factor: 

f d = 1 — S ~- S/n, (8-33) 

in which n denotes the number of paralleled diodes and S the derating 
constant for the particular application. 

For the derating constant S a value of 0.2 is recommended to run less 
than 0.1 %risk of overloading any non-matched diode in a parallel bank 
by excessive dissipation, which gives f,, 0.8 -~ 0.2/n. The maximum 
petmis~ible current per {{diode then b//ecoml-es: 

IFAV = JAIFAV max — l~•g I 0 •2 /n)IFAV maxi (8-34) 

where IFAv max is to be found from the data sheet. The total current 
for the whole bank of diodes is: 

Itot — nIFAV — l~•gn + 0 • 2')IFAV max• (8-35) 

A fuse, connected in series with each diode for individual protection, acts 
as a small series resistance and so will improve current sharing to some 
extent. In that case S may be reduced to 0.15, which gives f d = 0.85 ~--
-~- 0.15/n. 

Example 
Calculate the maximum permissible current for ten BYX 14 diodes in parallel, operating 
at maximum junction temperature; the diodes are protected individually by fuses. The 
rated average forward current is 150 A. 

From eq. (8-35), substituting 0.15 for S: 

I tot = (0.85n -}- 0.15)IFAv max = (0.85 X ]0 {- 0.15)150 = 1295 A. 

Occasionally, temperature derating, rather than current derating may be 
applied. Though a cooling system may be adequate for operation of a 
single diode at its full rating, the maximum temperature of a diode with 
low forward resistance may be exceeded if it is paralleled with others. If, 
however, the base-to-ambient thermal resistance is substantially reduced, 
the maximum permissible junction temperature of the diodes exhibiting 
the lowest forward resistance will not be exceeded. The maximum current 
is thus allowed to attain the rated current per diode, times the number of 

diodes in parallel. A saving is effected by dispensing with the need for 
extra diodes; on the other hand, the larger heat sinks or increased forced-
air cooling required may not be acceptable. 
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+ I~FAV1 

8.2.2 Forced Current Sharing Methods 

Forced current sharing means producing equal current distribution across 
diodes connected in parallel. The total permissible current than equals 
the rated current, times the number of paralleled diodes, so no current 
derating is necessary. 

forward 
charactaristits 

IFAVt  

_—_ ~  r - ~ rr--
I FAV2 

forward characteristics 
with equalizing 
resistor R addetl 

I tat 

common 
voltage drop 

V' 
—► forward voltage 

Fig. 8-14 Effect of series resistors on forward characteristics. 

Inserting equal resistances in each diode branch reduces the effect of 
the spread in forward characteristic, thus improving current equalization 
(Fig. 8-14). The resistor tolerances must be low (usually ~ 5 %). Forced 
sharing by this method obviously increases the power losses, and will 
affect both system efficiency and load regulation. Adequate current shar-
ing by series resistors requires 1.5 V drop across the resistor at the rated 
crest working forward current. Thus, for BYX33 diodes (IFRM = 1250 A) 
the resistors should have a value of 1.5/1250 = 1.2 mS2. If fuses are 
installed in each branch, their resistance (e.g. 0.25 mS~ for the fuse to 
protect the BYX33 should clearly be subtracted from the calculated value 
of the resistor. All other resistances in the rectifier circuit must be kept 
to a minimum, or at least equalized, so as not to defect the effect of the 
series resistors. 

The preferred method of current sharing uses balancing reactors, since 
little power loss or increased current dependence is incurred. The prin-

I~FAV1 

I~FAV2y

Fig. 8-IS Current sharing using balancing reactors. 
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Silic•ion diode power rectifier for traction purposes. Output power 3600 kW per unit. 
Nominal rectified current 1000 A (by courtesy of BMB Society Italiana Elettronica 
Industriale Montebello, Vicenza, Italy). 



Diodes undergoing life test in the laboratory. 



ciple of this technique is depicted in Fig. 8-15. If diode Dl has the lowest 
threshold, it will start conducting first. Current I l sets up a counter-e.m.f. 
across both windings Sl and SZ as shown, reducing the forward voltage 
across Di, and forcing Dz to conduct. When the conduction period ceases, 
Iz will decrease first (Dz having the higher threshold). This again generates 
a counter-e.m.f. as indicated, increasing the conduction period of DZ and 
reducing that of D1. The result is that Dl and DZ carry substantially equal 
currents. 

The following empirical formula gives the recommended inductance L 
(in mH) of each winding in terms of the diode crest working forward 
current 

L = 20 OOO~~sIFRM• (8-36) 

The most important magnetic requirements for a balancing reactor are 
high saturation flux density and low residual flux density, to obtain the 
largest change in total flux per cycle. The core must be capable of gener-
ating acurrent-balancing voltage throughout the conduction period with-
out saturation. The core may have an air gap to return the flux density 
to a low level upon completion of each conduction period; alternatively 
a reset winding may be used to reverse the flux before the start of the 
next period. 

In a single-phase circuit (conduction angle 180°) the total flux developed 
during each conduction period equals the product of the forward voltage 
mismatch (conservatively 0.5 V) and the conduction period 1/2fs. For a 
six-phase supply (conduction angle 60°) the conduction period equals 
1/6fs. 

Fig. 8-16 Current balancing for more than two diodes. 
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A balancing reactor scheme for more than two diodes in parallel is 
shown in Fig. 8-16. When one diode starts to conduct, a voltage is gener-
ated in the reactors, which forces the other diodes to conduct. Say, diode 
D, starts conducting fi rst (lowest threshold) then D4 and DZ start con-
ducting through T, and TZ respectively; voltages thus generated in both 
T4 and T3 start conduction in D3. Where more than a few parallel paths 
are required, current balancing by reactors will prove most satisfactory, 
despite the cost and the transients produced during commutation. 

17 volt 3200 A do bridge rectifier on water 
cooled heatsink mounted on transformer. 
The vnned tank behind the transformer houses 
the originally used selenium rectifier. 
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9 Survey of Rectifier Circuits 

Each rectifier configuration has its own characteristic properties; the 
following is a guide to rectifier systems for particular applications. 

To avoid confusion, we shall first lay down the terminology used. The 
number of phases is taken equal to the number of secondary transformer 
windings supplying voltages whose waveforms are mutually shifted in 
time. This implies that a rectifier using a centre tap on a single trans-
former winding is called atwo-phase rectifier because the two secondary 
voltages are 180° apart*. The part of the cycle during which current is 
supplied by a phase depends on how and where the diodes are connected. 
The term "half-wave" is used when current flows through the corres-
ponding winding in one direction only. The term "full-wave" is used 
when the current flows through the winding in each direction alternately. 

The selection of a particular rectifier circuit is governed by factors such 
as circuit economy, efficiency and the ratings of available diodes. 

In low-power circuits, if a low ripple frequency and a fairly high ripple 
content are acceptable, supply from asingle-phase mains (single-phase 
or two-phase rectifying circuits) may be adequate. But if higher output 
power is required, supply from three-phase mains (using three-phase or 
six-phase rectifying circuits) will be preferable because of the lower ripple 
factor and higher conversion efficiency (see Section 9.2.1) even though the 
commutation losses are greater. 

When the available a.c. supply voltage is adequate, some rectifier cir-
cuits may be connected directly to it without a transformer (this is both 
money- and space-saving) provided precautions are taken to make the 
system safe for the user. 

9.1 Rectifier Systems 
The most common rectifier systems will now be discussed in brief, 
assuming the load to be purely resistive. Distinction is made between 

* Many sources describe atwo-phase system as one in which there are two voltages 
anyone of which is displaced in phase by 90° with respect to the other. 
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half-wave rectifiers, full-wave rectifiers and rectifiers incorporating an 
interphase transformer. 

9.1.1 Half-wave Rectifiers 
Half-wave rectifiers have in common that the average diode current per 
phase is: 

IFAV — Io/ n, (9-1) 

in which I o denotes the direct output current and n the numberof phases. 
The r.m.s. diode current amounts to: 

IF rms — ll~vn)Io rms 

where Ia rms denotes the r.m.s. value of the output current. 

Fig. 9-1 Single phase half-wave. 

(9-2) 

Fig. 9-1 shows the single phase half-wave circuit. The conduction angle 
of the diode is 180°. Since n = 1, it follows from eqs (9-1) and (9-2): 

IFAV = Ion IF rms = Io rms 

Fig. 9-2 Two phase half-wave. 

In the two-phase half-wave circuit of Fig. 9-2. (not to be confused with 
the single-phase full-wave circuit discussed below, (cf. Fig. 9-5) the two 
opposed phases have one point in common, so that the transformer 
secondary is normally a single center-tapped winding. The conduction 
angle of the diodes is again 180°. According

/

to

'/

eqs (9-1) and (9-2): 

IFAV = Io~2 ~ IF rms — 1 1 I {~ 2 )Io rms• 
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Fig. 9-3 shows the three-phase half-wave circuit in which the con-
duction angle of the diodes is 120°. 

IFAv = Io/3, IF rms = ll / y 3)Io rmn• 

I~ 

~u 

Fig. 9-3 Three-phase half-wave. 

In the six phase half-wave circuit of Fig. 9-4 the conduction angle of 
the diodes is 60°. 

IFAV — Io~6 e IF rms — \l~ {~ 6 )Io rms• 

Fig. 9-4 Six phase half-wave. Fig. 9-S Single-phase full-wave. 

9.1.2 Full-wave Rectifiers 

Fig. 9-5 shows the circuit of the single-phase full-wave rectifier; the con-
duction agle of the diodes is 180°. The average diode current and the 
r.m.s. diode current are identical to those of the two-phase half-wave 
circuit, namely: 

IFAV — Io~2~ IF rms = ~lI v2)Io rms• (9-3) 
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In the three phase full-wave circuit the secondary transformer winding 
may be connected either in star (Fig. 9-6) or in delta (Fig. 9-7). Both 
rectifier configurations are fundamentally the same, so that the data 
quoted below is identical, provided that the transformer secondary line 

oaa 

Fig. 9-6 Three phase full-wave 
(star connected secondary). 

Fig. 9-7 Three-phase full-wave 
(delta connected secondary). 

voltages are the same; the phase voltage of the delta-connected secondary 
must therefore be j/3 times the phase voltage of the star-connected second-
ary. Expressions for the average diode current and the r.m.s. diode current 
are identical to those of the three-phase half-wave circuit, that is 

IFAV — Iol3 , IF rms — !1 /V 3 )Io =ms• 

9.1.3 Rectifiers with Interphase Transformer 
The transformer of a rectifier for supply from the three-phase mains may 
be provided with two separate three-phase secondaries linked by an inter-
phase transformer. In this way two complete paralleled three-phase recti-
fying systems, mutually shifted in phase, are obtained. The interphase 
transformer prevents a conducting diode in one three-phase secondary 
from making a diode in the other secondary non-conducting. The inter-
phase transformer operates as an inductive divider balancing the differ-
ences in instantaneous voltage outputs. This principle may be applied 
both to half-wave and to full-wave rectifiers. 

Fig. 9-8 shows the three phase double-star half-wave circuit. One set of 
three-phase supply voltages is shifted 60° relative to the other to provide 
a six-phase output. However, the conducting angle of the diodes approa-
ches 120° owing to the presence of the interphase transformer. The 
average diode current and the r.m.s. diode current are respectively: 

IFAV — Io/V, IF rms = t l/ 2 V~)In• 
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3 —phase supply 

Fig. 9-8 Three phase half-wave double star with interphase transformer. 

3 —phase supply 

Fig. 9-9 Three-phase full-wave star delta with i~rtsrphase transformer. 

The three-phase star-delta full-wave circuit is shown in Fig. 9-9. The phase 
voltage of the delta-connected secondary is v3 times the phase voltage of 
the star-connected secondary. The two sets of supply voltage are mutually 
shifted 30° to produce a 12-phase output, thus providing an almost ripple-
free output voltage, but the conduction angle of the diodes is very nearly 
120°. The average diode current and the r

(

.m.s. diode current are: 

jFAV = Io~6 ~ IF rms — ll  / 2 v3)Io rms• 
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9.2 Important Rectifier Characteristics 

9.2.1 Conversion Efficiency, Form Factors, Ripple Factors 

In an ideal rectifier system all a.c. input power is converted into d.c. out-
put power. In practice the a.c. power is converted only partially, some of 
the remainder being dissipated as an a.c. component, the ripple. Its 
magnitude is referred to as the ripple content; the smaller the ripple con-
tent, the better the a.c./d.c. conversion, which is expressed in terms of the 
conversion efficiency, ~~. The conversion efficiency is equal to the d.c. 
output power as a fraction of the active a.c. input power of the rectifier 
system. A smoothing filter across the rectifier output will reduce the ripple 
and hence boost the conversion efficiency of the system, provided the filter 
itself introduces no losses. 

In the following analysis the conversion efficiency is calculated for a 
purely resistive load Rioae (see Fig. 9-10), it being assumed that the recti-
fier system is free of ohmic losses, that all resistances in supply lines and 

r d. c. components Vp.Po I 
a.c. ripple Components Vr(rmsh Pr (rms)

Coverall output Vo(rmsY-~Vo'Vrz(rms)•Po(rmsJ 

4 
I 

Pin= transformer 
and 

PO(rms)= P0'Pr (rms) rectifier 
oad 

nsnn 

Fig. 9-10 A.C. and d.c. components in a rectifier system. 

transformer windings and losses in the diodes are negligible, and that no 
smoothing filters are used. 

Under these conditions the r.m.s. input power can be expressed by: 

Pin = Po rms = Po +' Pr  rms 

= Vo rmsz/Rload = Vo2/Blood + Vr rms2 /Rload~ 

in which 
Pin = 

Po rms — 
P„ _ 
P r rms = 

vo rms = 

Vo 

Vr rms = 
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r.m.s. input power, 
r.m.s. output power (total), 
d.c. output power, 
r.m.s. ripple power (in the load), 
r.m.s. output voltage (total) 
d.c. output voltage 
r.m.s. ripple voltage (across the load). 

(9-4) 



Hence 

1 -I- Vr rmsz/Vol  — Vo rmsZ/VoZ • 19-5) 

Introducing the output voltage ripple factor 

Fru = Vr rms/Von (9- 6) 

and the output voltage form factor 

Fs~ = Vo rms/I'o, (9-7) 
gives: 

For values of Frr much smaller than unity, eq. (9-8) reduces to: 

The conversion efficiency ~~ can be expressed by: 

~~ = PolPin Pol(Po ~-- Pr rms) = V o2/( V oz + Vr rmsZ)~ 

or 
rig = 1/(1 + Fr~~) = 1/Ff ~~. (9-10) 

Similarly, expressing all quantities in terms of current instead of voltage, 
we find for the output current ripple factor: 

F'ri = Ir rms/joe 19-11) 

and for the output current form factor: 

FJ t = Io rms/Io• 

Hence 

If Fri is much smaller than unity, eq. (9-13) reduces to: 

The conversion efficiency may thus also be expressed by: 

~~ = 1/(1 ~ Fri g) = 1/Fft~. 

(9-12) 

(9-13) 

(9-14) 

(9-15) 

The form factors for the voltage and current are the same for a resistive 
load, and so are the two ripple factors. Table 9-1 summarizes for the 
several rectifier configurations (under the conditions presumed) the form 
factors, the ripple factors and the resulting conversion efficiency. 
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Table 9-I 

rectifier configuration Fri = Fri 
i 

FJu = Fj't ', ~I r 

single-phase half-wave 
two-phase half-wave 
three-phase half-wave 
six-phase half-wave 
single-phase full-wave 
three-phase full-wave 
three-phase double-star half-wave 
three-phase double-star or star-delta full-wave 

1.210 1.57 0.407 
0.484 I.11 0.813 
0.183 1.02 0.963 
0.042 ~ 1.00 0.998 
0.484 1.11 0.813 
0.042 ~ 1.00 0.998 
0.042 ~ 1.00 ', 0.998 
0.010 ~ 1.00 ~ 1.000 

Since the waveform of the output voltage does not depend on the type 
of load, the values of the output voltage ripple factor Fri and of the output 
voltage from factor Ff ~ quoted in Table 9-1 are also applicable with an 
inductive load. 

If the ratio of the load's inductive reactance to resistance is large at 
the fundamental ripple frequency, then almost pure d.c. flows through 
the load. The conversion efficiency approaches unity and the output cur-
rent form factor Ff ~ approaches zero. 

9.2.2 Commutation Voltage Drop 
When a ripple current flows through the load the calculation of the com-
mutation voltage drop becomes very complex. We shall therefore confine 
our attention to the case of pure d.c. flowing through the load. 

The commutation losses are due to the current transfer from one phase 
to the next (commutation) taking a finite time because the transformer and 
line leakage inductance (leakage reactance X~~) oppose a sudden current 
rise and decay. As a result, the diode in one phase starts to con-
duct before the current in the preceding phase has decayed to zero; the 
period during which both diodes conduct is termed the commutation 
time. The output voltage waveform is modified during the commutation 
time, causing some loss of average output, so that the effect of trans-
former leakage is to create a commutation voltage drop. The resulting 
loss in output voltage is proportional to the number of phases. 

In addition, at conduction angles of 60° or less, a limit may be imposed 
on the d.c. output current by the maximum repetitive peak current which 
is then apt to surpass the diode ratings even though the average current 
is well within the specified value. In the case of supply from the three-
phase mains this difficulty might be circumvented by connecting an inter-
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phase transformer between two three-phase secondaries. The conduction 

angle of the diodes can be almost doubled in this way. 
The commutation or current transfer from phase 1 to the succeeding 

phase 2 starts when the corresponding line voltages become equal that 
is, when VLZ = VL1 (see Fig. 9-lla). 

phme 1 plase Z 

socceetling Doses 

~~ 

(a) 

'..0 

(b) 

Fig. 9-11 Commutation in a polyphase rectifrer system. 
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The following analysis assumes equal values of XLL for all phases. The 
voltage which forces the current i, in phase 1 down and the current iz
in phase 2 up is given by vLz — vLl . However, the decay of i, is opposed 
by an instantaneous voltage v, induced in half the line-to-line reactances 
due to the change of current flow during commutation, and the rise of 
i2 is opposed by a similar instantaneous voltage v2. Because pure d.c. 
current is assumed to flow, the rise of i t and the decay of i2 are conjugate, 
which means that diz/dt = —di,/dt and v, ~ _ ~v21. Thus, during com-
mutation, the instantaneous rectifier output voltage is: 

vo = (v~~ -F- viz)/2. (9-16) 

The commutation period ceases as soon as i t has dropped to zero, which 
causes a jump in the output voltage (cf. Fig. 9-1 lb), since, after commuta-
tion, the load voltage follows VL2. The jump in output voltage is restricted 
by transformer resonance phenomena. 

The currents occurring during commutation are derived by applying 
Kirchhoff's law to the circuit consisting of phases 1 and 2: 

~ v = 0 = vL, — (Xii/ws) (di,/dt)-
- vii  -~ (Xii /cus) (dii /dt). (9-17) 
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The sum of the phase currents i t and i2 clearly equals the d.c. output 
current: 

it + i2 = Io. (9-18) 

Assuming commutation to start at t = 0, and denoting the number of 
secondary phases by n gives: 

vL~ = VL~/2 • cos(cost + ~ln), 1 
vLZ = VL j/2 • cos(u>St — ~c/n). 5 

Substituting eqs (9-18) and (919) in eq. (9-17) and integrating the resulting 
differentials gives 

it = Io — VL ~/2 • sin(Tc/n) • (1 —cos wst)/XLL, (9-20) 

i z = VL~/2 • sin( /n) • (1 —cos wst)/XLL, (9-21) 

During commutation both D1 and D- will be conductive causing ashort-
circuit current to flow between phases 1 and 2 as a result of the commuta-
tion voltage vLz — vLr, and limited by 2XLL. 'Thus, the peak steady-state 
fault current per line is 

ILM sc ltiL'_ — VL1)max/2 XLL> 

whence from eq. (9-19) 

ILM sc = VL j/2 • sin(/n)jXLL. (9-22) 

Rewriting eqs (9-20) and (9-21) and introducing eq. (9-22) gives: 

and 

and 
ll — In — ILM sc +ILM sc COS OJst, 

12 — ILM sc — ILM sc COS cUst. 

(9-19) 

(9-23) 

(9-24) 

These equations are plotted in Fig. 9-12. Since the fault current stops 
when diode D~ in Fig. 9-ll ceases to conduct (ir = 0) the current does 
not reach the value given by eq. (9-22), as shown in broken line. 

During commutation the instantaneous output voltage follows from 

vo = (vL ~ +vLz)/2 = VL j/2 • cos(/n) •cos cost, (9-25) 

(from which it is seen that vo is part of a cosine function as shown by the 
broken line in Fig. 9-12 representing the voltages). 
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Fig. 9-12 Current and voltage during commutation. 

Commutation ceases when the current in the preceding phase is reduced 
to zero. Therefore, the commutation angle y~ is derived by making eq. 
(9-20) equal to zero and solving it for wst = y~, which gives: 

cos y~ = 1 — IaXLL/VL ~/2 • sin(/n). (9-26) 

The commutation voltage drop represented by the vertically hatched area 
in Fig. 9-12 is derived as follows. The height of this area at any instant 
equals the instantaneous voltage induced in half the phase-to-phase 
leakage reactance XLL, that is: 

The commutation voltage drop is: 

V~ _ (n/2n) f  vl • dust. (9-27) 
0 

Substituting the first derivative of eq. (9-20) in eq. (9-27), solving the 
integral and substituting eq. (9-26) gives: 

V~ = nIaXLL/2~c. (9-28) 
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This expression shows that the commutation voltage drop is proportional 
to the number of phases, to the load current and to the line-to-line 
leakage reactance. 

Neglecting the commutation voltage drop, the rectifier d.c. output 
voltage Voo at zero load would equal the area enclosed between the time 
axis and the curve representing the sinusoidal output pulses (see Fig. 9-12): 

trz/n 

Voo = (n/2~c) f  VL~/2 •cos cost • durst = (n/~c)VL~/2 • sin(~c/n). (9-29) 
—rz/n 

From eqs (9-28) and (9-29) the per unit commutation voltage drop is: 

Ec = Vc/ Voo = IoXLL/2VLy2 sin( /n). (9-30) 

Introducing this expression into eq. (9-26) yields: 

cos y~ = 1 — 2eo. (9-31) 

9.2.3 The Rectifier Constant K 

Eq. (9-28) shows that the commutation voltage drop is proportional to 
the line-to-line leakage reactance XLL as measured between successive 
secondary phases with the transformer primary short-circuited. On the 
other hand, the available fault current with all secondary phases short-
circuited is determined by the leakage reactance XL caused by the leakage 
inductance of each individual phase. 

The available short-circuit kVA-value equals 1/x times the rated kVA-
value, where x denotes the per unit transformer impedance per phase or, 
in other words, x equals XL divided by the rated a.c. load per secondary 
phase. 

If the windings of a secondary phase are on a single core leg, XL and 
XLL are equal, whereas due to the effect of mutual inductance XL will 
differ from XLL when the windings of a secondary phase are distributed 
over several legs. 

The ratio of the per unit commutation voltage drop E~ to the per unit 
transformer impedance per phase, x, is a characteristic of the type of 
rectifier configuration, and is termed the rectifier constant 

K e~/x. (9-32) 

Hence, from eq. (9-31), if pure d.c. flows through the load: 

cos y~ = 1 — 2Kx. (9-33) 
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The rectifier constant K is specified in Table 9-2 for several rectifier con-
figurations (with inductive load). 

Table 9-2 

rectifier configuration K 

two-phase half-wave 
three-phase half-wave 
six-phase half-wave 
single-phase full-wave 
three-phase full-wave 
three-phase double-star half-wave 

0.707 
0.866 
1.5 
0.707 
0.5 
0.5 

This table illustrates that K and hence the commutation voltage drop 
increases with the number of phases. Because the per unit impedance per 
phase is usually dictated by the permissible fault current level, the load 
regulation will deteriorate as the number of phases is increased, although 
the ripple will be reduced. 

Example 
The transformer impedance per secondary phase in a six-phase half-wave rectifier is 
5 % of the rated a.c. load. Calculate the commutation angle y~ and the per unit com-
mutation voltage drop e~. 

From Table 9-2 it is seen that K = 1.5 whilst x = 0.05. Hence, from eq. (9-32): 

e~=Kx=1.5x0.05=0.075=7.5%. 
From eq. (9-33): 

cos y~ = 1 — 2Kx = 1 — 2 x 0.075 = 0.85, 

which gives y~ = 31 °47'. 

To improve the Load regulation, several systems in parallel, coupled via 
interphase transformers, could be used. With this method, provided the 
mutual phase shift angles between the supply voltages of the three-phase 
supply are correct, both the output ripple and the number of commuta-
tions per cycle for each system can be reduced. This gives improved load 
regulation at a given transformer impedance per secondary phase, as may 
be seen from the value of K for the three-phase double-star half-wave 
configuration. 

Example 
The transformer impedance per secondary phase is as given in Example 1. To improve 
the load regulation athree-phase double-star half-wave rectifier circuit is used. 
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Table 9-2 shows that K = 0.5 in this case; x being again 0.05. This gives from 

e~=Kx=0.5x0.05=0.025=2.5%, 
whilst from eq. (9-33): 

cos y~ = 1 — 2Kx = 1 — 2 x 0.025 = 0.95, 
corresponding to y~ = 18°12', which is a substantial improvement. 

The three-phase full-wave configuration gives a performance comparable 
to the three-phase double-star half-wave circuit in this respect. 

9.3 ®esign Considerations- Single Phase Mains Input Rectifiiers 
9.3.1 General 

The single phase mains which is the most readily available source of 
power, is sufficient for the supply of many low and medium power recti-
fiers. The single phase mains input rectifier is, in general, a simpler and 
cheaper installation than the equivalent three phase type, although reduc-
tion of the ripple content in the rectifier output is more difficult. 

If a transformer is used to supply the power to the single-phase half-
wave circuit, the secondary of the transformer carries unidirectional cur-
rent each time the diode conducts. The transformer has to be rated at 
the maximum r.m.s. current that flows through the rectifier; the utility 
factor of the transformer is low. This unidirectional current can lead to 
core saturation, which in turn leads to increases in magnetising current 
and hysteresis loss, and introduction of harmonics in the secondary 
voltage. The regulation and conversion efficiency of the single-phase 
half-wave circuit is low. Because of the disadvantages this circuit is 
normally only used direct from the mains, for low currents (e.g. radio 
and TV receivers). 

Although the two-phase half-wave rectifier uses only two diodes com-
pared to four for the single-phase full-wave rectifier, the transformer kVA 
rating required for the former is greater, and the cost of this transformer 
is the principal drawback of the two-phase half-wave circuit. 

The single-phase full-wave circuit is the more widely used of the two. 
It is generally used wherever the desired output voltage should be approx-
imately equal to the r.m.s. supply voltage. The two-phase half-wave cir-
cuit is used more for low-voltage applications; this is because in a full 
wave circuit the output current flows through at least two diodes thus 
giving a greater forward voltage drop than in the half wave circuit. 
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It is important to know the type of load —resistive, capacitive, or 
inductive —when determining the values of the components used in the 
installation. The following sections deal with the calculations necessary 
to design an installation for each of these three load types. 

9.3.2 Rectifiers with Resistive Loads 
Design of the single phase mains input rectifier with resistive load is fairly 
straight-forward. To illustrate, we shall take as an example the single-
phase full-wave type rectifier, and calculate the voltage and current 
relationships, the transformer rating, and the ripple. This data is listed 
in Table 9-3 for the other types of rectifier. 

Voltages. The instantaneous rectifier output voltage vo at instant t is ex-
pressed by: 

2 4 
Vo ^' —VoM — —V oM COS 2 CUst. 

~ 3~ 
(9-34) 

The peak value of the output voltage VoM equals the peak value ~/2VL
of the input voltage. The output voltage Vo in terms of VoM is, from eq. 
(9-34): 

2 
vo = —VoM = 0.636 VoM. 

The output voltage Vo in terms of the r.m.s. output voltage Vo rms is 
derived from: 

so that 

zn 

Vo rms = ~~ i  ~ VoM2 SmzUJst d(wst)l , 
2~ 
0 

1 2~ 1 COS 2 UJst 

= Vo,,s ~~2~ f ~2 2 

VoM 

d(wst) I 

Vo = 0.636 ~/2 Vo rms = 0.9 Vo rms. 
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Table 9-3 Idealized rectifier circuit performance (part la) 

single-phase 
half-wave 

two-phase 
half-wave 

single-phase 
full-wave 

type of rectifier circuit 

a 

~~F 

secondary input voltage 
per phase 

yL f 

yL~{ 

y 

7IMIM 

V 

yl 

,~ 

izs~os3 

VL
I 
~ ~ 

a 
1 i

I

1 / ,:,w1' 
~.i 

ncros BC atrmf OB 

A a 

output voltage across a-b 

VOM 

Ve 

yoM - 
-yo rms 

nM 

rml 

_ 

V 

yo

,.

Vo

o e 
VeM•VL~ 

Vorms•0.707 VL 

tt6t111 

o 
VOM •yL~ 
Vo rms'Vl 

)SSr016 

a 
VoM•VL~ 

Va rmt•VL 
>if1011 

output voltage pulses per 
cycle (N) 

1 2 2 
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Table 9-3 Idealized rectifier circuit performances (part lb) 

single-phase 
half-wave 

two-phase 
half-wave 

single-phase 
full-wave 

output voltage 

d.c. output voltage Vo 0.45 VL 0.90 VL 0.90V~ 

r.m.s. output voltage Vo rms 1.57 Va 1.11 Vo 1.11 Vo

peak output voltage VnM 

output current 

average current per rectifier leg IFAV

3.14 Vo

Io

1.57 Vo

0.5 Io

1.57Va

0.5 t o

IF rmg per rectifier leg ~ R 
L 

1.577a 0.78510
0.707Ia

0.7851a
0.707Ia

IoM Per rectifier leg ~ R 
L 

transformer rating 

secondary r.m.s. voltage per trans- 

3.147a

2.22 Vo

1.5770
I o

1.11 Vo

1.5710
Io

1.11 Vo
former leg VL tto center [ap) (totap 

secondary r.m.s. current per ! R 1.5770 0.78510 1.IlIa
transformer leg I L 1 L 0.707Io Io

secondary volt amperes VAS ~ R 
L 

primary voltage per transformer leg 
(transf. ratio 1 :1) 

3.48Vo7o

2.22 Vo

1.74Voi o
1.57VoI o

1.11 Vo

1.23VoIo
1.11 Vol o

1.11 Vo

primary current per transformer R 1.577a 1.1 lIo I .l l Io
leg (transf. ratio 1 : 1) ~ L Io Io

primary volt amperes VAp ~ R 
L 

3.48 Vol o 1.23 Val o
1.11 Vol a

1.23 Vol o
1.11 Vol o

primary line current I L L Ia I o

fundamental ripple frequency f, 

percentage ripple 100Vf ~ ~~s/Vo 

f 

111 

2 f 

47.2 

2 f 

47.2 

circuit imposed crest voltage # 3.14Vo
1.41 VL

3.14Vo
2.82 VL

1.57Vo
1.41 VL

R =resistive load L =inductive load f =supply frequency 
In the calculation of the above circuit performances, the rectifier forward voltage 
drop and the transformer impedance have been ignored. Figures for primary trans-
former volt ampere ratings neglect magnetizing current. 
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Table 9-3 Idealized rectifier circuit performance (part 2aJ 

three-phase three-phase six-phase 
half-wave ! full-wave half-wave 

double-star 
with inter-

phase transf. 

type of rectifier circuit 

A 

e~ . 

E 
E~ E~3 E 

LL~I 

secondary input volt-
age per phase 

Vhf 

V~ 

ozuoee 

v~ 

V~ 

:,.ee~ 

 YLf 

V~ 

A B 

v~r 
~~ 

'~ / 
a~.o:s~co across AB 

output voltage across 
a-b 

VoM: Vey 

Vo rm5=1.3 V~ 

VpM=Y~f 

Vo rms`Z_3~VL 

VyM =Vef 

Vo rms=~ 35V~ 

b 

VoM=VLF 
Vo rms=l.1]V~ 

output voltage pulses 
per cycle (N) 

3 6 6 6 
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Table 9-3 Idealized rectifier circuit performances (part lb) 

i 
r 

i 
7 

three- 
phase 

half-wave 

three- 
phase 

full-wave 

six- 
phase 

half-wave 

double-
star with 
tnterphase 

transf. 

output voltage 

d.c. output voltage Vo 1.17V~ 2.34VL 1.35 Vi 1.17 Vi

r.m.s. output voltage ll o rms 1.02Vo Vo V~ Vo

peak output voltage VoM

output current 

average current per rectifier leg IFAV

1.21 V 

0.33370

1.OSV~ 

0.33310

1.OSVo

0.167Ia

1.05Vo

0.167Io

I F rms per rectifier leg S R 
~ L 

0.588Io
0.577Io

0.57770
0.57770

0.408Io
0.40810

0.29370
0.28970

I aM per rectifier leg ~ R 
I L 

transformer rating 

secondary r.m.s. voltage per trans- 

1.21Io
Ia

0.855Va

1.OSIo
Io

0.428Vo

1.OSIo
to

0.74Vo

0.525Io
Io

0.855V~ 
former leg VL (to neutral) (to neutrall (to neutraD (to neutral) 

secondary r.m.s. current per ~ R 0.58870 0.816Io 0.408Io 0.29370
transformer leg I~ 1 L 0.577Io 0.81610 0.40870 0.2897a

secondary volt amperes VAS ~ R 
L 

primary voltage per transformer leg 
(transf. ratio 1 :1) 

1.SOVo7a
1.48 Volo

0.855 V„ 

1.OSVol o
1.05 Vo7o

0.428Vo

1.81Vo7o
1.81 Volo

0.740Vo 

1.SOVo7o
1.48 Vo7o

0.855Vo

primary current per transformer SS R 0.48410 0.81610 0.57710 0.40870
leg (transf. ratio 1 : 1) l L 0.471Io 0.81610 0.57770 0.40810

primary volt amperes VAp ~ R 
L 

1.24Vo7a
1.21 Vo7o

1.05VoIo
1.05 Vol o

1.28Vo7o
1.28 Vo7o

I.OSVaIo
1.05 Vo7o

primary line current I L L 0.81710 1.410Io 0.81770 0.707Io

fundamental ripple frequency fr 3f 6f 6f 6f 

percentage ripple 100Vfr rms/Vo 17.7 4.0 4.0 4.0 

circuit imposed crest voltage L i 2.09Va
i 2.45 VL

1.05Va
2.45 VL

2.09Vo
2.83 VL

2.42Vo
2.83 VL

R =resistive load L =inductive load f =supply frequency 
In the calculation of the above circuit performances, the rectifier forward voltage 
drop and the transformer impedance have been ignored. Figures for primary trans-
former volt ampere ratings neglect magnetizing current. 
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The total transformer secondary r.m.s. voltage per phase is given by: 

V 
VL = ~ = 1.11 V°, 

0.9 

and the crest working voltage is: 

VxwM = 1/2 VL = 1.57 V°. 
In terms of V° rms, 

VxwM = v2 V° rms = 1.414 V° rms• 

Currents. The output current waveform is the same as the output voltage 
waveform for resistive load. 

The output current I° in terms of I°M is given by 

1° =  
2 

V °M — 0.636 I °M. 
acRi°oa 

The output current I° in terms of I° rms is given by 

Vo rms 
- I o = 0.9 = 0.9 I° rms• 

Itload 

The total direct current is supplied via two pairs of diodes, so that the 
average current per diode leg is 

IFAY = I°~2. 

The total r.m.s. current is supplied via two pairs of diodes, so that r.m.s. 
current per diode leg is 

Io rms I o
IF rtm~ _ — — 0.785 I°. y2 a9V2

The peak current per diode leg is: 

IoM = 
VaM — IO  = 1.S7 I ° . 

R,°aa 0.636 

Transformer Rating. The transformer secondary r.m.s. current is given by: 

I L rms = V2 Io rms = 1.11 I °. 

The VA product of the secondary winding is: 

VA Z„ = VLIL = 1.23 V°I°. 
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If the primary to the secondary transformer ratio is N, then the VA pro-
duct of the primary winding is: 

VA ~ „ = VLN x (IL/N) = VcIL = 1.23 VaI„. 

The utility factor FP;„ is defined as the ratio of the output power to the 
volt-amp rating of the transformer. This factor indicates how efficiently 
the transformer winding is used in a particular circuit. 
For the full-wave bridge circuit: 

Secondary utility factor FpZ =  
Volo 

= 0.813. 
VA Z„ 

Primary utility factor Fol —  
Volo 

= 0.813. 
VA1n

Percentage Ripple. If it is assumed that the amplitudes of the higher 
harmonics are small compared to that of the fundamental ripple fre-
quency,fr, then: 

fundamental r.m.s. ripple voltage 
%ripple  —

d.c. output voltage 

From eq. (9.34) the r.m.s. harmonic component at fundamental fre-
quency Vr rms (which is twice the supply frequency for this circuit) will 
be 1/x/2 times the fundamental peak harmonic voltage: 

4 Va,,, 
Vr rms — 3~L l/2 • 

Thus the percentage ripple (r.m.s. load ripple voltage to d.c. output 
voltage ratio in percent) can be expressed: 

ripple - 
100 yr rms _ 4 VIM ,  ~  • 100 = 47.2. 

Vo 3n )/2 2 VoM

9.3.3 Rectifiers with Capacitive Loading 

The most cominon method of reducing the ripple at the output of the 
rectifier is to make the load capacitive. The size of capacitor which should 
be used to obtain a certain reduction in ripple for a particular circuit may 
be found from the method described below. The single-phase half-wave 
circuit with capacitive loading shown in Fig. 9-13 is the simplest recti-
fication circuit giving continuous load current. In the absence of the 
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capacitor C the rectifier delivers power to the load R,ogd only during the 
positive half cycle, and the output voltage and load current periodically 
fall to zero. 

Rmad 

Fig. 9-13 Single phase half-wave rectifier with capacitive load. 

With the capacitor C in the circuit, the capacitor charges to nearly the 
crest value of the applied supply voltage on the first positive half cycle. 
Thus, the capacitor acts as a reservoir storing up energy. When the 
applied voltage falls below the crest value, the capacitor voltage is higher 
than the applied voltage, and thus the diode is reverse biased. The capaci-
tor now partly discharges into the load until such time as the applied 
voltage exceeds the .capacitor voltage again. The diode is then forward 
biased and the capacitor recharges to the crest value of the applied voltage. 
The diode then ceases to conduct, as previously explained, and the cycle 
is repeated. 

The idealised current waveforms for the circuit, after steady state has 
been established, are shown in Fig. 9-14. Because of the charging and 
discharging of the capacitor, the voltage across it does not remain con-
stant and the ripple has the same frequency as that of the applied 
voltage. The series resistor RS is included in the circuit to limit the peak 
current through the diode on initial switch-on. The current through the 
diode charging the capacitor flows in pulses which are large in amplitude 
requiring an expensive capacitor filter to reduce the ripple to a reason-
ably low value. 

The performance of the two-phase half-wave (Fig. 9-15) and single-
phase full-wave (Fig. 9-16a) circuits is the same, so the voltage and current 
waveforms for both are shown in Fig. 9-16b. However it must be pointed 
out that, for a given output voltage, the diodes used in the two-phase 
half-wave circuit must have a rated VRwM of twice that of diodes used 
in asingle-phase, full-wave circuit. 

In the single-phase full-wave circuit the applied alternating voltage is 
rectified, and the output smoothed by the capacitor filter in a manner 
similar to that described for the single-phase half-wave circuit. More 
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Idealised waveforms of circuit in Fig. 9-13. 

Rlond 

Fig. 9-15 Two-phase half-wave rectifier with capacitive load. 

Fig. 9-16 (a) Single-phase full-wave rectifier with capacitive load; (b) Idealised wave-
forms of circuits in Fig. 9-IS and Fig. 9-115a. 
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efficient smoothing is obtained however, because the capacitor has to 
supply the load current for a shorter period, and therefore the capacitor 
voltage changes by a smaller amount. This means that the d.c. voltage 
available at the output is greater than that for the single-phase half-wave 
circuit, and the ripple voltage is smaller. The ripple frequency is twice 
that of the applied voltage frequency. 

The two-phase half-wave circuit operates in a similar manner. The 
diodes conduct alternately and therefore the current flows through each 
half of the transformer secondary alternately. The diodes must withstand 
a crest working voltage which is equal to the crest value of total secondary 
transformer voltage. 
Design Method. The graphs produced by Schade ~17 ~ have proved to 
yield sufficiently accurate results, and for most designs they are fairly 
simple to use. Some observations must first be made regarding several 
of the parameters before we go on to describe Schade's method in detail. 

In modern silicon diodes the forward voltage drop, VF, is small and 
varies little with current; thus, we can without substantial loss of accuracy 
make VF constant and equal to the value that occurs when the diode is 
subjected to the maximum average current. 

The maximum crest working voltage of the diodes must not be sur-
passed; transients occur on mains supplies and the designer should guard 
against these (if necessary by placing RC damping circuits across the 
diodes). 

The peak inrush current is large with acapacitively-loaded rectifier, 
because the capacitor in its discharged state, is a short circuit across the 
output; the current is limited only by the source resistance. The source 
resistance must thus be a compromise value between the minimum 
required to keep the peak inrush current below rated level and the maxi-
mum for circuit efficiency and regulation requirements. 

The repetitive peak current is dependent on the reservoir capacitance. 
Increasing the latter to improve smoothing of the output voltage results 
in a reduced conduction angle and an increased peak current level, which 
must be kept within the repetitive peak forward current ratings of the 
diode. The transformer leakage reactance has not been taken into account 
in the analysis. However, this tends to reduce the peak diode current. 
The maximum ripple current which can be tolerated determines the mini-
mum value of capacitor needed. The total r.m.s. capacitor current, 
Ic ~,175f is related to the diode r.m.s. current IF r,»5, and the d.c. output 
current, l o, as follows. 
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For single-phase half-wave circuits, 

2 2 
Ic rms = ( I F rms — Io )~ 

and for two-phase half-wave and single-phase full-wave circuits, 

Ic rms = v(2 IFZ rms — jo2)• 

(9-35) 

(9-36) 

The graphs relevant to Schade's method of analysis are presented in 
Figs 9-17 to 9-21. The graphs of Figs 9-17 and 9-18 give the conversion 
ratio (~ = Vo/VL ~l2) as a function of wsR,oadC for the various circuits. 
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Fig. 9-17 ri = f(wSR,aadCJ (single-phase half-wave). 
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The conversion ratio (~) depends on the value of RS/R,oQd. For good 
regulation the value of wsR,oadC should be selected to give operation on 
the flat portion of the curves. Fig. 9-19 gives information on the minimum 
value of cvSR,oQdC that must be used to reduce the ripple to a desirable 
figure. Figs 9-20 and 9-21 give, respectively, the ratio of r.m.s. to average 
current per diode, and the ratio of peak repetitive to average current per 
diode, plotted as functions of nwSR,00dC. These ratios are dependent on 
the value of RS/nR,oQd %. The steps in the calculation are given below, 
in the order in which they are to be performed. 
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Table 9-4 Design examples of recti,~er circuits with capacitor Input Filter. 

single-phase 
half-wave 

single-phase 
full-wave 

two-phase 
half-wave 

Requirement 
Vo 150 V 300 V 120 V 
l 0 1.SA 2.OA 2.OA* 
%ripple G 1% G 1% G 1.3 

f s 50 Hz 50 Hz 50 Hz 
Solution of step: 
1. RzoAn = Vo/Io 100 i2 150 .C2 60 S2 
2. RS 6 S2 9 S2 3.6 S2 
3. RS/Rzoan 6 % 6 % 6 
4. wsRzoAv (Fig. 9-19) 150 66 50 

C calculated 4780 µF 1400 µF 2660 µF 
C practice 5000 ~F 1800 µF 3000 µF 
w9RzoanC corrected 157 85 56.5 

5. Vo/(Vz v2) from Fig.: 9-17 9-18 9-18 
Vo/(Vz~2) 0.73 0.82 0.82 

6. Vz ~2 calculated 205 V 366 V 146.5 V 
Vz calculated 145 V 258 V 103.5 V 

7. VRtiyM found 205 V 366 V 293 V * 
8. ntesRzownC 157 170 113 

R9/nRzoan 6 % 3 % 3 
IF r~s/IFAv (Fig. 9-20) 2.34 2.6 2.6 
IFAv 1.S A 1.O A 1.O A 
IF rms = FFJ x  IFAV 3.51 A 2.6 A 2.6 A 

9. Suitable diodes BYX38-600 BYX38-1200 BYX38-900 
10. IFxHr/IFAv (Fig. 9-21) 6.2 7.5 7.5 

IFRIy calculated 9.3 A 7.5 A 7.5 A 
11. IFSM = Vz ~2/RS 34.2 A 40.7 A 41.2 A 
12. Transformer primary 230 V 230 V 230 V 

N = 230/ Vz 1.585 0.892 2.22 * 
rP 1.5 SZ 1.6 S2 1.6 S2 
r9
then transformer resistance 
referred to secondary is 
rs -{- (rP/NZ) 

2.0 S2 

2.6 SZ 

2.0 S2 

4.0 S2 

1.2 S2 

1.5 S2 
VFAv at IFAv = 1.0 V 0.95 V 0.95 V 
rr = VFAVIIFAV 
resistance in secondary = 
rs -}- (rF/NZ) + r~ = rto ~ 

0.67 S2 

3.27 R 

2X0.95 S2 

5.9 H 

0.95 S2 

2.45 S2 
External series resistance 
must be Rs - riot = 2.73 S2 3.1 S2 1.15 S2 
Select RS -r ta ~ = 3.0 S2 3.0 S2 1.0 S2 
I L 3.51 A 2.6 x y2=3.68A 2.6 A 
Vz 145 V 258 V 103.5 V 
VA Z„ = VLl z 508 VA 950 VA 269 -~ 269 VA 
Power rating of series resistor 37 W 40.6 W 13.6 W 

13. r.m.s. ripple current I~ ems 3.18 A 3.54 A 3.09 A 
(eq.9-35) (eq.9-36) (eq.9-36) 

* Half of secondary winding. 
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1. Determine the value of R,opp; 
2. Assume a value of RS (usually between 1 %and 10 % of RioQa); 

3. Calculate RS/R,oQa % ; 
4. From the percentage ripple graph against wSR,opdC (Fig. 9-19) deter-

mine the value of u~SR,oQdC required to reduce the ripple to a desired 
value for Rs/R,oad % determined in (3). Calculate the required value 
of C; 

5. From the ~ against cuSR,aQdC curves for the appropriate circuit (Fig. 
9-17 or 9-18) determine the conversion ratio for the value of coSR,oQaC 
determined in (4) and RS/R,oQd % determined in (3); 

6. Determine the values of VL j/2 and VL, using information from (5); 
7. Determine the crest working reverse voltage that the diodes must 

withstand; 
8. Determine the r.m.s. current per diode from Fig. 9-20; 
9. Select the diode to be used; 

10. Check the peak repetitive current per diode from Fig. 9-21; 
11. Check the peak inrush current IFSM given by Vyj/2/RS. If the value ob-

tained exceeds diode ratings, then RS must be increased and the 
design procedure repeated; 

12. Design the transformer and adjust the value of RS accordingly, taking 
into account the transformer resistance and the forward resistance of 
the diode at the average current; 

13. Check r.m.s. ripple current through smoothing capacitor C; 
14. Design the R-C damping circuit as recommended in the diode data 

sheets; 
15. Determine heat-sink size to allow operation at anticipated ambient 

temperature (refer to the diode data sheets). 

The design of the three types of capacitor input filter rectifier circuits 
based on the above-mentioned procedure is given in Table 9-4. 

R-C Damping Circuit and Heat sink 
The R-C circuit intended to suppress transients can be designed by 
adopting the following procedure (cf. section 6.4.1.1). It may be paralleled 
with either the primary or the secondary of the transformer (see diode 
data sheets). 

The damping circuit components determined by using the expressions 
below are suitable for suppressing transients up to 2 VRwM. Consider 
the single-phase full-wave rectifier circuit. 
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If the damping circuit is connected to the primary of the transformer, 
then: 

C1 = 200(Imag/V) µF and R1 = (150/C,) S2 
where 
V =transformer primary r.m.s. voltage 
Imag =magnetising primary r.m.s. current. 

From the above table, the primary r.m.s. current = 3.68/0.892 = 4.13 A. 
If Imag = 10% of primary r.m.s. current, then: 

Cl  = 200(0.413/230) 0.36 µF. 

Select Cl = 0.5 µF, then: 

R 1 = 150/0.5 = 300 S2. 

If the damping circuit is connected to the secondary, 

225(ImagN2) 
CZ = µF and R2 = (200/C2) S2, 

V 

where: 

transformer primary r.m.s. voltage 
N= 

transformer secondary r.m.s. voltage 

Therefore: 

225 x 0.413 
C2 

= 230
  •(230/258)2 = 0.31 µF. 

Select C2 = 0.5.µF, then R2 = 400 S2. 

Heat-sink 

From the BYX38 data, for 1 A average current, a diode mounted on a 
heat sink with a thermal resistance of 19.4 °C/W (Rt,, mb-n -~ Rtn ,,-~ _ 
20 °C/W) can be operated up to an ambient temperature of 100 °C. If 
these fins are stacked to produce the bridge rectifier assembly, then the 
area of the heat sink should be approximately 16 cm2 (one face : see 
Fig. 5-12). A heat sink 4 cm x 4 cm should be satisfactory. 

Performance 

The output curves for the 3 examples of Table 9-4 are shown in Fig. 9-22. 
From these curves it can be seen that the output voltage rated load current 
is within 2 % of the design value. 
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(a) single phase, half-wave 
(bJ single phase, full-wave 
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9.3.4 Rectifiers with LC smoothing filters 

General 

A capacitively loaded rectifier circuit has the limitations that for high 
load currents a large smoothing capacitor is necessary to carry the heavy 
ripple current; also high inrush and repetitive peak currents flow through 
the diodes. These limitations may be overcome by the use of a choke 
input filter which forms an inductive load for the rectifier. 

The single-phase half-wave circuit cannot be used with a choke input 
filter, as it would require an infinite value of inductance to cause current 
to flow throughout the cycle. 

For the two-phase half-wave circuit of Fig. 9-15 and the single-phase 
full-wave circuit of Fig. 9-16, RS is replaced by a series choke L. 

The action of the choke is to reduce the peak and r.m.s. value of the 
current and to reduce the ripple voltage. The choke-input filter, however, 
requires a higher applied voltage than the capacitor-input filter to pro-
duce the same output voltage. 

Below are discussed the operation of, and calculations for, the choke-
input filter. 
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Rectifier Output Voltage (Smoothing Filter Input) 

Consider the single-phase full-wave circuit shown in Fig. 9-23 and the 
waveforms shown in Fig. 9-24. The rectified voltage is applied to the 
choke-input filter. This voltage may be expressed as a series containing 
a d.c. component and harmonic components. The crest value of the out-
put voltage Vo is equal to VL ~/2 in this circuit. 

e 

Fig. 9-23 Single phase, full-wave rectifier with choke input. 

~ioaa 

c 

Fig. 9-24 Idealised waveforms of single-phase, full-wave rectifier. with choke input 
(a) output voltage 
(b) current through LS
(c) current through rectifier (D1 and DZ) or (D3 and Da). 

The rectified voltage can be approximated to a d.c. term plus a har-
monic at the fundamental ripple frequency, assuming that the amplitudes 
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of the higher harmonics are negligible. Therefore, as shown in in section 
9.3.2, the rectifier instantaneous output voltage before the smoothing 
filter 

v = (2/~c)VL~/2 — (4/3~)VL~l2 cos2wst. 

The LC Smoothing Filter 

The choke input filter should ideally pass only d.c. and block all a.c. 
components. The filter must allow direct current to flow to the load with 
minimum power loss, and at the same time present a high impedance to 
the fundamental and other ripple frequencies. The capacitor shunts the 
load so as to by-pass the harmonic currents. 

The attenuation factor A of the filter with series choke L and shunt 
capacitor C, is defined as the ratio of the total input impedance of the 
filter to the impedance of the parallel combination of the shunt capaci-
tor Cand load Rload. For the choke input filter to function efficiently, 
the choke reactance at fundamental ripple frequency f r should be much 
greater than its d.c. resistance, and the capacitor reactance much lower 
than the minimum load resistance. 

If it is assumed that, the inductance of the choke being L and its resis-
tance RL, 

27Lfr ~~ RL~ 

and 
;~ 

then: 

therefore: 

1/2acfr C « R IOG(I mini 

2~cfrL — 1 /2~cfrC 
A —  , 

1/2~frC 

A = 4~Zfr2LC — 1. (9-37) 

The value of the inductance L used in the circuit must be such as to 
allow the diodes to conduct over one cycle of the fundamental ripple 
frequency. If the diodes conduct for a shorter period, then the choke input 
filter behaves more and more like acapacitor-input filter in which the 
diodes conduct for only a fraction of the cycle. This gives rise to a higher 
peak-to-average current ratio for the diodes, and gives poor load regula-
tion. 

It follows that, for a given current, and for a certain value of inductance, 
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the diodes will become non-conducting. before the cycle is completed. 
This minimum value of inductance which allows the diodes to conduct 
over one cycle of the fundamental ripple frequency is termed the critical 
inductance L~TII• 

Critical Inductance 

From Fig. 9-24 it can be seen that for the diode to conduct throughout 
the entire fundamental ripple cycle, the amplitude of the negative-going 
peak ripple current delivered by the rectifier must not exceed the minimum 
d.c. current required, which occurs with a load of Rloaa max. Thus: 

hoad min = 

If 2~f~L » RL, and 

Vload 2 VL ~/2 1 

Rload max ~ Rload max 

1 
2~ fr~, « Rload mini 

(9-38) 

4 v2 
peak a.c. current = — VL  (9-39) 

3~c 2~cf L 

The critical inductance is reached when the peak a.c. current equals the 
direct current. That is, 

4 ~/2 2 VL ~/2 
— VL  

{' 
3~ ~~frLcrit ~ Rload max 

therefore: 

Rload max ( ) 

Loll =  9-40 
3~.fr 

For 50 Hz supply frequency and full-wave rectification, f~ = 100 Hz, so 
that the theoretical Lcrlt = Rload max/943. Because of the approximations 
made, it is necessary to use a higher value of inductance than L~~ll. In 
practice, it is found that the value of inductance that should be used is 
about twice the value of Lcrll  and the practical formula becomes: 

Rload max 

j'crit —   (9-41) 
500 

It is not possible to maintain the critical value of the inductance over 
all values of load current. This would require an infinite inductance at 
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zero load current. Two methods are available to ensure that current flows 
throughout the cycle, and that good regulation is maintained over a wide 
range of load currents. These are the use of a bleeder resistance or a 
swinging choke. 

A bleeder resistance is connected across the shunt capacitor to main-
tain the minimum current that satisfies the critical inductance condition 
when no additional load is connected (i.e. the bleeder resistance should 
be not greater than Rioaa max from eq. 9-40). The use of this bleeder also 
prevents the output voltage from rising to the peak applied voltage in 
the absence of the load. 

The swinging choke method utilises the property of an iron cored 
inductor whose inductance depends partly on the amount of direct cur-
rent flowing through it. The choke is designed to have a high inductance 
at low currents which decreases as the d.c. current is increased. The used 
of such a choke is therefore very satisfactory for maintaining good regula-
tion over a range of load current and is more efficient than the bleeder 
resistance method. 

Since the inductance varies with the load current, the ripple voltage 
is no longer independent of the load current. When using a swinging 
choke, it is necessary to ensure that the inductance does not fall to a 
very low value at the maximum load current, as this leads to high repe-
titive peak currents. In practice, the inductance at full load LF should 
be such that: 

LF = 2 Rioaa min/943 .. Rioaa min/500. 

Ripple Current and Voltage 

If 2~frL » RL
1/(2~frC) <G Rload m;n, 

and 
2~frL » 1 /12 ~J rC), 

then: 

4 VL v2 1 1 
r.m.s. ripple current I~ rms   . 

3 ~ v2) 2~f L 

Since: 
Vo = 2 VLl/2/~ 

Ic rms — 1To v2,/Z.~L 3frL, 

%ripple = %ripple before filteringx 1/A. 
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From Table 9-3, %ripple before filtering = 47.2 %. 
From eq. (9-37), if 4~fr2LC» 1, 

then: 
A ~ 4n2frzLC 

47.2 1:193 1200 
%ripple = — ti   (9-42) 

4~Zfr2LC 
~ 

.fr2LC f rzLC 

For 50 Hz supply frequency and full-wave rectification f r = 100 Hz, 
therefore: 

%ripple .120/LC, (9-43) 

where L is in henries and C is in µF. 

Minimum Value of Shunt Capacitance 

In evaluating the percentage ripple and the attenuation factor of the filter, 
it has been assumed that the reactance of the capacitor at the fundamental 
ripple frequency is very much lower than the minimum load resistance. 
In practice, it is found that satisfactory performance is obtained when the 
reactance of the capacitor is made less than one-fifth the minimum load 
resistance. That is, 

1 

2~{~ C  ~ Rloadmin 

Jr 

Therefore 

5 X 106 1 
C ~  {' µF 

2~ frRload min 
(9-44) 

796 000 800 000 

frRload min frRload min 

Because of the nature of the circuit, the capacitor will resonate with 
the inductor at a certain frequency. At this frequency the output impe-
dance will be greater than the capacitor reactance. 'Therefore; when a 
non-linear load is applied, precautions must be taken to ensure the out-
put impedance of the filter is small at the fundamental ripple frequency. 

Multi-section Filter 

When it is required to reduce the ripple voltage across the load to a very 
low value, asingle-section choke input filter may require large values ,of 
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inductance and capacitance, which may lead to an uneconomic filter 
design. In this case, the same reduction can be achieved by using a multi-
stage filter with smaller value inductors and capacitors. It can be shown 
that optimum smoothing is achieved when all stages are identical. 

Fig. 9-25 shows the attenuation factor A plotted against f~zLC for 1, 
2 and 3-stage filters. A suitable arrangement can therefore be selected 
by studying the filter characteristics. For an attenuation factor between 
23 and 160, the two-stage filter is the most economic, but above 150, a 
three-stage filter is more suitable. 

10' 
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a
d 10' 
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3 sections 
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A 
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10 10~ _~ f,' LC 

Fig. 9-25 Attenuation factor A = f(f~2LC). 
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Example 
A single-phase, full-wave circuit to supply 0 to 4 A at 200 V is required. The ripple 
is to be less than 0.5 %, f = 50 Hz choke resistance 7.5 12, 'and the diode voltage drop 
approximately 1 V. 

Let the bleeder current = 0.5 A, therefore the bleeder resistance Rb = 200/0.5 = 
400 S2. 

The external load at maximum current = Rioaa min = 200/4 = 50 S2. 
At zero load current, the total circuit resistance 400 -I- 7:5 = 407.5 S~. 
From eq. (9-41): 

Lcrir = Rlona max/500 = 407.5/500 = 0.815 H. 
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The relationships between a.c. and d.c. voltages and currents are given in Table 9-3 
for circuits without filters. The values given for inductive load circuits can also be 
used for choke input filter circuits. 

In order to use the relationship of the idealised circuits (Table 9-3), Vo must be 
greater than the d.c. output required to allow for voltage drop across choke and 
diodes. That is: 
Vo =direct output voltage required ~- voltage drop across choke -~ voltage drop 

across diodes. 
Therefore: 

Vo = 200 -}- 7.5(4 -F 0.5) -I- (2 x 1) ^_~ 236 V. 
From Table 9-3: 

Vo rms = 1.11 Vo = 262 V. 
From eq. (9-44): 

C i 800 000/f~R~oua min f~F• 
For a bridge rectifier circuit, f, = 100 Hz, therefore 

C ~ 800 000/100 x 50 ~ 160 µF. 

From eq. (9-43), for ripple to be less than 0.5 

LC ~ 120/0.5, 
therefore: 

LC > 240. 

If L = 1 H, then C ~ 240 µF, so that a practical value of C = 240 µF is suitable. 
From Table 9-3, the crest working voltage that the diodes must withstand = 1.57, 

Vo = 1.57 x 236 = 370 V. 
With allowance made for transients, BYX38/100 diodes should operate satisfactorily 
in this circuit. 

From Table 9-3 IFR~y = 1.0 Io for a pure inductive load. From Fig. 9-24 it can be 
seen that IFRM is greater than Io but not as large as the peak current with a resistive 
or capacitive load. 

The maximum repetitive peak current per diode IFRM < 1.57 Io, therefore, 

IFRM < 1.57 x 4.5 < 7.6 A. 

The transformer rating can be determined by a procedure similar to that shown 
for the capacitor input filter rectifier circuits. 

The transformer resistance must be taken into account, and the transformer ratio 
determined accordingly to give 262 V r.ms. on the secondary. 

For a primary voltage of 230 V, primary winding resistance rP = 1 S2, and second-
ary winding resistance rs = 1 S2, the transformer ratio is: 
N = VpL/VL = 230{262 -{- (r, + rp/NZ)Io} = 0.843. 

Secondary volt-amp rating = 230/0.943 Io = 1230 VA. 
The R-C damping circuit and heat sink must be designed according to the procedure 

given for the capacitor input filter rectifier circuits. 
The voltage regulation curve for a circuit built with these components is shown in 

Fig. 9-26, from which it can be seen that the output voltage at full load current is 
within 3 % of the specified value. It can also be seen that the bleeder resistance is 
functioning correctly, since the current at which the voltage starts to rise rapidly is 
about one-half of the bleeder current. 
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Fig. 9-26 Voltage regulation curve of single-phase, full-wave rectifier with choke input 

9.5 Three-phase Rectifier Circuits 
9.4.1 General: Mains Input 

There are many advantages in using a polyphase rectifier system for high-
power conversion 
— higher output voltage for the same voltage input; 
— higher fundamental ripple frequency and lower ripple voltage thus 

necessitating little or no smoothing; 
— higher conversion efficiency. 

For three-phase circuits, the primary windings of the transformer are 
generally connected in delta (with the exception of the three-phase double-
star configuration without interphase reactor described below) to suppress 
harmonics. In the following explanation of the circuits the secondary 
winding is always star-connected but delta connection could be used in 
the three-phase full-wave circuit. 

For the power normally required from athree-phase circuit, the losses 
introduced by a filter would be too great. A choke input filter may be a 
practical proposition where only a small current is required, but at high 
currents the size of the shunt capacitor required would be enormous and 
it would have to carry a large ripple current. 

For the sake of completeness, the values of critical inductances and 
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Table 9-5 Choke Input Filter Performance 

two-phase 
half-wave and 
single-phase 

full-wave 

three-phase 
half-wave 

three-phase 
full-wave 

percentage ripple (%) 

general formula 

50 Hz supply frequency 

1.193 0.45 0.102 
f r~LC 

119.3 

f r~LC 

20 

f PLC 

1.133 

LC LC LC 

critical inductance L~.~r (H) 

general formula 

5~ HZ Supply fregUOnCy 

Riaad max RL°ad maz Rload max 

3 J r 

Rload maz 

3 .fr 

Road max 

3 fr 

Rload max 

943 3770 33000 

rms ripple current I° rms (A) 

general formula 

50 Hz supply frequency 

V° V° V°

13.3 f rL 

V°

35.5 f rL 

Va 

155 f rL 

V°
1330E 5310E 46500E 

Rload max in S2, C in µF and L in H 

various other relevant details have been given in Table 9-5. These values 
may be derived by a procedure similar to that described for the single-
phase mains input circuits. 

Three-phase half-wave, three-phase full-wave, six-phase half-wave, and 
three-phase double-star rectifier systems will be discussed in the following 
paragraphs. For a general survey of these circuits refer to section 9.1. 

9.4.2 Description of the Circuits 

The three-phase half-wave arrangement (three-phase star), is shown in 
Fig. 9-27. The secondary winding is star-connected, and the star point 
is used as a common load terminal. 
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Fig. 9-27 
Three-phase; 
half-wave rectifier. 

Fig. 9-28 
I° Idealised waveforms 

of three phase, 
half-wave rectifier. 

The operation can best be understood by analysing the idealised wave-
forms shown in Fig. 9-28. Suppose that the voltage of phase R is most 
positive. Diode D1 will therefore conduct when cost = ~/6, and the cur-
rent will flow through the load and return to the transformer via the 
neutral point. Diode D1 will continue to conduct until the voltage of 
phase Y goes more positive than that of phase R at cost = 5 ~/6. The 
current will now be transferred from D1 to D2. DZ will conduct for the 
next 120°, and then the current will be transferred to D3 for the next 120°. 
In this manner, each diode conducts in turn over .120°. 

The ripple frequency is three times the supply frequency. 
The conversion efficiency of this circuit is high in comparison with 

single-phase circuits, and the ripple voltage. is reduced to little more than 
one--third of that obtained in the single-phase full-wave circuit. The trans-
former utility factor is, however, poor in comparison to the three-phase 
full-wave rectifier, and the circuit is used only where low-voltage con-
version is required. 
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Three phase full-wave rectifier 

The three-phase full-wave circuit is shown in Fig. 9-29. It is one of the 
most widely-used circuits for high-power conversion with semiconductor 
power diodes. 

Fig. 9-29 
Three phase, 
full-wave rectifier. 

Fig. 9-30 
Idealised waveforms o, 
three-phase, 
full-wave rectifier. 

Consider the circuit in conjunction with the waveforms shown in Fig. 
9-30. If phase R is most positive, diode Dl will start conducting when 
asst = ~c16. The current flows through Dl to the load and returns to the 
transformer through DS or D6 depending on which phase, Y or B, is 
the more negative. At wst = ~/6, phase Y is the most negative and return 
current will flow through D5. At cost = ~/2, phase B goes more negative 
and return current will then flow through D6. At wst 5 ~/6, phase Y 
goes more positive and the current is therefore transferred from D1 to 
D2. Each diode conducts for 120° per cycle, and the current is commutated 
every 60°. 
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The ripple voltage is small, and the ripple frequency is six times the 
supply frequency. This circuit has the highest transformer utility factor, 
and it therefore requires least a.c. power to obtain a specified direct 
voltage and current. 

The circuit finds application in the charging of high-voltage batteries, 
industrial power supplies, electrolytic plant operating at all except very 
low voltages, and generally where efficient high-power conversion is 
required. 

Six phase half-wave rect~er 

The circuit for the six-phase half-wave system, which is also known as a 
six-phase star circuit, is shown in Fig. 9-31. Connecting the centre taps 
of the transformer secondary to a common star point gives asix-phase 
supply. 

Fig. 9-31 

Six-phase, 
half-wave rectifter 

e (six-phase star). 

The waveforms for this circuit are shown in Fig. 9-32. Each diode con-
ducts for 60°, and the ripple frequency is six times the supply frequency. 
This system has higher conversion efficiency than the three-phase half-
wave circuit. However, it has the lowest secondary utility factor of any 
three-phase circuit. The conversion efficiency is high, and equal to that 
of the three-phase full-wave circuit. 
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Fig. 9-32 
Idealised waveforms 
of six phase, 
half-wave rectifier. 
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The chief attraction of the circuit is that all diodes are connected to a 
common terminal, and therefore can simply be mounted on one heat sink. 
It is generally used for low-power conversion only, because of the poor 
secondary utility factor of the transformer. 

Three phase double-star rect~er 

The three-phase double-star rectifier with interphase reactor is shown in 
Fig. 9-33. It has, in effect, two star-connected secondaries. The voltages 
of the two star points are displaced by 180°. The star points of the two 
windings are connected together by acentre-tapped interphase reactor. 

Fig. 9-33 Three-phase, double-star rectifier with interphase transformer. 

n ~ n cn sn in —ymst 3 3 3 3 

Fig. 9-34 Current,flow in circuit of Fig. 9-33. 

At any instant, current is carried by two phases —one in each star —
as shown in Fig. 9-34. The return current is divided between the two 
secondaries by the interphase reactor. Thus the instantaneous output 
voltage is the average of the instantaneous voltages of the two secondaries 
that are conducting. The variation in the d.c. current produces a third 
harmonic e.m.f. at one anode and subtracts from that of the other, thus 
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holding the two at a common voltage. At low d.c. currents, a transition 
point is reached when the ct:rrent is too small to produce the third har-
monic e.m.f., and the circuit reverts to the six-phase half-wave system, 
giving a sudden rise in the output voltage. 

The circuit has asix-phase ripple, but athree-phase voltage ratio. Its 
use reduces the secondary current per phase to approximately half that 
of the six-phase half-wave circuit, therefore diodes with a smaller peak 
current rating can be used, although their peak reverse voltage needs to 
be somewhat greater. 

The arrangement is generally used where the cost of the interphase 
reactor is offset by the saving in cost of diodes having relatively low cur-
rent ratings. It is frequently used for low-voltage high-current electrolytic 
plants. The utility factor of both primary and secondary is high, but that 
of the secondary is lower than that of the three-phase bridge circuit by 
a factor of j/2. 

The rating of the interphase reactor can be calculated as follows. If it 
is assumed that, in the process of holding the phase voltages of the two 
star circuits at a common value, a triangular waveform appears across 
the reactor, the crest value of this waveform will be VmeX• The frequency 
is three times the supply frequency. The voltage across the reactor is at 
its maximum when the phase voltage of one star connection is at its 
maximum. The phase voltage of the other star connection is displaced 
by ~/3, and therefore is at half maximum when the maximum voltage 
appears across the reactor. Thus: 

VmaX = VL ~/2 — V~ x/2/2 = (x/2/2) VL. 

The maximum value of the triangular waveform is VL/v6. Since VoIV~ 
is 1.17 (see Table 9-3), it follows that the r.m.s. voltage rating of the 
reactor is: 

Volo

2(1.17 j/6) 
= 0.174 Pa. 

9.4.3 Losses 

In larger installations which would normally use athree-phase mains 
input rectifier, losses become important, both as regards power wastage 
and output voltage drop (regulation). Some of the more important losses 
are discussed briefly below. 
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Voltage Regulation. The voltage regulation depends on three main fac-
tors: transformer copper loss, voltage drop across the diodes, and the 
commutation voltage drop. 

Transformer Copper Losses. The reduction in output voltage due to trans-
former copper loss can be calculated as follows 
Voltage drop due to copper loss = 

transformer copper loss in watts PK
VK =  (9-46) 

Io

The value of PK may be obtained from the short-circuit test on the trans-
former. 
Losses in Diodes. The loss due to the forward voltage drop across a diode 
is generally small, especially with silicon devices, which have a voltage 
drop of only one or two volts. An accurate value for any particular type 
can be obtained from the forward characteristic of the power diode. 

The effect of this loss will depend on how many diodes are used in 
series. In particular, it should be noted that in a bridge circuit with one 
diode per leg, the forward voltage drop is that due to two diodes in 
series. 

Commutation Voltage Loss. The voltage drop due to commutation, v~o,„, 
increases with an increase in the number of phases and an increase in 
load current. In order to keep the commutation loss to a minimum, the 
commutation reactance must be limited to a small value, bearing in mind 
that under short-circuit conditions the short-circuit current which is 
limited by the commutation reactance must not exceed the surge current 
rating of the diode in cases where no protective elements have been in-
corporated. The commutation loss is given by: 

V~om = mzXLl o /2~ (9-47) 

where 
mz =number of commutation (output pulses) per power cycle 
XL =transformer reactance per phase 
Io = d.c. load current 
Total Volt Drop. With all these losses taken into account, the direct volt-
age Vo appearing across the load V is given by: 

Vo — V,deQ~ — 
mz 

2 LIB PK/Ia — Vp,gy x number of diodes in series, 
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where 
VFAV =forward voltage drop per rectifier, 
Videa1 = d.c. output of loss-free rectifier. 

Power Losses. The main power losses in the installation will be in the 
transformer (core loss and copper loss) and in the diodes. The transformer 
losses can be estimated by performing two tests, described below. 

For the "open-circuit test", the secondary is open-circuited, and the 
current and power at nominal line voltage and frequency are measured. 
The current Ico~> is the sum of the magnetising current and core .loss 
components. The power indicated, W~o~~, represents the core loss and 
copper loss. The latter is small, since I~o~~ is small compared with the 
full-load current and may therefore be neglected. 

In the "short-circuit test", either the primary or secondary is short-
circuited and the voltage is gradually increased to circulate the rated cur-
rent through the winding. The short-circuit voltage VSO necessary to cir-
culate the full load current is measured. The power reading WSJ in the 
test represents the copper loss IZR and a small core loss that may be 
ignored. 

From the above tests the performance of the transformer may be cal-
culated as follows. 

Transformer rating VA„ (volt) 
Transformer connection Delta-star 
Nominal primary voltage VPL volts 
Nominal secondary voltage VL
Open-circuit test on star side at 
nominal voltage VL
Core loss = W~„~~ 
No-load current = I~o~> 
Short-circuit test on delta side with 
secondary short-circuited 
Short-circuit voltage VSO Copper loss PK = WSJ watts at 

rated current 
Primary line current IPL = VA„l~/3VpL
Primary phase current =I PL/j/3 
Copper loss per phase WSJ/3 watts. 
Reactance e.m.f. per phase at current I p/~/3 = Vx = ~/(VS~2 — WSJ x/3/3 I p) 
Therefore p.u. reactance = VX/VPL 100 x p.u. (9-48) 
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Circuit efficiency 

where losses 

output 
%efficiency = 100 

output +losses 

losses 
_ ~ 1  1100, 

output -{- losses / 

Wca~> + WSJ ~- I a VFav x number of diodes in series. 

(9-49) 

Example 
Design athree-phase rectifier circuit to supply 90 A. Suppose the available diodes have 
a peak-reverse working voltage rating (VRWM) of 400 V. The transformer has a per-
centage reactance of 5 % and a copper loss of 900 W. 

The design of suitable three-phase full-wave and six-phase circuits is summarised 
below. (The three-phase full-wave calculation is detailed and the corresponding six 
phase result given in brackets.) 
Three phase full-wave circuit. The maximum r.m.s. phase voltage that may be applied 
VL, is obtained by dividing the diode peak reverse working vo]tage VRWM by the 
factor (VRH.M/VL) given in Table 9-3. Thus, 

VL = 400/2.45 = 163 V. (141.4 V) 
The ideal d.c. output voltage, Videal is obtained by dividing VL by the appropriate 

factor: 
Vtdent = Vi /0.428 = 380 V. (191.2 V) 

The average current per rectifier leg is one third of the total, or 90/3 = 30 A, (IS A), 
and is the diode average current IFav A diode which will meet the above ratings is the 
BYY15 (BYX13-800). 

The voltage losses are as follows: 
Diode voltage drop (average current) is 0.98 (from Data Sheets). 
Total drop is twice this, or 2 V approximately. (0.96 V) 

Commutation volt drop from eq. (9-47): 
Vcom = m2xLlol 27G 

= 3 x 0.05 x 163/2n 
_ ~ 4 V. (6.75 V) 

Transformer copper loss volt drop (eq. (9-46)) is: 
Vk = Pklla 

= 900/90 
= 10 V. (10 V) 

Approximate voltage available at rectifier output: 
Vo = Vtdeal — Mosses 

= 380-2-4-10 
= 364 V. (173 V) 

The output power is thus: 
Pa = Va . l a

= 364 x 90 
= 32.8 kW. 
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9.4.4 Comparison of Three-phase Circuit Performances 
Table 9-3 includes the performance of the commonly-used three-phase 
rectifier circuits. In evaluating the results in these table, it has been 
assumed that the transformer and diodes are ideal. The table, however, 
gives a good indication of the relative merits of the circuits, and may be 
used for comparing the kilowatts per rectifier available from various cir-
cuits. This is best illustrated by an example. Assume that the diodes rated 
at a crest working voltage of 400 V and with a current of 20 A are 
available. Table 8 below compares the single-phase full-wave and three-
phase full-wave bridge circuits. 

Table 9-6 Comparison of Circuits 
(Using diode ratings of VRWM = 400 V, IFAy = 20 A) 

number of diodes employed 
From Table 9-3 

output voltage Vo

output current Io

power available V o l o

d.c. Kilowatts per diode 

single-phase 
full-wave 

4 

400 
1.57 = 255 V 

2x20=40A 

255 x 40 = 10.2 kW 

10.2 
= 2.55 kW 4 

three-phase 
full-wave 

6 

400 
1.05 = 380 V 

3x20=60A 

380 x 60 = 22.8 kW 

22.8 
= 3.8 kW 6 

From the above results, it is apparent that better use of diodes is made 
in the three-phase bridge circuit. 
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10 lJse in Battery Chargers 

10.1 Introduction 

Battery chargers for undemanding applications (for instance overnight 
charging of car batteries for private use) do not require means for regula-
ting current or voltage. However, because the power fed into a battery 
falls off progressively with rising battery voltage, the total charging time 
can be minimized; in fact, an optimum discharge/charge cycle can be 
devised for any given set of economic factors. This will necessitate careful 
control of the charging process so as to shorten the time on charge and 
lengthen the battery life. There is, therefore, a requirement for charging 
equipment, employing thyristors or other control elements with associated 
regulating circuitry to keep output parameters constant, despite power 
line fluctuations and load variations. 

Having an extremely low internal resistance, cells cannot exercise an}~ 
current limiting action, and the output side of a charging set should there-
fore embody an element (a series resistance or reactance) that will keep 
the charge current within the rated level. This would also serve the pur-
pose of making the charge current more or less independent of a.c. supply 
fluctuations and battery voltage. 

The following observations may be helpful in suggesting the appropriate 
rectifier system for any particular application. (For full rectifier data refer 
to Table 9-3.) Firstly, let us consider the advantages of the full-wave 
rectifiers over the half-wave systems. (The same arguments apply to a 
three-phase full-wave when compared with its six-phase half-wave counter-
part.) 

— The secondary current flows (through the total secondary) in each 
direction on alternate half cycles, thus providing better utilization 
of the secondary windings. This results in a lower transformer kVA 
rating per kW output power, and where higher power levels are in-
volved abridge circuit will accordingly be given preference in view 
of the saving on transformer cost. 

— For a given d.c. output voltage, afull-wave rectifier will necessitate 
the use of diodes which have a rated crest reverse voltage that is only 
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a 

one-half of that of diodes used in half-wave circuits. This feature may 
be an advantage where only low-voltage rectifier diodes are available. 

Secondly consider the advantage of half-wave over full-wave type recti-
fiers. In a full-wave circuit two diodes are always in series with the load. 
The voltage drop through afull-wave rectifier is therefore greater than 
that through a comparable half-wave rectifier system which embodies only 
one diode per phase. Thus, ahalf--wave system may be preferable in very 
low voltage applications. 

The application determines the suitability of a battery type to be used. 
For the convenience of the reader the properties of the various kinds of 
cell are summarized in Fig. 10-1 and tables 10-1 and 10-2. The generally 
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0.4 

0.2 
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Ni—Cd & Ni—Fe 

Cd—Ag0 

3 4 5 6 
s tlischarge time (hrs) 

Fig. 10-1 Properties of accumulator cells. 

available, inexpensive Pb-acid accummulator is fairly long-lived and there-
fore suitable for general service. It shows a small gradual voltage decrease 
during discharge, without ar~y sharp initial fall-off (Fig. 10-1), for which 
reason it finds many applications in the laboratory. Ni-Cd and Ni-Fe 
batteries, owing to their ruggedness and long life, are widely used for 
powering vehicles, the Ni-Cd type being preferred where low ambient 
temperature may be encountered. The more expensive Zn-Ag0 and Cd-
Ag0 batteries have a high Wh-output per unit weight and volume and 
are likely to be the types chosen for space vehicles. 
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14.2 Design of Battery Chargers 

10.2.1 Resistance as Current-limiting Element 

This method is illustrated in Fig. 10-2, which shows the basic circuit 
diagram for asingle-phase half-wave charger together with its output 
voltage waveform. 

Fig. 10-2 Single phase, half-wave, battery charger. 

The d.c./a.c. voltage ratio ~ is expressed as: 

~ = cVB + VFAV)lvLy2 ti VB/vLy2, (10-1) 
where 
VB =battery voltage 
VFAv =diode forward voltage drop averaged over conduction cycle 
VL =secondary r.m.s. voltage 
Where the battery voltage is relatively high, diode voltage drop VFAV can 
be ignored. The value of ~ is a matter of compromise. If a value close to 
unity is chosen, only a low current-limiting resistance will be required and 
power wastage will be low. On the other hand, a smaller ratio will improve 
the regulating action of the circuit; that is to say, the charge current will 
be less affected by supply voltage fluctuations and the gradual rise in 
battery voltage as charging proceeds. However, the difference between the 
a.c. crest and the lowest battery voltage is now greater and thus more 
resistance will be needed to keep the charging current below the per-
missible level. Thus a low ~ value involves increased dissipation and a 
larger transformer, making the charger more bulky. Practical ~ values 
range around 0.6 at nominal battery voltage level. As will be clear from 
Fig. 10-2, in this circuit the diode must be rated for a reverse voltage equal 
to the sum of maximum battery voltage and crest value of the a.c. supply 
voltage (neglecting forward voltage dr

o

op VFAv): 

VRWM max = VL {~~2 ' ~ VB max• 
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Instantaneous diode current: 

iF = {VL ~/2 sin wst— (VB ~' VFAV)}/RS (10-3) 

where RS =total current-limiting resistance. 
Substituting eq. (10-1): 

iF = l~L l/2(sin u~st — ~)/Ils• (10-4) 

Average diode current, on substituting (10-4): 

1 wt2 
V V2 

wt2 

— ~ iF dwst = L ~ (sin u~st — ~) dwst, (10-5) 
2~c 2~sR5

wtl wtl 

IFAV = 

where cost2 —cost, =diode conduction angle. 
On introducing: 

B = ~/(1 — ~2) — ~ arc cos ~, (10-6) 

the above equation becomes: 

IFAV = VL Bv2/SR S. (10-7) 

Average anode current at short circuit (zero output voltage, hence ~ = 0, 
B = 1) 

IFAV sc = VLY 2 /~I~s• 

Since ~ is proportional to battery voltage VB (ref. eq. (10-1)); neglecting 
VFAy, while B varies in direct proportion to the average anode current, 
the normalized charge characteristic can be obtained by plotting B versus 
~, as has been done in Fig. 10-3, with the practical ~-range on an enlarged 
scale. 

B 
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IFAViIFAVsc~B~ =,f {(I.C.~A.C. 

vottage ratio, (~) }. 
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The total current-limiting resistance (resistanceperphase)can beworked 
out from eq. (10-6) 

RS = VL Bv2/~CIFAV = O.4S YL B/IFAV• (lO-S) 

From Fig. 10-2; Ra = RS — R, where R, the total transformer resistance 
per phase, is 7 % to 10 % of RS. Consequently lumped series resistance 
Ra . 0.9 RS, or from eq. (10-9): 

Ra ..  0.4 Vi  B/IFAv• 

Diode current (r.m.s.): 

(10-9) 

x'st2 
IF nns — 1

~~— I wiF~dc~st,~ (10-10) 
2' rw5~, 

which, on substitution of (10-4) and further manipulation, becomes 

I  _ VR~l2 ~{(1 -f- 2~2) arc cos 

~2~c 

3~— 3~ v(1— 
~Z)~. (10-11) F rms — 

s 

Diode current form factor: FfF = IF rmslIFAv From (10-6) and (10-7) 
we have 

F 
~ ~{(1 -I- 2~~) arc cosh 3~3 ~/(1 — ~~)~. 

(10-12) .fF — 

The dissipation in the series resistors is determined by the r.m.s. diode 
current level. Hence the required series resistor wattage is 

PRa = FJF ZIFAVZRa. 

From (10-4), peak diode current: 

IFwnr = VL j/2(1 — ~)/Rs. (10-14) 

(10-13) 

From (10-7) and (10-14), peak-to-average factor for diode current: 

FF(P/av) = n(1 — ~)/B. (10-15) 

The form factor FfF and peak-to-average factor FF(P/av) of the single-
phase diode current have been plotted against ratio ~ Fig. 10-4. 

Current-limiting resistors give protection against internal shorts. In a 
charging system equipped with more than one rectifying element, the 
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Fig. 10-4 Form factor F = f(~). 

required resistance should not be lumped into the single line to the bat-
tery or batteries under charge, but split up and placed next to the indi-
vidual diodes. Individual series resistors in a full-wave or multi-phase 
rectifier operate independently of one another because the only coupling 

s between legs is via the low load resistance. The total charge current is the 
sum of the current per phase as given by the formulae above. 

10.2.2 Reactor as Current-limiting Element 

Employment of resistive elements to limit the charge current to rated level 
necessarily involves power wastage, and thus will not be suitable for larger 
installations. Incorporating series reactors as loss-free current limiting 
elements will improve the charger efficiency, but the system power factor 
will be reduced due to reactive power taken by the series choke. 

Reactors may be incorporated per diode (Fig. 10-Sa), or a common 
reactor may be utilized, as depicted in Fig. 10-Sb for atwo-phase half-

a b 

Fig. 10-5 Reactances as current limiting elements: (a) individual diode chokes; (b) single 
primary choke. 
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wave system. Diode reactors are liable to magnetic saturation, owing to 
d.c. and since both phases operate independently, the conduction angle 
per diode may exceed 180° at low ~-values. Under short-circuit conditions, 
each diode will conduct over almost 360° giving rise to a fairly heavy fault 
current (Fig. 10-6). Thus, circuits equipped with a reactor in series with 

°.c. suppry voltage- 
voltage Vch across choke 

Fig. 10-6 Fault current caused by external short circuit. 

each diode will offer poor protection against external shorts. When a 
primary reactor is used however, each diode will conduct over 180° at 
most. The fault current stays at a much lower level, because current take-
over will occur at 180° intervals. Another benefit is that a symmetric 
current flows through the common choke, thus eliminating d.c. core 
saturation. 

Voltage and current waveshapes produced in a two-phase half-wave 
charger rectifier with a primary reactor are shown in Fig. 10-7 for dif-
ferent ~-values. Assuming zero circuit losses, the instantaneous primary 
current may be written 

1 
tPL -- ~ ~ Vch dl, 

where v~h =instantaneous choke voltage. Since f v~h dt represents the 
area between the time function of the choke voltage and the time axis, 
the two shaded choke voltage areas that lie within each diode conduction 
interval must be equal (the conduction interval will terminate when the 
primary current drops to zero). 

In Fig. 10-8 the diode conduction angle is plotted vs. ~ for a rectifier 
circuit with diode chokes (curve a) and for one with a common, primary 
reactor (curve b). At sufficiently high ~-values, both circuits will behave 
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Fig. 10-7 Voltage and current waveforms in two phase, half-wave battery charges. 

in the same fashion because currentless intervals will occur in both cases. 
However, for ~-values below 0.54, the diode conduction cycles will be 
restricted to 180° in the case of a primary reactor. In these circumstances 
the primary transformer voltage will be a square wave (see Fig. 10-7), for 
the diodes operate as switches, connecting the battery voltage across each 
secondary winding in turn. 
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Fig. 10-8 Diode conduction angle = f(~): (a) individual diode chokes; (b) single primary 
choke. 

As shown in Fig. 10-7, the diodes must carry a reverse voltage twice 
max. battery voltage under load conditions; however, their reverse voltage 
rating should equal twice the peak value of the secondary voltage (no load 
condition). 

VRWM maxi 2 VL j/2. (10-16) 

The diode current under fault conditions can be calculated as follows. 
Primary r.m.s. current IPLsc during a short circuit across the rectifier 

output amounts to 

IPLsc = VPL~~sI•ch(sc)~ 110-17) 

where VPL = a.c. supply voltage. 
Lchcsc) =effective reactor inductance at fault current. 

If the supply transformer operates as an ideal current transformer, the 
peak value of the steady-state secondary fault current will be 

ILMsc = PPLsc N v2 = N VPLv2/wsLchcsc„ (10-18) 

where N = primary-to-secondary turns ratio. 
Each diode will conduct during 180° and carry asemi-sinusoidal cur-

rent. The average diode current under fault conditions will therefore be 

IFAVsc = N VpLv2/~ca~sL~hcs~)• (10-19) 

Normalized charge characteristic B' vs. ~, diode current form factor FfP' 
and diode current peak-to-average FPcPio~) are shown in Figs 10-9 and 
10-10 for practical ~-values. 
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Fig. 10-10 Diode current 
form factor (F) = f(~). 

Normalized charge characteristics are illustrated in Fig. 10-11 for all 
circuits discussed above. The superiority of the system with primary choke 
in limiting the fault current is clearly demonstrated (~ = 0). For ~-values 
exceeding 0.54, the performance of the three circuits is almost identical. 

3.2 

2.8 

24 

2.0 

1.6 

1.2 
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0.4 

,~„~„ 

8 

B' 

0  
0 02 04 06 08 p 10 

Fig. 10-11 Normalised charge characteristics: 
B current limiting using resistors 
B' current limiting using primary choke 
B" current limiting using secondary choke in series with each diode, half-wave circuit. 

The above considerations also hold (with good approximation) for sys-
tems equipped with a leakage transformer, and for polyphase rectifier 
chargers provided with a primary reactor. 
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Practical Design of Primary Reactor. The formulae needed to design the 
primary reactor are given below. R.M.S. reactor voltage: 

Vch = vIVPLZ — Vi~~z), (10-20) 

where 
VpL =phase-neutral supply voltage, 
VL1' =primary transformer voltage per phase at full load; see eq. (10-33), 

section 10.3. 
Reactor VA rating follows (to a good approximation) from 

VAn ch — mlVchIPL~ 2 , (10-21) 

where 
ml = no. of primary phases, 
IpL =primary current per phase, eqs (10-22), (10-23). 
Core weight may be estimated from Fig. 10-12. Core losses are calculated 
in the manner explained in section 10.3. 

Different transformer/choke arrangements are illustrated in Fig. 10-13. 

a zz 

m zo 

t 1e 

16 

14 

12 

10 

8 

,~ s, 

 three—phase 
supp y 

single phase 
supply 

6 _~ 
10 0° 0~ 0~ 

~ ratetl lkVA) 

Fig. 10-12 kg/kVA = f(kVA). 

10.3 Supply Transformer Design 

The primary and secondary voltages and currents, the turns ratio, the 
VA rating and the core weight of the supply transformer can be deter-
mined by using the formulae which follow. 
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Fig. 10-13 Transformer and choke arrangement: (a) two-phase half-wave; (b) three-
phase half-wave; (c) four phase half-wave; (d) six phase half-wave. 

The primary current per phase, IpL, depends on the number of second-
ary phases. If the number of secondary phases is 2, 4, 6 or 12, 

I pL = 1 .07 IF rms v2/N. (10-22) 
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If the rectification is half-wave and the number of secondary phases is 
1 or 3, 

IpZ, = 1.07 IP ~/{(diode current form factor)2 — 1}/N. (10-23) 

The coefficient 1.07 allows for the transformer magnetizing current. The 
secondary voltage per phase VL (no load) may be obtained from eq. (10-1): 

VL = (VB -}- VpAv)1~v2 . VB/~I/2, (10-24) 

where 
VB =battery voltage, 

VPAv =voltage drop across diode (approximately 1.5 V), averaged over 
conduction interval, 

~ ..  0.6 at nominal battery voltage level. 
The nominal battery voltage can be taken from the table below. 

Table 10-3 Battery voltage per cell 

Pb-acid Ni-Cd & Ni-Fe 

min. 
nominal 
max. 

2.0 
2.2 
2.7 

1.2 
1.4 
1.8 

The no-load primary voltage per phase VL1 (using resistors) is: 

VL1 = VPL~ 

where VpL = phase-neutral supply voltage. 
Using a primary reactor: 

(10-25) 

VL1 = 0.9 VpL. (10-26) 

The coefficient 0.9 allows for the voltage drop across the reactor due to 
the transformer magnetizing current. 

For Scott transformer (4-phase secondary), using primary reactor 
(Fig. 10-14), 

and 
VLlry = 1.35 vPL; 

ViiU — 1.56 VpL. 

(10-27) 

(10-28) 

The primary-to-secondary turns ratio N may be derived as follows. When 
diode resistors are employed, 

N =VpL/ VL, (10-29) 
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Fig. 10-14 Scott transformer to give four-phase secondary. 

where VL =secondary voltage per phase. 
With a primary reactor, 

N = 0.9 VPL/VL. (10-30) 

For Scott transformer (Fig. 10-14, eq. (10-27)): 

N = VLin/VL = 1.35 VPL/VL. (10-31) 

The primary voltage per phase VL1 (full load) with a reactor in the 
primary circuit is now calculated. 

The load current causes an increased voltage drop across the primary 
reactor, thus reducing the primary transformer voltage. The following 
formula is sufficiently accurate for most practical cases. 

Primary voltage per phase, at full load, 

VL1 = NIVB ~ VFAV)• 

Substituting eqs (10-30) and (10-24), 

VL1' = 0.9 ~ VPL~/2, (10-32) 

in which ~ ,.  0.6 at nominal battery voltage level. 
Primary and secondary transformer ratings will differ in cases where 

primary and secondary current form factors are not equal. 

Primary VA-rating VAl „ = m1 VL1I PL; (10-33) 

Secondary VA-rating VAZ „ = mZ VLIL ; (10-34) 
where 
ml = no. of primary phases 
mz = no. of secondary phases 
Vl =primary voltage per phase, eqs (10-25) and (10-26) 
VL =secondary voltage per phase, eq. (10-24) 
IPL =primary current per phase, eq.s (10-22) and (10-23) 
IL =secondary current per phase average diode currentx current 

form factor. 
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For Scott transformer, when using primary reactor, from eqs (10-27) and 
(10-28) and Fig. 10-17, since primary VA-rating is the sum of VA-ratings 
per primary winding: 

VAln = 2.91 VPLIPL~ 

I PL is derived from eq. (10-22). 
The overall transformer VA rating is the arithmetic mean of the pri-

mary and secondary VA ratings: 

VAn = (VAln + VAzr)/2. (10-36) 

Core weight may be estimated from Fig. 10-12. At 1 Wb/m2 (10 000 
gauss) peak flux density, core losses are 1.3 to 1.7 watts/kg for trans-
former sheet 0.35 to 0.5 mm thick, and 2.5 to 3.0 watts/kg for dynamo 
sheet of the same gauge. 

(10-35) 

10.4 Design Examples 
10.4.1 25V, 6 A Battery Charger 

It is required to design a charger for charging four 6 V or two 12 V car 
batteries at a rated charge current of t o = 6 A. Supply voltage is 220 V 
a.c., 50 Hz. The circuit in Fig. 10-15 has been adopted. 

I 
R ~ Ra

Ipy 

Vp~~  ;i 
Fig. 10-15 Battery charger, two phase half-wave. 

volts per cell 1.8 2.1 2.7 0 

0.49 0.57 0.73 0 
B' 0.35 0.3 0.13 1 

Ia

la

0.35x6=7A 6A
0.13

x6=2.6A 1
0.3 0.3 

x6 20A 
0.3 

IFAV = 2 3.5 A 3 A 1.3 A 10 A 

FF<p/au) 4.6 5 6.4 ~t 
FfF 1.9 2 2.2 ~/2 
IFWM = IFAvFF(/au) 16 A 15 A 8.3 A 31.4 A 
IF rms 6.65 A 6 A 2.86 A 15.7 A 

* semi-sinusoidal current waveform 
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Step 1: Secondary voltage per phase. 
From eq. (10-24) putting ~ = 0.57 and taking 2.1 V as the nominal voltage per cell 
(Pb-acid battery), we find that the secondary voltage will be 

v~ _ (lz x 2.1 + 1>/o.s7 y2 = 32.5 V. 
Diode currents are worked out in the table on p. 212. 
Step 2: Selection of diodes 
Peak reverse voltage across each diode from eq. (10-16): 

2 x 32.5 v2 = 92 V. 
Thus, two diodes type BYX42-300 mounted on a common heatsink, will be perfectly 
adequate for the job even under sustained fault conditions. 
General remark: Damping RC elements should be placed across the transformer total 
secondary terminals. On the basis of the formulas in chapter 6; 

C = 225 x 0.07 x 1.34 x 3.4/(2 x 32.5) = 1.1 µF, 
take 1µF and make R equal to 200/1.0 = 200 ohms. 
Step 3: Supply transformer VA rating (nominal battery voltage). 
Eq. (]0-34): VAZ „ = 2 x 32.5 x 6.0 = 390 VA. 
Eq. (10-29): Turns ratio N = 220/32.5 = 6.8. 
Eq. (10-22): Primary current I PL = 1.07 x 6.0 v2/6.8 = 1.34. 
Eq. (10-33): VAl„ = 1 x220x 1.34 = 295 VA. 
Eq. (10-36): VA„ _ (390 -{- 295)/2 = 342 VA. 
Step 4: Series resistor R„. 
From eq. (10-9): R, = 0.4(32.5/3)0.3 = 1.3 S2. 
Secondary transformer resistance per phase 0.1 R„ = 0.13 S2. 
Eq. (10-13): Resistor wattage PR„ = 6.652 x 1.3 = 57 W. 
(min. battery voltage) 
Step 5: Charger efficiency and power factor (nominal battery voltage). 
Core weight from Fig. 10-12 for VA„ = 342 VA: 20.5 x0.342 = 7.0 kg. 
Core losses for 2.5 W/kg specific loss at 1 Wb/m2 peak flux density: 7.0 x 2.5 = 17.5 W. 
Secondary copper losses: 2 IZR = 2 x 6.02 x 0.13 = 9.4 W. 
Primary copper loss will be approximately the same as the secondary copper loss, so 
the total will be about 20 W. 

Total charger losses may now be found as follows: 
Core losses 17 W 
Transformer copper losses 20 W 
Losses in series resistors (2 x 62 x 1.3) = 94 W 
Dissipation of diodes type BYX42 at 3 A average current, from spec 
sheet: (2 x 4 W) 8 W 

Total losses 
Output power: (no. 12 x 2.1 x 6) _ 

Required input power 
Efficiency =output/input = 151/290 = 0.52. 
Power factor =required input power/VPLI PL = 290/(220 x 1.34) = 0.98. 

139 W 
151 W 

290 W 

10.4.2 126 V, 15 A Battery Charger 

A charger is required for charging a battery consisting of 60 Pb-acid 
cells, at 15 A rated charge current. In view of the required output power, 
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a three-phase half-wave rectifier circuit with primary choke will be 
adopted (Fig. 10-16). Phase-neutral voltage is 220 V a.c., 50 Hz. Because 
of series inductance Vl c' 0.9 x 380/j/3 ^' 200 V. 

IPL 

Fig. 10-16 Battery charger, three phase half-wave. 

Step 1: Secondary voltage per phase 
From eq. (10-25), putting ~ = 0.60 and taking 2.1 V as the nominal voltage per cell, 
we find that the secondary voltage per phase must be VL (60 x 2.1 -~ 1)/0.60 v2 = 
150 V. 
Diode currents are worked out in the table below. 

volts per cell max. 2.7 V nom. 2.1 V min. 1.95 V 

~ from eq. (10-1) 0.77 0.60 0.555 
B' from Fig. 10-9 0.08 0.25 0.32 
I P 0.08 x 15/0.25 15 A 0.32/15/0.25 

= 4.2 A (rated) = 19.2 A 

IFAV = Io/ 3 1.4 A 5 A 6.4 A 
FF'(P,aP~ from Fig. 10-10 5.4 4.0 3.7 
FfF' from Fig. 10-]0 2.5 1.8 1.75 
IFWM = IFAV xFj'(P/au) 7.6A 20.OA 23.7A 
IF rms = IL = IFAV x  FJF 3.5 A 9.0 A 11.2 A 
transformer sec. line current 5 12.7 15.8 A 

IFrms X 1/2 

Step 2: Selection of diodes 
Crest working reverse voltage of diodes must equal the open circuit secondary voltage 
of the transformer. For safety this is taken as the voltage occurring when full mains 
voltage appears across the primary. 
Open circuit secondary voltage = 220 x 150 X2/200 = 234 volts. 
To ensure that the diodes can withstand transients that appear on the mains and if 
the battery is disconnected whilst being charged it is recommended that the types 
BXY42-900 and 900R are used. The diodes should be mounted on two or three heat-
sinks whichever is most convenient. 
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Damping elements for transient suppression. 
Transformer magnetizing current 5.9 - 5.5 = 0.4 A. 

Add Vl and VcH = 200 + 220 v(1 - 0.92) = 200 + 96 = 296 V. 
C = 225 x 0.4 x 1.332/296 = 0.538, take 0.5 µF, then R = 200/C = 400 S2. 

Step 3: Transformer VA rating (nominal battery voltage) 
Eq. (10-34): VAZ „ = y3 x 150 x 12.7 = 330 VA. 
Eq. (10-30): Turns ratio N = 0.9x200/150 = 1.33 
Eq. (10-23): Primary current I PA =sec. phase current/1.33 = 12.7/1.33 v3 = 5.5 A; 

including magnetising current = 1.07 x 5.5 = 5.9 A. 
Eq. (10-33): VAl „ = 3 x 200 x 5.9 = 3550 A. 
Eq. (10-36): VA„ _ (3300 + 3550)/2 = 3400 VA. 
Step 4: Choke VA rating (nominal battery voltage): 
Eq. (10-32): Transformer primary phase voltage at full load: 

VI ' = 0.9 x 0.60 x 220 v2 = 168 V. 
Eq. (10-37): Choke voltage Vin = y(2202 - 1682) = 143 V. 
Eq. (10-38): VA„~~n, _ (3 X 143 X 6.06)/2 = 1300 VA. 
Step S: Charger efficiency and power factor (nominal battery voltage): 
Transformer core weight from Fig. 10-12 for VA„ = 3400 VA: 

9 x 3.843 ~ 30 kg. 
Transformer core losses for 2.5 W/kg specific loss at 1 Wb/m2 peak flux density: 
34.6 x 2.5 ^~ 75 W. 
Reactor core weight from Fig. 10-12 for VAS„ = 1300 VA: 16 x 1.3 = 20.8 kg. 
Reactor core losses: 20.8 x 2.5 ̂ ~ 50 W. 

The total loss account is made up as follows: 
Transformer core losses 75 jW 
Reactor core losses 50 W 
Transformer copper loss (~ 2.5 % of VA rating) 85 W 
Reactor copper loss (~ 3 % of VA rating) 40 W 
Dissipation of diodes type BYX13 at 5 A average current, from spec. 

sheet: 6 x 10 W 

Total losses 
Output power: 60 X 2.1 X I S 

Required input power 
Efficiency =output/intput = 1890/2200 = 0.86 
Power factor =required input power/VPLI PL v3 = 2200/380 x 5.9 v3 = 0.56 

3-phase 
supply 

IPL 

Fig. 10-17 Battery charger, four-phase half-wave. 

60 W 

310 W 
= 1890 W 

2200 W 
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10.4.3 63 V, 50 A Battery Charger 
Equipment is required for charging a battery consisting of 50 Ni-Fe cells, 
at 50 A rated charge current. The circuit (Scott arrangement) appears in 
Fig. 10-17. Phase voltage is 220 V, 50 Hz. 

Step 1: Secondary voltage per phase 
From eq. (10-24), putting ~ = 0.59 and taking 1.25 as the nominal voltage level per 
cell, we find that the secondary voltage per phase must be 

VL = (50 x 1.25 ~- 1)/0.59 y2 = 76 V. 
Diode currents are worked out in the table below. 

volts per cell ~ max. 1.7 V nom. 1.25 V min. 1.05 V 

~ from eq. (10-1) 0.80 0.59 0.50 
B' from Fig. 10-9 0.065 0.27 0.385 

0.065 
x 50 = 

50 A 0.385 
50 

0.27 
x = 

0.27 I„ (rated) 

= 12.0 A = 71.3 A 
IFav = l0/4 3.0 A 12.5 A 17.8 A 
FF' (p/no) from Fig. 10-10 5.75 3.9 3.5 
FfF' from Fig. 10-10 2.75 1.8 1.7 
IFWM = IFAV X FF~(p/u) 17.3A 48.8A 62.3A 
IF rms = IL = IFAV X Ff f' 8.25 A 22.5 A 30.3 A 

Step 2: Selection of diodes 
Peak reverse voltage across diodes, from eq. (10-16), is 

2 Ve mex = 2 X SO X 1.7 = 170 V. 

Diode type BYX13-800 
Step 3: Transformer VA rating (nominal battery voltage): 
Eq. (10-34): VA Z „ = 4 x 76 x 22.5 = 6840 VA. 
Eq. (10-27): Vln = 1.35x220 = 297 V. 
Eq. (10-31): Turns ratio N = 297/76 = 3.91. 
Eq. (10-22): Primary current IpL = 1.07 x 22.5 X2/3.91 = 8.7 A 
Eq. (10-35): VA1 „ = 2.91 X 220 X 8.7 = 5570 VA 
Eq. (10-36): VA„ _ (6840 -}- 5570)/2 = 6205 VA 
Step 4: Choke VA rating (nominal battery voltage): 
Eq. (10-32): Vi ' = 0.9 x 0.59 x 220 ~2 = 165 V. 
Eq. (10-37): V~~, = y(2202 - 165Z) = 146 V. 
Eq. (10-38): VA(~h) _ (3 x 146 x 8.7)/2 = 1900 VA. 

The Scott circuit has been used many times in the past. We have given calculations 
here for completeness sake as one may have to re-equip an existing mercury vapour 
tube rectifier, and hence an existing Scott transformer, with silicon diodes. Therefore 
some background of Scott transformers is useful. 
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10.5 Simple 6 V/12 V Car Battery Chargers 
10.5.1 General 
Car battery chargers must be inexpensive yet reliable in performance. 
They should be foolproof, capable of withstanding shorts and preferably 
reverse connection of the battery. The circuit should therefore incorporate 
some means of limiting current, such as an incandescent lamp of sufficient 
wattage (alternatively, the leakage inductance of the supply transformer 
can be used for that purpose), and fuses must be inserted where necessary. 
The charger must exhibit a predetermined current-limiting impedance 
which, at rated charge current, will compensate for the difference between 
peak output voltage and minimum battery voltage level. 

The battery chargers described in this section, which are equipped with 
type BYX21 diodes, all meet the above requirements. 

10.5.2 4 A Battery Charger using Incandescent Lamps as Current 
limiters 

The schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 10-18. The fuse will protect 
against reverse connection of the battery. The diodes are mounted on a 
common 8 x 12 x 0.2 cm aluminium heatsink. The performance of the 
charger is given in Table 10-4. 

BVX62 

mre :'E" anMI" lamilgtions 
size: 90x106 sg mm 
stocking height:36mm 

Fig. 10-18 Incandescent lamps as curretrt limiter. 

BVX42 

Table 10-4 Performance of 4 A battery charger employing incandescent lamps as cur-
rent-limiting resistors (a.c. supply voltage 220 V nominal) 

voltage across transformer 
primary (V) 

d.c. output current 
(A) 

no output load 200 —
charging 12 V battery 140 3.8 
charging 6 V battery 90 5.3 
output shorted 30 7.0 
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10.5.3 4A Battery Charger with Leakage Transformer 
The leakage transformer incorporated in this battery charger (Fig. 10-19) 
provides a very effective current-limiting action with low losses (Table 

220V 968 

SOHz 
turns 

b O.Smm 
mellad 

coPgr wire) 
~1i5316i 

189 
turns i

01.1 em ~ 
m IIeW ` 

copper ire — 

2x BVXL2-300 
on 4x8x 0,2cm 
AI heatsink 

GA 
output 

iz BVX42-300R 
on GzB x0.2 tm 
AI hentsink 

Fig. 10-19 Leakage transformer as current limiter (4 amp.). 

10-5). The diodes are mounted on the heat-sinks in pairs. The trans-
former construction is shown in Figs 10-20 and 10-21. Two stacks of 
I-laminations provide a magnetic shunt. The height of these stacks must 
be adjusted to bring the performance of the charger into conformity with 

Fig. 10-20 Construction of battery charger leakage transformer. 
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Fig. 10-21 4 Amp. battery charger leakage transformer-dimensions. 

Table 10-5. The I-stacks must be shimmed with non-magnetic material 
to achieve constant leakage inductance. 

Table 10-5 Performance of 4 A battery charger with leakage transformer (supply voltage 
220 V a.v. nominal) 

primary current 
(A) 

secondary 
voltage (V) 

d.c. output 
current (A) 

no output load 0.15 38 —
charging 12 V battery 0.95 16.5 3.8 
charging 6 V battery 1.03 9 4.2 
output shorted 1.05 — 4.4 

10.5.4 20 A Battery Charger with Leakage Transformer 

This type will provide rapid battery charging since it has a much higher 
output current rating (Fig. 10-22). The transformer construction is shown 
in Figs 10-20 and 10-23. Table 10-6 contains charger performance figures. 

Al 

220V 455 
turns 

SOHz 
012mm 

melletl 

Jr ~: vv., 
x.~~e 

B 

faros 
03m 

~ovmelletl 
ner w~.e 

2xevxt3-goo 
on 72x12x0.2cm 
AI heatsink 

J 

20 A 
output 

2x BYx73-400R 
on 12zt2x 0.2 cm 
AI heatsink 

Fig. 10-22 Leakage transformer as 
current limiter (20 amp). 
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Fig. 10-23 20 Amp. battery charger leakage transformer-dimensions. 

Table 10-6 Performance of 20 A battery charger with leakage transformer (a.c. supply 
voltage 220 V nominal) 

primary current ~ secondary 
(A) ~ voltage (~ 

d.c. output 
current (A) 

no output load 
charging 12 V battery 
charging 6 V battery 
output shorted 

0.7 
3.2 
3.8 
4.0 

28 
19.5 
9.5 

16.5 
22.0 
23.5 

10.6 Battery Voltage Sensor 
A traction battery voltage sensor to safeguard against excessive drain by 
the traction motor is illustrated in Fig. 10-24. It will cut out the traction 
motor at low battery voltage level or, trip a warning device. A timing 
circuit is incorporated to prevent the sensor responding to short duration 
battery voltage drops. Any drop in battery voltage will causes a change 
in the voltage level at the junction of R,, Rz which is applied to TRl's 
base via zener diode D1 without loss of sensitivity. TRl's emitter receives 
approx. 0.8 Vback-biasing voltage level from forward-biased diode Dz, 
which constitutes part of voltage divider DZ, R,, D3. At nominal battery 
voltage level (24 V), approx. 7 V drops across R,, causing D1 to break 
down. 
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Fig. 10-24 Battery voltage sensor. 
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Sufficient voltage is applied to TR1's base to overcome the emitter back-
biasing voltage (over 0.3 V voltage drop between TR1-base and emitter). 
Thus TR1 will conduct, keeping timing capacitor Cl charged to approx. 
22 V. Sufficient current is delivered to TRZ's base to saturate this tran-
sistor despite the emitter reverse-biasing voltage originating from D3. The 
accompanying low TRZ-collector saturation voltage drop maintains TR3
in the OFF state. Thus, both relay RL1 and the d.c. power contactor will 
remain de-energized. 

When, owing to excessive battery drain, the sensor input voltage reduces 
to 22.8 V (1.9 V/cell), the voltage drop across R, is not large enough to 
maintain D1 in its breakdown region. The base-emitter voltage of TR1
drops below 0.2 V and it goes non-conducting. The voltage across Cl
collapses at a rate determined by the setting of R4. When the voltage 
across Cl drops below 7 V, TRZ will switch OFF. TRZ's collector voltage 
rises, causing TR3 to switch ON. The bottoming of TR3 causes both RL, 
and the d.c. power to be energized, and the traction motor supply is 
interrupted. D4 across relay RL, protects TR3 against inductive voltage 
surges. TR3 goes non-conducting at about one-third of the way down the 
discharge curve of Cl ; in this region the decay in the capacitor voltage is 
fast enough to ensure reliable switching and at the same time minimize 
the variation in switching delay that may result from the spread in the 
gain characteristics of individual transistors. 

If the battery voltage falls only momentarily below the controlled level, 
TR, too will pass only briefly into the OFF state and the decay in the 
voltage across Cl will not go far enough for the contactor to come into 
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action. The delay in the sensor response can be adjusted between 15 and 
40 seconds by means of R4. Override button Sl allows the van to be driven 
to the nearest charging station on a low battery. Its manipulation places 
a forward bias on TR2, thereby de-energizing RL1 and the d.c. power 
contactor and restoring the power supply to the motor. CZ prevents inter-
ference from triggering the circuit. 

RZ adjusts the min. battery voltage level to which the sensor will res-
pond, and caters for tolerances in D1, D2 and divider R1, RZ, R8. Input 
transistor TR1 exhibits high gain and low leakage; there is a roughly 
0.3 V difference between its switching levels. The sensor can easily be 
adapted to a higher battery voltage by connecting it up to the battery 
terminals via a resistive divider. The battery sensor can be improved by 
adding an expanded-scale 22-25 V voltmeter to monitor the battery volt-
age (Fig. 10-25). A 1 mA movement is connected across the output of a 

adjust 
zero 

deflection 
122VI 

DS 

BZZ20 
110) 

1.2k52 

Fig. 10-25 Expanded scale voltmeter (22-25 V). 

bridge whose input is fed by the battery voltage. Zener diode DS is incor-
porated to provide the expanded scale. Good scale linearity is accom-
plished by selecting low-ohmic resistors for R9i Rlo, leaving the voltage 
at the R9, R10 junction virtually unaffected by the current flowing through 
the meter. Trimmers are incorporated to adjust both zero and full-scale 
meter deflection. 
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11 Miscellaneous Applications 

This chapter deals with applications in which power diodes play some-
thing other than a straight rectifying role. The "one-way" properties of 
these devices can be utilized to advantage in signalling systems such as 
traffic control or annunciating schemes, intwo-position control of heating 
systems for switching between partial and full load or between zero and 
partial load, for protecting accumulators under charge against inadvertent 
reversal of leads, and so on. In cases where a controlled rectifier (thyristor) 
system powers an inductive load, a diode can be connected across the 
rectifier output in order to make the current in the load continuous over 
the major part of the output control range. Lastly, the diode forward 
threshold voltage may be turned to account in voltage-limiting circuitry 
for measuring instruments, or for protecting a secondary battery against 
overcharging. 

11.1 Application in Control Systems 

11.1.1 Traffic Control 

In areas where roads are under repair one lane may be obstructed over 
a considerable length. Atwo-phase traffic control system will be adequate 
in most instances to maintain a regular flow of traffic from either side 
in turn, via the unobstructed lane. An all-red phase must be interlaced 
to clear the lane before admitting traffic from the opposite direction. The 
use of twin rather than triple-cored interconnecting cable will reduce the 
cost of such temporary installations. One possible scheme is shown in 
Fig. 11-1. The traffic lights are switched by reversing the polarity of the 
rectified a.c. supply. The circuit provides full-wave rectification and so 
the r.m.s. voltage level does not change, allowing normal lamp types to 
be employed. During a "red" phase the polarity is such that Lae will be 
shorted by D2 while La1 is on. The opposite applies during a "green" 
phase. Fig. 11-2 shows an alternative wiring arrangement for the lamps. 

11.1.2 Temperature Control 

In two-position temperature control systems for ovens, temperature 
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Fig. 11-1 Temporary traffrc light installation. 
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Fig. 11-2 Alternative diode arrangement for temporary trafftc light installation. 

a b 

Fig. 11-3 Temperature control of ovens using diodes. 

c 
n::rte 

stabilization will be improved if the heating power is switched between 
narrower limits. Thus, oven temperature fluctuations are reduced when 
the input alternates between half and full power rather than switching 
between zero and full. Some arrangements that do away with the need 
for a tapped autotransformer may be found in Fig. 11-3; in each of these, 
changeover between half and full oven input power is effected by switching 
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diodes placed in series with the heating elements. The very simple circuit 
in diagram a passes only half-waves when switched to half power, and 
is suitable in cases where the mains supply is riot transformed. Circuits b 
and c can be used in ovens equipped with an even number of heating 
elements intended for operation in parallel. 

The diode ratings must be selected to withstand full power level P as 
given by one of the following formulae. 

Fig. 11-3a and c: 
Fig. 11-3b 

P = ~ IFAV max VPL~V 2

P — 2~ IFAV max VPL~v2

(11-1) 
(11-2) 

where 

IFAv max =diode current rating (average) 
VPL = r.m.s. a.c. supply voltage 
Thus, for 20 A diode rating and 220 V a.c. supply voltage we find 9.76 kW 
and 19.52 kW full output power for Fig. 11-3a and c and Fig. 11-3b 
respectively. 

11.2 Application in Protection Circuits 
11.2.1 Protection of Meters 
A minimum forward voltage (threshold value) is needed to make a diode 
fully conductive. The diode current is relatively small for any forward 
voltage drop below the threshold value, but rises rapidly once the thres-
hold is exceeded. This feature makes the diode useful as a voltage-
limitingelement. Aconventional protective circuit for a measuring instru-
ment is shown in Fig. 11-4. If the voltage (either polarity) across the 
meter terminals and the series resistor should start to exceed the diode 

Fig. 11-4 Meter protection using diodes. 

threshold voltage, the major part of the current will be diverted through 
the diodes, thus safe-guarding the meter against burn-out or mechanical 
damage. Depending on the overload sensitivity of the movement, the 
diode threshold voltage should not exceed two of five times the total 
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voltage drop occurring across the meter and series resistor R at full scale 
deflection. The correct value of series resistor is essential in the case of 
a sensitive movement. At a larger full-scale voltage drop, the resistor can 
be omitted; indeed, it may be necessary to place two or more seriesed 
diodes in parallel with the meter circuit. The diodes must be matched to 
the meter circuit to maintain scale linearity; at full-scale deflection the 
diode current should be low compared to the meter current. 

11.2.2 Protection of Batteries 
A method of protecting small secondary batteries against overcharging 
is illustrated in Fig. 11-5. The overall threshold voltage of the paralleled 
diodes will be exceeded as soon as the battery becomes fully charged, 
thus providing a "spillway" for excessive charge current. The diodes must 
be selected according to the voltage level of the battery in the fully charged 
state; the diode threshold voltage is approx. 0.7 V for silicon types, and 
approx. 0.4 V for germanium types, and will decrease as junction tem-
perature increases. 

ti

Fig. 11-5 Protection of batteries 
from overcharging by using diodes. 

current limiting 
resistor 

Fig. 11-6 Protection against 
reversing of battery Zeads. 

1.SV 

The circuit depicted in Fig. 11-6 provides enhanced discrimination 
against reversal of charge current. When the battery terminals are 
reversed, the fuse will rapidly blow because protective diode D1 becomes 
conductive. Dl must be rated to withstand the short circuit current during 
the clearing time of the fuse. 

11.3 Application as a Signalling Device 

Fig. 11-7 shows the application of diodes in current indicating circuitry. 
The diodes will ensure that across the indicator lamp, an almost constant 
voltage appears (approx. 1.5 V) over a wide range of load current. This 
arrangement provides much more reliable evidence that current is being 
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taken by the load than does a pilot lamp placed across the load side of 

the switch which only indicates that voltage is applied. The diodes must 

be rated to withstand any inrush load current. 
i 

—~~ ~ J~ ~ rzs:ass 

Fig. 11-7 Indicator lamps connected across rectifying diodes. 

11.4 Application as a Load Current Smoothing Element 

11.4.1 General 

Smoothing of the output current from a controlled rectifier (thyristor) 
system is achieved by placing a reactor in series with the load. To ensure 
continuous current flow over the major part of the output control range, 
a very large and hence expensive reactor would be needed. A diode 
placed across the output, on the supply side of the reactor, gives con-
tinuous current flow even at large control angles, thus making better use 
of the reactor throughout the whole range of output control. In addition, 
an improved rectifier system power factor results, while less severe voltage 
jumps occur across the thyristors. Because the load current flows continu-
ously, the load reactor produces no transients likely to damage the 
thyristors. 

11.4.2 The Operation of the Free-wheeling Diode ~'$~ 

The operation of an inductively loaded two-phase half-wave rectifier cir-
cuit, not equipped with a smoothing diode, is shown in Fig. 11-8. Smooth-
ing reactor L opposes any change in d.c. output current, and when time 
constant L/R~opd is infinite a perfectly smoothed d.c. current results. 
When the secondary a.c. voltage starts to go negative, the voltage de-
veloped across the smoothing reactor by the somewhat decreasing cur-
rent continues to force current through the load against the transformer 
secondary voltages; this prolongs Thl's conduction until The starts con-
ducting and vice versa. Neglecting rectifier circuit losses and transformer 
leakage inductance, the steady-state d.c. output voltage may be expressed 
as: 
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Fig. 11-8 Two phase half-wave rectifier supply using SCRs and inductive smoothing. 

lrz
+a 2

Va(~) _ — 
J 

VL ~/2 sin u~st du>St = — VL j/2 cos z~, 
~ ~ a 

(11-3) 

where ~ =control angle. 
(See Fig. 11-10; curve a.) 

In a practical circuit, load resistance Riaaa will not be zero so that 
time constant L/R~aad will have a finite value. The output voltage will 
deviate from curve a at a certain control angle between 0 and ~/2, and 
ultimately reduce to zero at ~ _ ~. This deviation, represented in Fig. 
11-10 by curve c, is caused by the load current becoming intermittent. 
The point at which the discontinuity sets in depends on the time constant 
L/R~aad of the output circuit. 
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The effect of adding a smoothing diode is illustrated in Fig. 11-9. As 

TH1 
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I I V 

1~ d.t. output 
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1 I ~ I~ ~I
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current 
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voltage jump 
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1 
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current through Dt 

primary current 

THi 
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rzsxsx 

free wheeling 
diode 

Rya

no negative voltage area Idealized current waveforms 
(L/R~.m) 

j~

Fig. 11-9 Supply of Fig. 11-8 with free-wheeling diode added. (a) circuit; (b) idealized 
waveforms. 

soon as the output voltage Va starts to become negative, shunt diode D1
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(termed free-wheeling diode) will conduct and so allow the reactor to 
expend its stored energy through the load unhindered by an opposing 
voltage from the transformer. The purpose of the diode is to maintain 
the flow of load current during periods of zero output voltage as thyris-
tors Thl and The cease to conduct as soon as their supply voltage drops 
below that required to supply their holding current. While D1 is con-
ducting, the load current decays exponentially depending on the time 
constant L/R~oQd (ref. dotted line in d.c. output current curve, Fig. 11-9) 
until thyristor turn-ON. Thus, the output current swings around an 
average value Ia, and its ripple depends both on L/R~oQd and control angle. 
Owing to the transformer leakage inductance there will be no immediate 
current take-over between thyristor and free-wheeling diode, and vice 
versa, so commutation will occur in any practical system; commutation 
angles yl, y2 (Fig. 11-9) are determined by reactor and transformer 
leakage inductance, supply voltage and load resistance. 

When thyristor turn-ON is delayed, the d.c. current that would norm-
ally be carried by the transformer windings is diverted through the free-
wheeling diode. Hence, at given d.c. output current, the r.m.s. value of 
the a.c. current is reduced, which results in an increased rectifier system 
power factor. 

The output voltage waveshape depicted in Fig. 11-9 resembles that 
obtained with a pure resistive load. Neglecting circuit losses and trans-
former leakage, the d.c. output voltage is expressed as: 

1 
rz

Vp(~) _ — J VL j/2 sin cost dws = VL j/2(1 -}- cos ~)/~. (11-4) 
a 

(See Fig. 11-10, curve b.) 

Comparison of thyristor voltage waveshapes without and with free-
wheeling diode added (Fig. 11-8, 11-9) shows that in the first instance a 
sudden voltage jump will occur during commutation. This voltage jump 
attains its maximum value (2VL ~/2) (Fig. 11-8) for ~ _ ~c/2 and heavy 
transients may occur due to hole storage recovery and transformer in-
ductance. In the circuit shown in Fig. 11-9 however, the thyristor will 
have recovered long before a reverse voltage jump occurs (max. VL ~/2 
at ~ _ ~/2). 

The benefits of including afree-wheeling diode in a rectifier installation 
may be summarized as follows: 
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curve a: no free wheeling diode; ~ —►m 

Vo (a)= 2 ~ cosa 
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/ curve D: free wheeling diode added; 

Vo(a)_2v~~ 
(t.cosa) 

curve c : no free wheeling diode adtled ; 

L/Rload finite 

nvno 

ty2 iC 
-~ control angle a 

Fig. II-10 Output voltage/control angle. a9 for two-phase half-wave, and single-phase 
regenerative bridge rectifiers. 

— it enhances the smoothing action of the reactor and so adds to 
its efficiency throughout the range of output control; even in simple, 
non-controlled half-wave rectifiers a considerable improvement may 
be effected in this way L19~ [z°~; in the case of two-phase half-wave 
rectification, a time constant (reactor inductance over load resistance) 
equal to one-half power period will suffice to provide a continuous 
flow of current for any control angle from 0 to nearly 180 deg ~18~; 
— it increases the system power factor over the entire range of control 
angle; 
— it reduces output voltage ripple at larger control angles since 
negative voltage areas do not occur; 
— it reduces the voltage jumps and transients that accompany 
commutation and reverse recovery in thyristors, thereby making the 
output voltage less spiky and reducing the electrical stresses that 
thyristors must withstand. 

11.4.3 Voltage Rating of Free-wheeling Diode 

The diode must of course be able to block useful voltage level continu-
ously, but the required reverse voltage rating cannot be fixed without 
knowledge of the transients occurring in the output voltage waveform. 
These, however, may stem from a variety of causes —the breaking of 
the primary circuit, the leakage inductance of the supply transformer, 
and reverse recovery in the thyristors and the free-wheeling diode itself. 
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The wisest course is to experiment on a breadboard version of the circuit 
and so determine the highest peak occurring. 

The amplitude of spikes caused by reverse recovery in the thyristors can 
be reduced by a factor of two or more by using a diode whose own 
recovery time is very short. 

During its recovery time the diode presents a short circuit to the recti-
fied output. A heavy current flows momentarily, and in this way the diode 
itself becomes responsible for an inductive voltage transient of consider-
able magnitude. 

Such voltage transients will be particularly severe at a low control angle, 
i.e. at almost full output current. Choosing a fast recovery free-wheeling 
diode will reduce the shunting time and hence the magnitude of the 
voltage transient. Another method of limiting the amplitude of this type 
of voltage surge is to connect a small capacitor with a damping resistor 
in series across both the reactor and the secondary of the supply trans-
former. When transient conditions are not known or if the design is still 
in the breadboard stage, afree-wheeling diode with a reverse rating of 
approx. 6 times peak output voltage is recommended. This rating may 
be reduced when the actual transients are known. A controlled avalanche 
diode is not necessarily the best answer in all circumstances, since the 
energy content of the transient may be considerable. 

11.4.4 Current Rating of Free-wheeling Diode 

In between the times at which the thyristors are conducting, the load 
current decays exponentially (Fig. 11-9) but for the purpose of fixing the 
diode rating it can safely be assumed to remain steady at the mean level Io. 
This implies that the inductive load has a time constant of infinity and a 
power factor of zero ;the leakage inductance of the transformer is ignored. 
It will further be assumed, in what follows, that the inductive load is 
passive; the argument does not therefore apply to motor control circuits. 
We now proceed to derive the average free-wheeling diode current IDl 
as a function of control angle ~ for two-phase, half-wave circuits (Fig. 
11-11). 

Free-wheeling diode Duty Factor = ~/~. (11-5) 

From eq. (11-4): 

lo(~) = Vzj/2(1 +cos ~)/7tiR~ooa• 
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Fig. 11-11 Free-wheeling diode and thyristor conduction. 

For zero control angle (~ = 0), max. d.c. current: 

t o — 2 VL~2/~Rloaa• 

where R~oAa =load resistance. 
From the above equations: 

ID1/Io = ~(1 -~ cos z9)/2~c. 

(11-7) 

(11-8) 

ID1/Ia has been plotted vs.~ in Fig. 11-12; it reaches its maximum 
value (0.262) around ~ = 75 degrees. 

I Dt 

Ia

1 0.26 

0.2 

0.1 

20 40 60 80 1 100 120 140 160 180 

n1z n 
nsu<s —~ control angle $ 

Fig. 11-12 Plot of I D1/Ia = f (v). 

In practice ID1 values will be lower, actual load circuits having a finite 
time constant, and it will be safe to use a diode whose average current 
rating is one-quarter of the maximum average load current. 

This rule is valid for two-phase, half-wave configurations. In the case 
of three-phase half-wave rectification, the free-wheeling diode will 
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conduct only for control angles ~ exceeding 30 degrees (Fig. 11-13). From 
Fig. 11-14: 

Riooa 

Di conduction periods 

1 

~~ ~ 

0° 150°
~ ma 

I 
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control angle range 
J>30° but <750°

output voltage 
waveform 

no~ five 
voltage areas 
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Fig. 11-13 Three phase half-wave rectifzer system with free-wheeling diode added. 
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Fig. 11-14 Free-wheeling diode current. 

Free-wheeling diode Duty Factor = (~ — 30°)/120°. (11-9~ 
For ~ ~ 30°: 

Io(~) = 3 VL j/2{1 ~- cos( -{- 30)~/2~R~oad. (11-10) 

For ~ = 0, max. load current: 
I a = 3 VL ~/6/2~R~aad. (11-11) 

Thus 

I D1 ~ — 30° 1 + cos( -~- 30°) 

I 120
 x  

v3 
(11-12) 

a . ° 

for ~ > 30° but < 150°. 
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Similarly, for six phase half=wave rectification, 

ID1 ~ — 60° 

Ia 60° 
for z9 > 60° but G 120°. 

where 
lol =average current through free-wheeling diode =control angle. 

IDl/Io vs. control angle ~ has been plotted in Fig. 11-15 for both cir-
cuits. In a practical circuit where L/R(aaa is finite. take the following 
average currents: 

I of 
o.z 

Ip 

t 0.76

0.1 

0.070 

three phase half wave; eq(11-12) 

six phase half wave; 
eq(11-13) 

20 40 60 BO 100 120 140 160 

n/2 
~ control angle 8 

Fig. 11-IS Plot of ID1/Ia vs 1`} for three phase half-wave and six-phase half wave 
rectifier circuits. 

Three-phase half-wave: 0.15 x max. average load current. 
Six-phase half-wave: 0.075 x max. average load current. 

When choosing a diode for free-wheeling purposes, its peak current rating 
has also to be considered. In the above analysis, a square wave free-
wheelingdiode current has been assumed whose duty factor depends upon 
the off-time of the supply current. The free-wheeling diode peak current 
will equal the average d.c. current flowing through the load. It will increase 
as the thyristor firing angle is reduced, and will become equal to the max. 
average load current at zero control angle due to the finite commutation 
period between successive thyristors. Thus, the free-wheeling diode peak 
rating must conform to max, average load current. 
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11.4.5 Regenerative and Non-regenerative Rectifier Bridges 

A rectifier bridge is said to be regenerative when it feeds power back into 
the supply source during part of the a.c. cycle. Since for inverter action 
an e.m.f. must be generated in the load circuit, regeneration can only 
occur with inductive loading. In the case of anon-regenerative bridge, 
the rectifier system will operate as a true a.c./d.c. converter during the 
whole of the power cycle. 

All-thyristor bridges are of the regenerative type since the load reactor 
keeps the thyristors conducting until commutation occurs, thus exerting 
regenerative action. Bridges equipped with both controlled and uncon-
trolled rectifier elements will exhibit no regenerative action because the 
uncontrolled rectifier elements provide a shunting path for the current 
delivered by the inductive load. Since free-wheeling action is already 
provided internally, the latter bridge types do not need an external free-
wheeling diode. 
Single-Phase Bridge. Fig. 11-16 illustrates the operation of a single-phase 
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TH4  
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Fig. 11-16 Operation of a single phase bridge rectifier system using thyristors. 
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regenerative bridge equipped with four thyristors. The bridge can be made 
non-regenerative by connecting afree-wheeling diode across its output. 

Non-regenerative bridges may have thyristors in one single pair of 
seriesed or paralleled bridge arms (Fig. 11-17). When thyristors are incor-
porated in seriesed legs, as in Fig. 11-17a and b the diodes provide a 
shunt path for the current generated by the load reactor, and they con-
tinue to conduct during supply current off-periods. When thyristors are 
placed in paralleled legs (Fig. 11-17c and d), the reactor e.m.f. will extend 
the conduction period of each thyristor so that the thyristor provides a 
current path in conjunction with its series diode. Thus, during supply 
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Fig. 11-17 Non-regenerative, full-wave rectifiers: 
(aJ thyristors in seriesed legs; 
(b) conduction periods of elements shown in 11-17a; 
(c) thyristors in parallel legs; 
(dJ conduction periods of elements shown in 11-17c. 

current off-times, D1i Th l and DZ, Th2 conduct alternately. At any point 
in the output control range, all the rectifier elements in this circuit have 
conduction intervals of equal duration; they can therefore have the same 
current rating. This is not true of the bridge circuit in Fig. 11-17a. Because 
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diodes D1 Dz conduct over longer intervals, they must be of a slightly 
higher rating, as will be clear from the following analysis. 

The duty factor of diodes Dl and DZ in Fig. 11-17a is 

from eq. (11-4) we have 

Load current l a(~) = VL(1 -}- cos 2~)y2/~cR = I o(1 +cos ~)/2 (11-15) 

where Io =max. load current (~ = 0) 
VL = r.m.s. a.c. input voltage. 

Assuming infinite L/Rtoad (pure d.c. load current) we derive from the 
above equations: 

IF,,v(D> ,Dz)lIo = (1 -F- cos ~)(~ + a~)/4~c (11-16) 
where I FAV(D1iD2) is the average current through Dl and Dz (z~ in 
radians). 

Likewise we find 

IFAv(Th~,Th2)/ro = (> +cos ~)(~ — ~)/4~ (11-17) 
where IF,,V(Th I,Th2) is the average current through Thl and ThZ. 

Equations (11-1~ and (11-17) are represented graphically in Fig. 11-18. 
from which it will be seen that the diodes must have an approx. 10 
higher average current rating. However, where devices are amply rated, 
this 10 % may be readily ignored. 

Fig. I1-18 
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Graph of equations (11-16) and (11-17). 

The above considerations do not apply to motor drive circuitry. 
Three phase Bridge. In anon-regenerative three-phase bridge (Fig. 11-19), 
ThI and Dl, The and D2i Th3 and D3 will conduct in turn during supply 
current off-periods, passing a current generated by the load reactor, 
exactly as in the single-phase bridge type illustrated in Fig. 11-17b. All 
cells have equal conduction periods and can thus have the same rating. 
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Fig. 11-19 Non-regenerative three phase bridge system. 
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Fig. 11-20 (a) Three phase bridge made non-regenerative free-wheeling diode; (b) as 
(a) but neutral line included to allow the use of two diodes. 

Three-phase bridges equipped with six thyristors can be made non-
regenerative by adding one or two free-wheeling diodes (Fig. 11-20). Since 
zero output voltage periods occur for control angles exceeding 60°, the 
advantage obtained from a single free-wheeling diode (Fig. 11-20a) will 
be small, although the severity of reverse voltage jumps will be reduced 
for ~ > 60°. However, where a transformer neutral point is available, 
two free-wheeling diodes can be employed, as in Fig. 11-20b. The circuit 
may be regarded as a series combination of two three-phase half-wave 
rectifiers operating 30° out of phase, in which the free-wheeling diodes 
start to conduct as early as ~ = 30° and are therefore more effective. 
The required free-wheeling diode rating is as derived in section 11.5.4 
for three-phase half-wave rectifier systems. 
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11.5 Controlled Avalanche Devices as High-voltage Zener 
Diodes 

Because of their consistent reverse breakdown voltage controlled ava-
lanche diodes may be used for overvoltage protection of the circuits dealt 
with below, these being only a few of the numerous applications. 

11.5.1 Forced Voltage sharing in Series Legs 

Forced voltage-sharing networks employing controlled avalanche diodes 
to protect thyristor in series chains against forward breakover caused by 
transients are shown in Fig. 11-21a and b. To afford this protection, the 
minimum breakover level of the thyristors in Fig. 11-21a must exceed 
the maximum reverse breakdown level of the diodes D1i Dz and D3 placed 
in parallel with them. 

TH1 ~~~ 01 
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TH3 1 ~~ D3 

F•~ 

E~ 

E~ 

E~ 

Dz 

D1 to O6 
controlleE avalanche 

diotles 

(a) 

Fig. II-21 (a) Forced voltage sharing 
network using controlled avalanche diodes; 
(bJ Forced voltage sharing network using 
redundancy to improve reliability. 
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Controlled avalanche devices D4 to D6 are added to enable the series 
chain to block reverse current. These diodes must be selected to withstand 
the peak voltage applied to the circuit in the reverse direction. If one of 
the thyristors in this circuit should fail to turn ON, the diode in parallel 
with it would risk destruction as a result of having to dissipate the full 
half-cycle power, Vxcax~ x I„„oae. The circuit in Fig. 11-21b is free from 
the drawback, for it is most unlikely that both the thyristors placed in 
parallel with a single reverse-biased diode would fail to turn ON. Diodes 
are selected which have a minimum avalanching voltage higher than the 
max. breakover voltage level per thyristor but a max. avalanching voltage 
lower than twice the min. breakover voltage of the thyristor. If now, 
ThZ, Th,, Th4 are triggered, Th l will be forced into conduction, thus 
protecting D1 against excessive dissipation. This protection cannot be 
obtained from normal thyristors because their behaviour becomes highly 
unpredictable when the specified minimum breakover level is surpassed 
so it is advisable to use controlled-avalanche types. If in the case cited 
above Thl does not go into conduction, a situation will arise like that 
referred to in Fig. 11-21a. This may lead to the destruction of parallel 
diode Dl and of thyristor Th l, if its surge voltage rating is exceeded. 
Parallel resistors are incorporated to achieve adequate voltage sharing 
between thyristor pairs. Neon lamps have been added for monitoring 
purposes; all lamps should glow under OFF condition, and should go 
out when load current flows. 

It will be noted that the voltage-sharing network is extremely simple. 
The circuit has been employed without modification in a practical rectifier 
system using twenty thyristors in series and rated to deliver 30 A at 11 kV. 

11.5.2 Protection of Voltage-sensitive Loads 

A system to protect avoltage-sensitive load is shown in Fig. 11-22. Any 
overvoltage will be clamped to D,'s breakdown level. If the surge voltage 

current limiting 
resistor 

Fig. 11-22 Protection of voltage sensitive load. 
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should exceed Dl's avalanche voltage, the current through dropping 
resistor R1 will be large enough to trigger overload-sensing thyristor Th T, 
which protects the controlled-avalanche diode by shorting out the entire 
circuit. RZ is placed in series, to limit the thyristor current. 

11.5.3 Regenerative Voltage Protection 

The circuit shown in Fig. 11-23 may be used to protect a rectifier system 
against regenerative voltages produced by a d.c. motor. A thyristor in 
series with acurrent-limiting (braking) resistor R is connected across each 
of the rectifier legs to one of the a.c. lines. Common point M will be 
positive whenever rectifier diode Dl is conducting and negative when DZ
conducts 180° later, making VM sinusoidal, as shown by the waveforms. 
When no regenerative action occurs, both thyristors are in their blocking 
state and the controlled avalanche diodes D3i D4 will operate below their 
breakdown level. Hence no energy is dissipated in braking resistors R. 

/~ ~~ voltage ~ ~~ 
~\ across 

/ yM ~ TH1, D3 / 

voltage ~~ / 
ocross THY,D< ~ ~ 

~a~ 

mox, bus voltage 
Cetermine0 by D3, ~b~ 

D4 DreakOown IerN 

Fig. 11-23 Electronic braking system: (aJ circuit; (b) waveforms. 

During regenerative action the motor, operating now as a generator, 
will try to feed back into the rectifier. The motor voltage supplied to the 
d.c. bus is higher than the voltage supplied by the rectifier. The diodes 
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block the reverse current flow, so a separate path for this current has to 
be arranged. Thyristors Th l and Thz together with braking resistors R 
act as such. When the bus voltage, generated by the motor, exceeds the 
avalanche voltage of D3 or D4i the thyristors are triggered and the 
resistors R cause the motor to brake. 

When motoring action is resumed, D1 and Dz start to conduct again. 
This reverses the voltages on Th, and Thz and hence they regain their 
non-conducting state. If controlled-avalanche types are selected for 
Thl, Thz diodes D3i D4 might be omitted, provided they avalanche at 
the desired bus voltage level. The circuit applies to single-phase bridge 
rectifier systems as well. 
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12 Quality and Reliability 

12.1 Introduction 

Chapter 1 describes some of the features whereby a mechanically and 
electrically robust diode is made and the problems which have to be 
overcome to ensure that reliability is built in. This chapter discusses 
reliability qualitatively and gives an outline of the efforts taken to achieve 
it in power diodes. 

12.2 Reliability 

Reliability is the ability of an item to perform a required function under 
stated conditions for a stated period of time (IEC TC56). The ultimate 
reliability cannot be better than that of the weakest link in the whole 
chain of processes from design to dispatch of the finished product. Among 
their other duties inspection and quality control continually highlight 
these weak links so that corrective action can be taken, thereby increasing 
the yield. 

12.2.1 Design Reliability 

The designer in a diode development department has a target specification 
for a new diode, generally compiled from a survey of customer require-
ments, and his first approach is to study the specifications of available 
diodes to ascertain whether selection from an existing production line 
would give the desired new component. This is rarely the case and he 
must then resort to introducing changes to one or more of the manu-
facturing processes to meet the requirements of the specification. The 
designer considers introducing few changes at one time. As far as pos-
sible he avoids a completely new manufacturing technique as generally, 
until it has been mastered by the production staff, it causes trouble and 
lowers the reliability and hence the yield, so increasing the cost. Also, 
new tests have to be instituted to establish that the new technique is 
completely under control thus further increasing the cost. 

Before proposing changes the. designer studies the reports and control 
charts which inspection and quality control departments have laboriously 
compiled over the previous years; these show him which processes are 
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easily controllable and hence the simplest to change. The proposals are 
then discussed with representatives from manufacturing, commercial and 
inspection departments so that all forseeable difficulties can be solved. 

Prototypes of the new device are made and tested under laboratory 
conditions and further development is conducted to completely under-
stand and improve any new processes. Once the whole manufacturing 
process appears to be controllable and the device represents a sound 
commercial investment, pre-production or sample batches are ordered 
to be made under assembly line conditions and tentative data sheets 
drawn up. 

12.2.2 Pre-production and Inspection 

Once the approval has been given to make pre-production samples, the 
inspection and quality control departments play an increasingly greater 
part in the control of manufacture of the diode and the designer a lesser 
part. 

Inspection is introduced at every process in the production line to assist 
the operators in mastering any new techniques. All variables (e.g. furnace 
temperature, diffusion time) are recorded to determine quantitively, the 
correlation between the variables and the process defect rate and the cor-
relation between the variables and the overall defect rate after all environ-
mental tests have been conducted. To establish this accurately means that 
either much of the inspection has to be 100 % or that very large samples 
have to be taken. From the finished components samples are taken for 
environmental testing to examine the ability of a device to withstand the 
rougher treatment it will receive during its life. Also life tests are started 
to measure the parameter changes with respect to time. The results from 
all this testing enable inspection and quality control departments to: 
— draw up their control charts putting in upper and lower warning limits ; 
— finalise the inspection sampling schemes to be employed when diodes 

are in full production; 
— verify or modify the information in the tentative data sheets. 

Finally when all processes are under statistical control the order is given 
for full production to start; data sheets and samples are then made 
available for customers. 

12.2.3 Production and Inspection 

Once manufacture is in full swing it is the skill and ability to assess their 
own efforts in the light of feedback from Inspection and Quality Control 
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which enables the production personnel to maintain or improve the qua-
lity attained in pre-production. This feedback takes the form of control 
charts drawn up from the results of sampling tests performed after each 
process or group of processes. These charts indicate whether processes 
are remaining under control or whether corrective action needs to be taken 
before the quality becomes unacceptable, i.e. before the number of defects 
is such that the batch is rejected. Inspection is also carried out on incoming 
parts and materials to establish that their quality is adequate. 

The normal rules governing Reduced and Tightened inspection are 
employed so that unnecessary inspection, with its accompanying high 
cost, is eliminated. It seems a paradox that the most reliable process 
often involves the least inspection. 

12.3 Final Tests 

Once the diodes have been finished and before they are dispatched to the 
customer they must pass through the final inspection testing procedure. 
These tests are considered in three groups viz. 100 %, Batch Release and 
Reliability Tests. 

12.3.1 100 % Tests 

As the title suggests tests are conducted by the factory inspector on all 
diodes to check that the principal electrical and thermal quantities con-
form to the specification. 
With diodes these tests include: 
— forward voltage drop (VF) at maximum repetitive forward current; 
— leakage current at elevated temperatures at voltages VRWM and VRSM; 
— thermal resistance between junction and mounting base; 
— reverse recovery charge and switching time, if applicable; 
— reverse breakdown voltage Vcsa~x (for controlled avalanche diodes); 

— reverse power dissipation PRSM (for controlled avalanche diodes). 

12.3.2 Batch Release 

Each batch (defined as one week's production which has passed the 100 
factory tests) is submitted to a second control inspection department 
which takes samples according to MIL-STD-105. The samples are sub-
jected to the tests listed in sect. 12.3.1. This forms a check that the 
factory tests have been performed satisfactorily. The diodes are then kept 
in what can be considered a bonded store. 
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12.3.3 Reliability Tests (Quality Control) 
From the batch in the bonded store samples are taken by Quality Control 
to have their characteristics measured, then to be subjected to environ-
mental testing and then to have their characteristics measured again. Any 
change in characteristics caused by the environmental tests is used as a 
measure of the quality of outgoing batches. Any batch, whose sample 
yields more defects than permitted by the sampling scheme, is examined 
to reject faulty devices. 

Initial measurement 

All devices from the sample are marked for identification and the follow-
ing measurements made: 
— forward voltage characteristic at two temperatures; 
— reverse voltage characteristic up to VRSM at room temperature and 

maximum junction temperature; 
— thermal resistance between junction and mounting base; 
— thermal resistance between mounting base and heat sink; 
— reverse recovery charge and switching time (if applicable); 
— reverse breakdown voltage characteristic at room temperature and 

maximum junction temperature; 
— non-repetitive peak forward current IFSM at maximum junction tem-

perature. 
In addition to these measurements, a proportion of the sample is checked 
for dimensions, and visually examined for quality of finished appearance 
and marking. 

Environmental Tests (Quality Control) 

Once the results from the above measurements have been recorded the 
sample is divided into groups and each group subjected to one or more 
of the following environmental tests : (not necessarily in the order quoted) 
thermal shock; 
thermal fatigue ; 
temperature cycling; 
robustness of lead (or top electrode) and stud; 
mechanical shock or bumping; 
long term life under load; 
storage. 
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End of Test Measurements 

End-of--Test measurements are then made and, if the results after the first 
five tests listed prove satisfactory, permission is given for the release of 
the batch. The diodes can then be dispatched. The last two tests give us 
information on the long term behaviour of the diodes so that, with high 
confidence, we can forecast the reliability. 
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SYN~BOLS AND DEFINITIONS 

This manual follows the usual practice of appending the abbreviation 
"max" to a symbol subscript in order to represent device ratings; for 
example, T; max means max. allowable junction temperature. No attempt 
has been made to include all such maxima in the following list of sym-
bols, and absence from the list does not imply that a given maximum 
rating symbol will not be used in the manual. All power diode ratings 
relate to a mounting base-to-ambient thermal resistance not exceeding 
a specified value under given operational conditions, as shown on the 
data sheets. 

1. Diode iooltages 
1.1 Forward 

",. Continuous forward voltage —Value of forward 

d.c. voltage, at stated junction temperature, as 
represented in the typical forward characteristic. 
Average forward voltage —Full-cycle average 
value of forward voltage. 

1.2 Reverse 

VcsR)R Reverse breakdown voltage —Reverse voltage 
level, at specified junction temperature, at which 
a controlled avalanche device will break down 
due to reverse current avalanching. The device 
will suffer no damage if the reverse power is kept 
within its ratings. 

VR Continuous reverse voltage — Vaue of reverse 
d.c. voltage, as represented in the typical reverse 
characteristic. Acontrolled avalanche device will 
not break down when subjected to max. per-
missible continuous reverse voltage VR max• 

V RWM Crest working reverse voltage —Crest value of 
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vRRM 

VRSM 

2 Diode Currents 

2.1 Forward 

Ir 

Ip 

IFAV 

IFRM 

IF rms 

circuit voltage impressed across the device in 
reverse direction with the exclusion of repetitive 
voltage transients due to commutation etc., and 
non-repetitive voltage transients caused by 
switching etc. A controlled avalanche device will 
not break down when subjected to max. per-
missible crest reverse voltage VRWM max• 

Repetitive peak reverse voltage —Peak value of 
reverse voltage including repetitive voltage tran-
sients but excluding all non-repetitive voltage 
transients. 
Non-repetitive peak reverse voltage —Peak value 
of reverse voltage including all non-repetitive 
voltage transients but excluding all repetitive 
voltage transients. 

Continuous forward current Value of forward 
d.c. current as represented in the typical forward 
characteristic. 
Instantaneous forward current — Instantaneous 
value of forward current. 
Average forward current —Full-cycle average 
value of forward current. Rated level IFAv max 

is valid for a specified rectifier configuration, and 
under specified conditions of frequency and cur-
rent waveform. 
Crest working forward current —Crest value of 
forward current excluding all transients effects. 
Repetitive peak forward current —Peak value of 
forward current including recurrent transient 
effects due to commutation, capacitor discharge, 
etc. 
R.M.S. forward current —Full-cycle r.m.s. value 
of forward current. 
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IFSAV 

IFsnr 

IFS rms 

2.2 Reverse 

~K 

Ir<u 

3 A's 

I Zt 
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Non-repetitive average forward current — Full-
cycle average value of forward current under 
fault conditions. 
Non-repetitive peak forward current —Peak value 
of non-repetitive current waveform. Diode rating 

IFSM max imposes an upper limit on the peak 
value of anon-repetitive 50 Hz (or 60 Hz) semi-
sinusoidal forward current waveform of specified 
duration, consisting of equal-amplitude current 
pulses. Each 10 ms (8.33 ms) semi-sinusoidal cur-
rent pulse occurring in the non-repetitive current 
waveform must be followed by a 10 ms (8.33 ms) 
off-period; the non-repetitive current waveform 
may be preceded and followed by max. rated 
voltage, current, and junction temperature valid 
for steady-state operation. 
Non-repetitive r.m.s. forward current —R.M.S. 
value of a single non-repetitive forward current 
pulse. Diode rating IFs rms max imposes an upper 
limit on the r.m.s. value of a single non-repetitive 
semi-sinusoidal forward current pulse of speci-
fied duration (10 ms or less); the non-repetitive 
current pulse may be preceded and followed by 
max. rated voltage, current and junction tem-
perature valid for steady-state operation. 

Continuous reverse current — Value of reverse 
d.c. current at stated junction temperature, as 
represented in the typical reverse characteristic. 
Peak continuous reverse current —Specified maxi-
mum value of reverse d.c. current at crest reverse 
working voltage and specified mounting base or 
junction temperature. 

I squared t — A2s content of a single non-repeti-
tive forward current pulse. Diode rating IZtmax 



imposes an upper limit on the A Zs content of a 
single non-repetitive forward current pulse of 
specified duration (10 ms or less); the non-repeti-
tive current pulse may be preceded and followed 
by max. rated voltage, current, and junction tem-
perature for steady-state operation. 

4 Power ®issipated in ®iode 
4.1 Forward 

Pun 

4.2 Reverse 

~x a ~' 

PRRM 

PRSM 

Average total power —Sum of forward and 
reverse power dissipation (max. anticipated 
value) averaged over a.c. cycle. 

Average reverse power —Full-cycle average value 
of reverse power dissipated in a controlled aval-
anche device under recurrent operation in the 
breakdown region. Diode rating PRav maX im-
poses an upper limit on the average reverse 
power, at a specified junction temperature, dissi-
pated in a controlled avalanche device under a.c. 
operation at a specified working frequency in the 
breakdown region. 

Repetitive peak reverse power —Peak value of a 
repetitive square power pulse dissipated in a 
controlled avalanche device under recurrent 
operation in the breakdown region. Diode rating 

PRRM maX imposes an upper limit, for a given 
junction temperature on the peak value of a 
repetitive square power pulse of specified dura-
tion dissipated in a device under a.c. operation 
in the breakdown region at a specified working 
frequency. 
Non-repetitive peak reverse power —Peak value 
of a single non-repetitive square power pulse 
dissipated in a controlled avalanche device oper-
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ating in the breakdown region. Diode rating 

I'xsNr maX imposes an upper limit, for a given 
junction temperature on the peak value of a 
single non-repetitive square power pulse of 
specified duration dissipated in a device oper-
ating in the breakdown region. 

5 Diode Resistance 

ra;,~~ D~erential resistance —The first derivative,. 
taken at the rated average forward current level 
IFav max of the VFI F-characteristic. 

6 Recovery Time 

r.. 

Forward recovery time —Time interval, under 
specified circuit and voltage waveform condi-
tions, required by the device to attain its state 
of full forward conduction when switched from 
reverse to forward biased state. 
Reverse recovery time   Time interval, under 
specified circuit and voltage waveform condi-
tions, required for the device to recover its full 
capability to withstand rated reverse voltage 
when switched from forward to reverse biased 
state. 

7 Temperature 

T~,,,,,, Ambient temperature —Temperature of sur-
roundings, commonly used as datum for thermal 
resistance or transient thermal impedance mea-
surements. 

T; Junction temperature —Instantaneous junction 
temperature under operating conditions. Diode 
rating T; max imposes an upper limit on average 
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Tmb 

junction temperature in a device operating in a 
rectifier configuration, and on peak junction 
temperature where a forward current flows for 
only a small proportion of the duty cycle. 
Mounting base temperature — Temperature 
measured at the centre or bottom (heat sink 
side) of one of the hexagonal surfaces under 
operating conditions. In the case of a flat-base 
device, the mounting base temperature is the 
temperature measured at the bottom (heat sink 
side) of the envelope. 

$ Thermal Resistance and Impedance 

R t h;_ a Junction-to-ambient thermal resistance — Ther-
mal resistance existing between junction and 
ambient deg C/W. 

Rth j—m6 Junction-to-mounting-base thermal resistance —
Device thermal resistance existing between junc-
tion and mounting base deg C/W. 

Rth mb—h Mounting-base-to-heat sink thermal resistance —
Contact thermal resistance existing between 
mounting base and heatsink deg C/W. 

Rth mb—a Mounting-base-to ambient thermal resistance —
Thermal resistance existing between mounting 
base and ambient (°C/W). 

9 Junction Capacitance and Charge 

Z,,,, , , Junction-to-reference transient thermal impedance 
— Temperature rise per unit power dissipation 
of junction above stated reference point for 
specified period of time after application of step 
increase of junction power dissipation with de-
vice case or ambient temperature held constant. 
It is expressed in deg C/W. 

Cj Junction Capacitance (µF). 
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Q„~:,, 

O, 

~ ~) 

Maximum stored charge 
on one diode of a group 
Minimum stored charge 
on one d

/
i~ode of a group 

i~max — Qmin• 

10 Electrical Parameters 
10.1 Voltages 

VB

Vch 
Vcom 

VL
VLL = VL j/3 

VL1 

VLL1 = vLl V3

VPL 

VPLL = VpLV3 

vo
VOM 

VOn 
VO rms 

Vo rms 

10.2 Currents 

~~. 
ILL 

ILMsc 

I LMsc 
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at the device junction, 
(~c)• 
at the device junction, 
(l~~)• 

Battery voltage. 
R.M.S. value of voltage across line choke. 
Drop in rectifier d.c. output voltage due to com-
mutation. 
R.M.S. value of secondary voltage per phase. 
R.M.S. value of secondary voltage between pha-
ses (three-phase system). 
R.M.S. value of primary voltage per phase. 
R.M.S. value of primary voltage between phases 
(three-phase system). 
R.M.S. voltage per phase of a.c. supply source. 
R.M.S. voltage between phases of a polyphase 
supply. 
Average value of rectifier output voltage. 
Peak value of rectifier output voltage. 
Nominal rectifier output voltage (average value) 
R.M.S. value of rectifier output voltage. 
R.M.S. value of ripple components in rectifier 
output voltage. 

R.M.S. value of secondary current per phase. 
R.M.S. value of secondary line current (three-
phase system). 
Crest value of symmetrical (steady-state) fault 
current per phase available from transformer 
secondary. 
Amplitude of first pulse of asymmetric fault cur-
rent per phase, available at transformer second-
ary. 



I„ LMsc 

I LSC 

IPL 

IPLL 
IPLs~ 

Io 
IOM 

IOn 

IO rms 

IC rms 

ISM 

10.3 Power 

PAc 
I ~aPP 

Po = Vol o
I'On = VOnIOn 

ho rms 
ho rms 

Permissible amplitude of first pulse of asymmetric 
fault current per phase, that will not damage the 
diodes. 
R.M.S. value of symmetric (steady-state) fault 
current per phase, available at transformer 
secondary. 
R.M.S. value of primary current per phase. 
R.M.S. value of primary line current. 
R.M.S. value of symmetric (steady-statel primary 
fault current per phase. 
Average value of rectifier output current. 
Peak value of rectifier output current. 
Nominal rectifier output current (average value). 
R.M.S. value of rectifier output current. 
R.M.S. value of ripple components in rectifier 
output current. 
Peak inrush current of rectifier system. 

Active a.c. input power. 
Apparent a.c. input power. 
Pure d.c. output power of rectifier. 
Nominal d.c. output power of rectifier. 
R.M.S. output power of rectifier. 
Ripple component in rectifier output power. 

10.4 Volt-ampere quantities 

VA~n
VAln 

VA zn

VA„ 

VA~n

VAn((phase) 

Volt-ampere supplied by a.c. source. 
Nominal value of transformer primary volt-
amperes. 
Nominal value of transformer secondary volt-
amperes. 
Nominal transformer volt-amperes, 
VA n = (VAIn ~ VAzn)/ 2. 
Nominal choke volt-amperes. 
Nominal value of transformer volt-amperes per 
phase. 
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VASE

VAsc(pUase) 

Total short-circuit volt-amperes of transformer 
(all secondary phases shorted). 
Short-circuit volt-amperes of transformer per 
secondary phase. 

10.5 Resistance and reactance 

Lload 

Rload 

RLs 

RS

Rs~ 
XL = wSLS

XLadd — ~sZ'add 

XLch(sc) — ~sl'ch(sc) 

XLL = wsZ'~s 

Xsc — ~sLsc 

Zload 

Inductance of load. 
Resistance of load. 
Overall source resistance per secondary phase 
(supply resistance -~ lumped series resistance ~-
differential resistance of diodes). 
Overall source resistance (supply resistance -~ 
lumped series resistance ~- differential resistance 
of diodes). 
Resistance of shorted circuit. 
Leakage reactance per phase as seen from trans-
former secondary. 
Inductive reactance to be added per phase, to 
restrict fault current to proper value. 
Inductive reactance of line choke under fault 
conditions. 
Half of leakage reactance between successive 
phases as seen from transformer secondary 
(primary terminals shorted). 
Inductive reactance of shorted circuit. 
Rectifier load impedance. 

10.6 Frequency, phase angle, and time 

f s Supply frequency. 
u)S = 2~fs Angular supply frequency. 
f r Fundamental frequency-of rectifier output ripple. 
team Commutation time. 
yea,,, Commutation angle (radians). 
~ Thyristor control angle (radians). 
cos ~ Power factor presented to a.c. supply source. 

~ Load phase angle at fundamental ripple fre-
quency. 

~ Phase angle of shorted circuit. 
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'/~ Phase angle referred to preceding positive-going 
zero transition of a.c. supply voltage. 

10.7 Non-dimensional quantities 

~'F(f) 
F F(plav) 

FF(p/rms) 

FSi 

F,f v 

F(p/av)i 
F(v/av)v 

F(pnms) i 
F(p/rms)v 

Fri — Io rmsllO 

Fry = vo rms/VO 

FFia = Pol VAin 

FP 1 = I'Ol VA 1 n 

FP2 = PoI VA2n 

I ~LMscIILMsc 

ml
mZ
N 
%ripple 
x 

xaaa 

xch(sc) 

x req = x ~— xaaa 

s 
Ecom 

~c 

Form factor of diode forward current. 
Peak-to-average factor of diode forward current. 
Peak-to-r.m.s. factor of diode forward current. 
Form factor of rectifier output current. 
Form factor of rectifier output voltage. 
Peak-to-average factor of rectifier output current. 
Peak-to-average factor of rectifier output voltage. 
Peak-to-r.m.s. factor of rectifier output current. 
Peak-to-r.m.s. factor of rectifier output voltage. 
Ripple factor of rectifier output current. 
Ripple factor of rectifier output voltage. 
Utility factor presented to a.c. supply source. 
Utility factor at transformer primary. 
Utility factor at transformer secondary. 
Offset factor of asymmetrical fault current. 
Number of primary phases. 
Number of secondary phases. 
Primary-to-secondary turns ratio per phase. 
100 x Fundamental r.m.s. load ripple voltage/ vo. 
Per unit transformer leakage reactance relative 
to d.c. load. 
Per unit inductive reactance, relative to d.c. load, 
which must be added per phase in order to restrict 
fault current to a safe value. 
Per unit inductive reactance of line choke under 
fault condition, relative to d.c. load. 
Total per unit inductive reactance per phase, 
relative to d.c. load, required to restrict fault 
current to safe value. 
Duty factor of square wave pulse waveform. 
Commutation voltage loss referred to average 
rectifier output voltage at zero load. 
Conversion efficiency of rectifier system (pure 
d.c. output power over a.c. input power). 
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